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First Session, Lots 2001 – 2402  

Thursday 18th June at 10.30 am 

Miscellaneous and Mixed Lots 

 2001            An unmounted mint K.G.VI collection in four boxed S.G. albums, sets incl. Aden 1939-48, 1951, Antigua 1938-
51, Ascension 1938-53, Australia 1937-49, 1948-56, Bahamas 1938-52, Bahawalpur 1945 (Jan.) and (Mar.-May) 
official, Bahrain 1942-45, 1948-49, 1950-55, B.C.O.F. 1946-47, Basutoland 1938, Bechuanaland 1938-52, Bermuda 
1938-53, British Guiana 1938-52, British Honduras 1938-47, Brunei 1947-51, Burma 1938-40, 1939 official, 1946 
official, 1947 official, Canada 1937-38, 1942-48, 1949 official, 1950-52 official, Cayman Islands 1938-48, Ceylon 
1938-49, Cook Islands 1943-54 Postal Fiscal (less £3), Cyprus 1938-51, Cyrenaica 1950, Eritrea 1950, Falkland 
Islands 1952, Dependencies 1948 Thick Map, Fiji 1938-55, 1940 postage due, Gambia 1938-46, Gibraltar 1938-
51, Gilbert & Ellice 1940 postage due, Great Britain 1939-48, 1936-37 postage due, 1937-38 postage due, India 
1949-52, Ireland 1940-68, Jamaica 1938-52, Johore 1949-55, 1938 postage due, Kedah 1937, 1950-55, Kelantan 
1951-55, K.U.T. 1938-54 to £1, Kuwait 1948-49, 1950-55, Leeward Islands 1938-51, Malacca 1949-52, Malaya 
(Postal Union) 1936-38 postage due, 1945-49 postage due, Malaya (B.M.A.) 1945-48, Mauritius 1938-49, 
Montserrat 1938-48, Negri Sembilan 1949-55, New Hebrides 1938 postage due, New Zealand 1936-42, Nigeria 
1938-51, North Borneo 1945 B.M.A., 1947, 1950-52, 1939 postage due, Northern Rhodesia 1938-52, Nyasaland 
1938-44, 1950 postage due, Pahang 1950-56, Pakistan 1947, 1948-57, 1949-53, 1947 official, 1948 official, 1949 
official, Penang 1949-52, Perak 1950-56, Perlis 1951-55 (top seven values corner plate examples), St. Helena 1938-
44, Sarawak 1950, Selangor 1949-55, 1937 postage due, Sierra Leone 1938-44, Singapore 1948 perf. 14 (2), 
Somaliland 1938, S.W.A. 1938 Voortrekker, Straits Settlements 1937-41, Sudan 1951-61, 1936-46 official, 1948 
official, Tangier 1949, Trengganu 1949-55 to $5, Trinidad and Tobago 1938-44, Tripolitania 1950, Tristan da 
Cunha 1952, Turks and Caicos 1938-55, also Indian Convention States (not all guaranteed) with Chamba 1938 to 
5r. and 15r., 1942-47 to 25r., 1938-40 and 1940-43 official values to 10r., Jind 1937-38 to 15r., 1941-43 to 25r., 
1937-40 official to 10r., Nabha 1938 to 10r. and 25r., Patiala 1937-38 to 10r., Feudatory States, range of Silver 
Wedding sets with Singapore, etc. mainly fine. (100s)                                                                            £6,000-£7,000 

 2002            An unmounted mint Q.E.II collection in boxed albums, with issues to 1970, incl. Ascension 1956 to 10s., Bahamas 
1953-63 to £1, Basutoland 1954-58 to 10s., 1961-63 to 1r., Bechuanaland 1955-58 to 10s., Bermuda 1953-62 to £1, 
B.A.T. 1963-69 to £1, British Guiana 1954-63 to $5, British Solomon Islands 1956-62 to £1, British Virgin Islands 
1956-62 to $4.80, Brunei 1964-72 to $5, Cayman Is. 1953-62 to £1, Gambia 1953-59 to £1, Gibraltar 1953-59 to 
£1, Hong Kong 1962-73 to $20, India 1955 Five Year Plan set, Jamaica 1956-58 to £1, K.U.T. 1954-59 to £1, Kuwait 
1955-57 both types (some toning), Malta 1956-58 to £1, New Zealand 1953-59 to 10s., Qatar 1961 to 10r., Rhodesia 
& Nyasaland 1959-62 to £1, Somaliland 1953-58 to 10s., Turks and Caicos 1957 to 10s., etc. (100s)                       
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,000-£2,500 

 2003            A mint collection in a K.G.VI album, some unmounted, incl. Ascension 1938-53 to 10s., Bahrain 1942-45 25r., 
1948-49 and 1950-55 to 10r. on 10s., Basutoland 1938 to 10s., Bechuanaland 1938-52 to 10s., Bermuda 1938-53 
values to £1, Burma 1939 officials to 10r., 1947 officials to 10r., Canada 1937-38 to $1, 1950-52 officials to $1, 
Eritrea 1950 to 10r. on 10s., Falkland Islands 1952 to £1, Fiji 1938-55 to £1, Gambia 1938-46 to 10s., Gibraltar 
1938-51 to 10s., Ireland 1937 and 1940-68 to 10s., Kedah 1937 to $5, Kuwait 1948-49 to 10r. on 10s., Mauritius 
1950 to 10r., Northern Rhodesia 1938-52 to 20s.,  Nyasaland 1950 postage dues to 6d., Pakistan 1947 to 25r., 1948-
57 to 25r., 1949-53 to 12a., 1947 officials to 10r., 1948 officials to 10r., 1949 officials to 10r., Seychelles 1938-49 
values to 5r., Sierra Leone 1938-44 to £1, Singapore 1948 to $5, Somaliland 1938 to 5r., S.W.A. 1938 Voortrekker, 
Sudan 1941 to 20p., 1951-61 to 20r., 1948 officials to 50p., Tristan da Cunha 1952 to 10s., Turks and Caicos 1938-
55 to 10s., mainly good to fine, also a few used. Stated to catalogue £27,000+. (100s)                       £2,000-£2,500 

 2004            A mainly mint K.G.V selection in a stockbook, incl. Antigua 1932 Tercentenary set, Ascension 1934 set, Basutoland 
1933 set, Bechuanaland 1932 set, British Guinea 1934 set, Cayman Islands 1932 Centenary set less 2d., 1935 set, 
Cyprus 1928 Anniversary set, 1934 set, Falkland Islands 1933 Centenary to 2s.6d., Montserrat 1932 Anniversary 
set, Nigeria 1936 set, St. Helena 1912-16 set, 1934 Centenary set, Sierra Leone 1932 set, Swaziland 1933 set, etc., 
mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 



 2005            A mainly mint K.G.VI collection in four stockbooks, incl. Aden, Antigua, Bermuda, British Guiana, British 
Honduras 1938-47 set unmounted, Falkland Islands 1938-50 set, 1952 set unmounted, Fiji 1938-55 set, Gambia 
1938-46 set unmounted, Gibraltar 1938-51 set, India 1937-40 set, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, North Borneo 
1950-52 set unmounted, Northern Rhodesia 1938-52 set unmounted, Nyasaland, Pakistan 1947 set unmounted, 
Sarawak 1950 set unmounted, Seychelles, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                              £1,200-£1,500 

 2006            A Commonwealth selection in a stockbook, incl. Aden 1937 to 5r., Antigua 1932 Tercentenary set mint, Ascension 
1934 to 10s. mint, 1956 to 10s. unmounted mint, Bahamas 1902-07 2½d. sloping “2” used, Barbados 1892-1903 
2s.6d. used, 1918-20 3s. used, British Honduras 1962 Birds 1c. with orange-yellow minor shift, Cayman Islands 
1917 War Stamp type 16 2½d. mint (not guaranteed), 1921-26 10s. (2) mint, Cyprus 1881 ½pi. part original gum, 
1883-86 2pi. part original gum, 1882 ½ on ½pi. part original gum (not guaranteed), 1922-23 30pa. green with  
‘broken bottom left triangle’ mint, 1928 Anniversary £1 unmounted mint, Gambia 1904 to 2s. mint, 1912-22 5s. 
mint, India 1895 3r. mint, Leeward Islands 1954 set in blocks of four unmounted mint (top two values corner 
plate blocks), Malta 1930 to 10s. mint, Montserrat 1932 Anniversary set, Natal 1902-03 to 2s.6d. mint, North 
Borneo 1961 to $10 unmounted mint, Orange Free State 1903-04 5s. mint, St. Helena 1903 to 2s. mint, 1912-16 
to 3s. mint, St. Kitts-Nevis 1938-50 5s. variety ‘break in oval at foot’ used, Seychelles 1897-1900 1r.50 and 2r.25 
mint, 1921-32 5r. mint, etc., mixed condition.                                                                                         £1,000-£1,500 

 2007            A mainly modern British Commonwealth accumulation in sheets and part sheets, incl. Anguilla, Australia, 
Bahamas, British Honduras, Brunei, Lesotho 1966 Watermark Script 12½c. (3 sheets of 60), Tonga, also a  
duplicated selection of omnibus issues with 1972 Silver Wedding, 1973 Royal Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee all in 
sheets and part sheets, miniature sheets, etc. (many 1,000s)                                                                 £1,000-£1,200 

 2008            A K.G.VI mainly good to fine mint and used collection in an S.G. printed album with many complete sets incl. 
Aden, Ascension, Bahawalpur officials, Bahrain, Indian States, Kuwait, N.Z. postal fiscals, Malayan States, 
Seychelles, many 1948-49 Silver Wedding sets, etc. (many 100s)                                                             £800-£1,000 

 2009            A Middle East stock, mint and used in a stockbook, incl. Aden, Bahrain, Iraq, Libya, Dubai, Jordan, Kuwait, 
Lebanon, Palestine, Oman, Qatar, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, Yemen, some imperforate issues, essays and proofs, etc. 
(1,000s)                                                                                                                                                                 £750-£800 

 2010            An interesting old time accumulation in a ledger, with a range of mint blocks and sheets, Canada, Nigeria 1936 
½d. to 1s. in sheets, Sierra Leone, Morocco Agencies 1935 seahorses, O.F.S. surcharges, Southern Rhodesia imprint 
blocks, France with dated Coin blocks, 1938 St. Malo 20f., 1939 Charcot two sheets of 25, China Sinkiang 1932 
set to $5 (2), Monaco, Andorra 1932-47 sheets of 25, etc. (many 100s)                                                     £700-£800 

 2011            A Commonwealth collection in thirteen albums, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Antigua 1938-51 to £1, 1953-62 to $4.80 
mint, range of Australian States, Australia with ‘kangaroos’ to 10s. used, Bermuda 1953-62 to £1 mint, Ceylon, 
Hong Kong 1954-62 values to $10 unmounted mint, India, K.U.T., Leeward Islands, Malta with 1956-58 to £1 
mint, Mauritius, Newfoundland, New Zealand, North Borneo, Rhodesia, etc., also a small quantity of Europe, 
mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £700-£800 

 2012            A mainly British Commonwealth accumulation in 27 stockbooks, six albums, leaves and loose, incl. Omnibus 
issues with 1949 U.P.U. mint, Ascension, Bahamas, Bermuda, Canada, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, also some foreign, 
etc. (1,000s)                                                                                                                                                         £700-£800 

 2013            A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in five albums and loose, incl. Ascension 1922 values to 3s. mint, 1934 to 5s. mint, 
Australia, Bahamas 1954-63 to £1 (4) mint, Cyprus 1960-61 to £1 mint, Falkland Islands 1898 5s. mint, F.I. 
Dependencies 1954-62 to £1 unmounted mint, Lagos used Q.V. selection, Malta 1956-58 to £1 mint, Mauritius 
from imperfs. unused and used, Morocco Agencies, New Zealand, North Borneo 1950-52 to $10 unmounted mint, 
Orange Free State 1903-04 to 5s. mint, Rhodesia, Sarawak 1950 to $5 mint, Seychelles 1903 to 2r.25 mint, Sierra 
Leone, South West Africa 1923-56 to 5s. mint, 1927 to 10s. mint, Sudan, Swaziland 1933 to 10s. mint, Tanganyika 
1922-24 to 10s. mint, Transvaal, Zanzibar 1936 to 10s. mint, Zululand used Q.V. range, etc., mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £700-£800 

 2014            A mainly mint collection of Commonwealth K.G.VI in three albums, incl. 1939-48 to 10r. with shades, Ascension 
with many perfs., values to 5s., Bahamas 1948 Tercentenary set, Barbados 1938-47 to 5s. with shades, ½d. green  
‘recut line’, Ceylon 1938-49 to 5r. with many perfs., Gibraltar with scarce perfs., Hong Kong 1938-52 to 50c., 1941 
Centenary set, India 1926-33 15r., K.U.T 1938-54 to £1 (2), Straits Settlements 1936-37 to $5, Newfoundland 1937 
additional Coronation set, North Borneo 1888-92 to 10c. in imperf. pairs, St. Helena 1938-44 to 10s., St. Kitts-
Nevis 1938-50 to £1 with a range of printings, St. Lucia 1938-48 to £1, Seychelles with good 1938 values, range of 
omnibus issues with 1935 Silver Jubilee and 1948 Silver Wedding, etc. (100s)                                         £600-£700 
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 2015            A collection of mint K.G.V War Tax issues in a boxed album, incl. Bahamas 1918 1s. grey singles (2) and block of 
four, Canada 1915 5c. to 50c. set (and another set overprinted “INLAND REVENUE”), Jamaica 1917 3d. single and 
marginal pair with overprint inverted, Trinidad & Tobago 1918 type 25 1d. corner block of four and type 22 1d. 
corner strip of six both with misplaced overprints, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)                       £500-£600 

 2016            A mainly mint Q.E.II selection of B.W.I. varieties and errors, incl. Bahamas, Bermuda 1984 Stockdale 40c. with 
inverted watermark, Dominica, Guyana Arts Festival set in block of ten with overprint omitted, St. Kitts-Nevis 
1965 Churchill ½c. variety value at right, etc. (46 items)                                                                              £500-£600 

 2017            A mint early Q.E.II Commonwealth collection in three albums, incl. positional varieties, Basutoland 1954-58 to 
10s., Falklands 1968 to £1, Fiji 1954-59 to £1, Pakistan, St. Helena 1953-59 to 10s., Seychelles 1954-61 to 10r., 
Somaliland 1953-58 to 10s., Southern Rhodesia 1953 to £1, Tristan 1954 to 10s., also a few used, etc. (100s)        
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 2018            A mainly mint Q.E.II collection in two stockbooks, incl. Bahamas, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Falkland Islands and 
Dependencies, Malta, North Borneo, Northern Rhodesia, many complete definitve sets, etc. (100s)    £500-£600 

 2019            A Commonwealth accumulation in seventeen albums, incl. Australia with ‘kangaroos’ to £2 (1934), Australian 
States, Canada, Malaya and States, New Guinea, New Zealand, Norfolk Island, Straits Settlements, etc., mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £500-£600 

 2020            British Commonwealth collection in albums and loose, Q.V. to Q.E.II with strength in Rhodesia from 1892 incl. 
Double Heads, Northern Rhodesia 1925-29 to 10s., 1938-52 to 20s., 1948 Silver Wedding, mint, Southern Rhodesia, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, Zambia, also Australia, New Zealand with Health sets mint etc., slightly mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £400-£500 

 2021            A mainly mint Commonwealth accumulation in a stockbook, incl. range of 1948 Silver Wedding sets, Aden 1937 
to 8a., 1939-48 to 10r., 1951 to 10s. on 10r., Australia B.C.O.F set, Bahamas 1948 to £1, Bechuanaland 1938-52 to 
10s., Burma, Cayman Is. 1938-48 to 10s., Ceylon 1938-49 to 5r. set, Grenada 1938-50 to 5s., Hong Kong 1938-52 
to $10 (second colours), B.M.A. Malaya set, Mauritius 1938-49 to 10r., St. Helena 1938-44 to 10s. (less 3d.  
ultramarine), St. Kitts 1938--50 to £1, Singapore 1948 perf. 14 to $2, Tristan 1952 to 10s., etc. (100s) £400-£500 

 2022            North Africa, a middle to modern period collection in three boxes albums and on stock cards, incl. French with 
much Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, British with Egypt 1953-58 to 200m., 1938 Birthday £1, Sudan 1952 Arab league 
set in imperf. pairs, Gaza 1948 to £1, also Aden 1939-48 to 10r., 1951 to 10r. on 10r., 1953-63 to 20s., Protectorate 
states, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £400-£500 

 2023            An accumulation of Europe in albums, incl. Germany with States, much Austria, Berlin, Baltic States, etc., also a 
range of U.S.A., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                         £400-£500 

 2024            An all World accumulation, incl. Malaya ephemera, range of maps, covers from pre-stamp, stamps with North 
Borneo 1888-92 ½c., 4c. and 8c. imperf. pairs, 1895 surcharge set mint, 1945 to $5 mint, 1939 postage due set 
mint, Straits Settlements, B.M.A. overprints, Cape of Good Hope triangulars, literature with Robson Lowe 
Encyclopedia volumes I and III, etc. (100s)                                                                                                     £400-£500 

 2025            A mint Commonwealth K.G.VI selection, comprising Ascension 1938-53 to 10s., Bahamas 1938-52 to £1, Brunei 
1947-51 to $10, Cyprus 1938-51 to £1, K.U.T. 1938-54 to £1, Leeward Islands 1938-51 to £1, Northern Rhodesia 
1938-52 to 20s., and Nyasaland 1938-44 to £1, mainly fine.                                                                         £350-£400 

 2026            A Q.E.II British Africa selection of varieties and errors, incl. Ghana, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 1969 Water 
Transport 30c. with slate-grey omitted, Lesotho, Mauritius 1965 Birds 4c., with mauve-pink omitted, 1969-73 
glazed paper 1r. with inverted watermark, Rhodesia 1977 Birds 4c. with black printing double, Seychelles 1967-
69 5c. with watermark crown to right of CA, 1987 Ruby Wedding 50c. with overprint inverted, etc. (33 items)   
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 2027            A Far East and South East Asia accumulation in a stockbook, on stockleaves and loose, incl. Cambodia, China 
with 1898 $5 used, German Post Offices, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)                                          £300-£400 

 2028            An accumulation of Gulf States in four stockbooks, and leaves, incl. Ajman, Dubai, Fujeira, Kuwait, Manama, 
Sharjah, majority are unmounted mint, etc. (many 100s)                                                                             £300-£400 



 2029            A Commonwealth accumulation in sixteen albums, incl. Antigua, Ghana, Mauritius, Nevis Q.E.II specimens, New 
Zealand with Q.E.II flaws, 1960-66 3s. watermark inverted unmounted mint, Saint Vincent Q.E.II specimens, 
Seychelles 1938-49 values to 5r. (4) mint, 1950 to 10r. (2) mint, Tristan da Cunha 1952 to 10s. unmounted mint, 
Tuvalu Q.E.II specimens, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                £300-£400 

 2030            A Q.V. to Q.E.II British Asia and British Middle East collection in mixed condition in an album incl. British 
Occupation of Baghdad 1917 2a. on 1pi., 2a. on 1pi. (GPO Constantinople), overprinted with star and arabic date 
2a. on 1pi., all mint but unexpertised, Bangkok, Batum, Kuwait, etc. (293)                                               £300-£400 

 2031            An all World accumulation in five albums and loose, incl. Europe, Commonwealth, Great Britain from imperfs., 
U.S.A. with group of early medical advertising postcards, covers, literature, etc. (100s)                          £300-£400 

 2032            An accumulation of mostly foreign countries contained in albums, on leaves and loose in five cartons, mixed  
condition. (many 1,000s)                                                                                                                                   £300-£350 

 2033            An all World accumulation in three stockbooks and two albums, incl. Commonwealth, Great Britain with postal 
history, French Antarctic ships, Germany, New Zealand, Russia, etc. (100s)                                            £300-£350 

 2034            An all World collection in a Minkus album, incl. France with 1936 50f. ultramarine on rose used (2), 1936 South 
Atlantic 10f. used, 1938 Ader 50f. used (2), Germany 1926-31 Air 3m. used (9), etc., varied condition. (100s)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 2035            A mint K.G.VI Commonwealth selection, comprising Bahamas with 1938-52 range of printings to 1s. (4), 5s. (5) 
and £1, 1938 (July) 4d., 6d. and 8d. unmounted, 1948 Tercentenary set unmounted, Bermuda 1938-53 line perf. 
14¼ 2s., 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. mint, and Seychelles with 1938-49 to 5r. with some extra papers, 1952 to 10r. mint, 
etc., slightly mixed condition. (103)                                                                                                                 £250-£300 

 2036            An all World selection in eight albums (four empty), incl. Gambia 1902-05 to 3s. mint, Grenada 1908-11 to 5s. 
mint, Great Britain 1840 1d. black on cover, K.U.T. 1938-54 5d. corner plate pair and lower marginal strip of three 
unmounted mint, Leeward Islands 1890 to 5s. unmounted mint, New Guinea 1939 to 1s. mint, St. Kitts-Nevis 
1923 Tercentenary 5s. mint, Vatican City, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                   £250-£300 

 2037            A collection of mainly Great Britain and Commonwealth in three stockbooks incl. 1840 1d. black (two margins), 
1841 2d. strip of three, K.G.VI British West Indies with Leeward Islands, Bermuda 1938-50 10s., Falklands, Hong 
Kong to $10, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £250-£300 

 2038            A collection of mainly Great Britain and Commonwealth in three stockbooks incl. much K.G.VI with Hong Kong 
1941 set mint and used, French Antarctic, Macau, also two loose leaf albums of early Foreign with much China 
and some Japan. (100s)                                                                                                                                      £250-£300 

 2039            A mainly mint Q.E.II selection of British Pacific varieties and errors, incl. Cook Islands, Fiji 1982 World Cup 18c. 
gutter pair with watermark inverted, Gilbert Is. 1976 2c. block watermark sideways with misplaced overprint, 
used, Niue 1970 Christmas 2½c. with green inscription double, Papua New Guinea 1958 Stamp Duty with  
misplaced surcharge in a block of four, Tuvalu 1976 $1 block watermark upright, 1977 Silver Jubilee set overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, etc. (49)                                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

 2040            A mainly unmounted mint Q.E.II selection of watermark varieties, incl. British Antarctic Territory 1980 Royal 
Society 22p. watermark inverted, Cayman Islands 1974 Churchill 50c. watermark inverted, Falkland Islands 1975 
Coinage 2c. watermark inverted, 1982 £1 + £1 Crown to right of CA, Dependencies 1982 £1+£1 crown to right 
of CA, Guyana 1967 5c. block watermark inverted, Tristan da Cunha 1978 Coronation 25p. se-tenant strip of 
three with inverted watermark, etc. (27)                                                                                                         £250-£300 

 2041            A mainly mint K.G.VI selection, incl. Canada 1950 Official Special Delivery 10c. in an imprint block of four, 
Gibraltar 1938-51 1½d. carmine perf. 13½, Malaya Kedah 1938 redrawn 1c. block of four and single, 2c. single, 
South Africa 1944 official 1½d. in a block of eight, etc., mainly fine. (33)                                                  £250-£300 

 2042            A small Commonwealth group comprising Fiji 1938-55 2d. brown and green block of four showing variety ‘extra 
line’ unmounted mint, India 1929 Air 8a. purple variety ‘missing tree top’, St. Helena 1856 (Jan.) 6d. blue (just 
touched at left) with large part original gum, and Transvaal 1900 1d. postal stationery card unused (H&G 7), varied 
condition.                                                                                                                                                            £200-£300 
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 2043            A collection in two Centurion Albums, incl. Great Britain 1840 1d. black (2), 2d. blue (four margins) used, British 
Commonwealth with India 1949 Gandhi set (10r. in special folder), Indian States, Cyprus, Lebanon, Turkey, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £200-£300 

 2044            A collection in a New Ideal Album, incl. Commonwealth to 1936, Great Britain 1840 1d. used, Hong Kong 1862 
to 96c. used, India and States, Iraq 1918 10r. on 100pi. mint, 1923 10r. used, Morocco Agencies, etc. (100s)         
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£300 

 2045            An all World collection in five albums, on leaves, in a stock book and loose, incl. old album with India and States, 
Bundi, Iraq, China, British Africa, covers incl. 1849 entire India to England, June 1912 semi-official flight card 
from Darmstadt with 1M. on 10pf. ‘Gelber Hund’ overprint, paquebot markings, F.P.O’s, etc. (100s)  £200-£300 

 2046            A mainly Asia accumulation in two stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. China, Korea, Macau, Japanese Occupation, 
Mongolia, postal stationery, etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                £200-£250 

 2047            An unmounted mint K.G.VI selection of varieties, incl. Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 1942 1c. block of six, one 
with break in bird’s breast, 1949 109c. black and green, block of four, one with mountain retouch, Mauritius 1943 
3c. with sliced “S” at right, Newfoundland 1941-44 3c. showing major perf. shift, Niue 1944-46 4d. watermark 
inverted and reversed in a marginal block of four, St. Vincent 1938 2d. single and block of four with vignette  
misplaced, etc. (54)                                                                                                                                             £170-£190 

 2048            A mainly British Commonwealth selection on leaves and loose, incl. Bermuda, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, 
Newfoundland, New Guinea, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 2049            An all World accumulation in seven albums, a small stockbook, in packets and loose, incl. Great Britain, Malaysia, 
Rhodesia, Sudan, etc. (1,000s)                                                                                                                           £150-£200 

 2050            A Commonwealth collection in an album, K.G.VI to early Q.E.II, mainly used, incl. range of sets, etc., slightly 
mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 2051            An all World collection in ten albums, incl. two Imperials and a Lincoln, also loose pages, packets, Great Britain, 
British Commonwealth, better Hong Kong, Germany, Netherlands, Far East, etc. (100s)                       £150-£200 

 2052            An all World collection in seven albums and seven stock books, incl. Great Britain, British Commonwealth with 
Ascension 1949 1½d. carmine ‘davit’ flaw unused, Ceylon, Europe, Far East, USA from 1857 with 1895 $1 black 
Type II used, 1898 Omaha 50c. used, etc. (100s)                                                                                           £150-£200 

 2053            An all World collection in nine albums, incl. Great Britain 1952-4 Tudor Crown set in mint pairs, 1955 Waterlow 
Castles set mint, commemoratives in mint pairs to 1989, Lundy, British Commonwealth incl. Malta, foreign  
countries with China, France, Italy, etc. (100s)                                                                                              £150-£200 

 2054            An all World accumulation in nine albums and a stockbook, incl. Gibraltar, Great Britain, Hong Kong, U.S.A., 
etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 2055            Various in an early Maury album (virtually empty) and loose, incl. stamp boxes with one Tunbridge ware and one 
small silver envelope design, small wooden box with enamelled envelope on top, Canada 1930-31 set (less 1c. 
orange), 1937-38 sets unmounted mint, some Great Britain, etc. (100s)                                                    £120-£150 

 2056            A collection in three sectional Imperial Albums, British Empire up to 1916 with Great Britain 1840 1d. used, 
Australia, Canada, Cyprus 1880 2½d., 4d. sage-green mint, 1892 30pa. mauve with damaged “US’ mint, etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2057            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used British Pacific collection in an album incl. Nauru 1916-23 overprints to 1s. (both) 
mint and used, New Guinea, New Hebrides, Papua, Samoa, etc. (approx. 800)                                          £80-£100 

 2058            A collection of mainly Europe on leaves, mint and used, incl. Cyprus, Denmark, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Romania, Russia, Sweden, Tunisia, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, mixed condition. (100s)                                  £70-£80 

 2059            A Q.E.II collection of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh on leaves, mint and used, mainly fine. (100s)         £70-£80 



 2060            Accessories: Three S.G. Philatelic albums with slipcases, each album containing approx. 70 leaves, also Oriel 
album with slipcase and leaves, three other empty albums plus some S.G. leaves.                                   £250-£300 

 2061  A        - A range of albums, comprising brand new boxed empty Lindner albums (15), and a group of stockbooks (9, some 
new), and a range of Lindner pages.                                                                                                                £120-£150 

 2062            Cigarette Cards: Cinema, a group of 20th Century Fox black and white cigarette cards showing real pictures of 
filmstars, all mounted in a specialised album. (approx. 180)                                                                        £200-£250 

Cinderellas 

 2063            A range of all World cinderellas, 1900s to 1950s, with subjects incl. cigar bands and cigarettes, exhibition labels, 
patriotic, tourism, crests, P&O, registration, Christmas, hotel, margarine, etc. (approx. 500)                £200-£250 

 2064            A selection in a stockbook, incl. labels, etiquettes, revenues, etc. (100s)                                                    £100-£120 

 2065            An extensive range of cigar labels in an album and on leaves, incl. TAF, ALTO, Verellen, Van Der Elst, Willem, 
Cogetama, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                             £60-£70 

 2066            Forgeries: A selection of forgeries and reprints, comprising Crete (150), Dominican Republic (100s), Guatemala, 
Honduras, and Papal States. (100s)                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

Cinderellas: Poster Stamps 

The following four lots formed part of  the exceptional collection of  poster stamps formed by the late 
Esbjörn Janson of  Sweden (1927-2019) and provide a rare opportunity to acquire material from 
one of  the last of  the ‘old-time’ traditional collections. An eminent student of  the subject and  
member of  the Cinderella Stamp Club for many decades, Janson was also a signatory of  the Roll of  
Distinguished Cinderella Philatelists. 

 2067            A collection of poster stamps in an album and four stockbooks, incl. Germany, Italy, exhibitions, military,  
Anti-TB labels, duplication, etc. (approx. 7,594)                                                                                            £700-£800 

 2068            A collection of poster stamps in an album and five stockbooks, incl. France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, advertising, 
Exhibitions, Anti-TB, duplication, etc. (approx. 6,695)                                                                                 £600-£700 

 2069            A collection of poster stamps in an album and five stockbooks, incl. France, Germany, Italy, advertising, exhibitions, 
Anti-TB, duplication, etc. (approx. 6,574)                                                                                                      £600-£700 

 2070            A collection of poster stamps in six albums, incl. Czechoslovakia, Germany, Israel, Poland, a good range of Anti-
TB labels, duplication, etc. (approx. 5,896)                                                                                                     £500-£600 

Omnibus Issues: 1935 Silver Jubilee 

 2071  J       Sets complete unmounted mint, less British Forces in Egypt, some with lightly toned gum, otherwise mainly fine. 
(249)                                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

 2072  J       Sets complete unmounted mint, less British Forces in Egypt, some with lightly toned gum, otherwise mainly fine. 
(249)                                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

 2073  H       Sets complete mint with British Forces in Egypt, in a boxed album, mainly fine. (250)                           £400-£500 

 2074  H       Sets complete mint (less British Forces in Egypt) in a special album, Bechuanaland 2d. with ‘extra flagstaff’ variety, 
also South Africa 3d. pair, one showing ‘cleft skull’, also 1937 Coronation set mint, complete in special album, 
varied condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

 2075  H       Sets complete mint (less British Forces in Egypt), mainly fine, some sets being unmounted. (249)       £300-£350 

 2076  H       Sets complete (less British Forces in Egypt) good to fine fresh mint in a special album. (249)               £300-£350 
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 2077  m      Sets complete used with British Forces in Egypt, mainly good to fine. (250)                                             £400-£500 

†2078 )      A large stock of covers, incl. Bermuda, Falklands Islands, Jamaica, Mauritius in blocks of four used on plain f.d.c., 
Newfoundland, cancellations, range of complete sets, a few f.d.c’s. etc. (100s) Priced to sell at $7,250.                    
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,500-£3,000 

 2079            A mainly mint selection of varieties and specimens in an album, incl. Bahamas set perforated “SPECIMEN”, 1½d. 
‘dot by flagstaff’, Bechuanaland 6d. ‘extra flagstaff’ in a corner block of four, Bermuda set perforated “SPECIMEN”, 
British Virgin Islands 1d. ‘kite and vertical log’, Ceylon 9c. ‘dot by flagstaff’ (used), Falkland Islands 2½d. ‘re-entry’ 
in block of eight, Gambia set perforated “SPECIMEN”, Gold Coast 1d. ‘extra flagstaff’ (2, one in corner pair), K.U.T. 
1s. line through “1910” in a marginal block of four, Mauritius 20c. diagonal line by turret, Malta with 2½d. ‘extra 
flagstaff’ in corner pair, Nigeria set perforated “SPECIMEN”, Northern Rhodesia set perforated “SPECIMEN”, 
Nyasaland 2d. ‘bird by turret’, Trinidad & Tobago, etc., mixed condition. (48 items)                              £400-£500 

 2080            A group of varieties, comprising Basutoland 1d. ‘diagonal line by turret’ mint, Gold Coast 1d. ‘extra flagstaff’ used, 
‘short extra flagstaff’ used, Mauritius 12c. ‘diagonal line by turret’ mint, St. Helena 2d. ‘diagonal line by turret’ 
used, varied condition. (5) Photo on page 18.                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 2081  H       A group of mint varieties, comprising Bahamas 1½d. ‘dot by flagstaff’, Bechuanaland 6d. ‘short extra flagstaff’, 
British Guiana 24c. ‘dot by flagstaff’ in pair, Gibraltar 6d. ‘extra flagstaff’ corner example, and Nigeria 2d. ‘kite and 
vertical log’, mixed condition. Photo.                                                                                                              £200-£250 

 2082   S        1937 Coronation, a selection of sets perforated “SPECIMEN”, comprising Bahamas, Barbados, British Guiana, 
British Virgin Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, Gambia, Grenada, Montserrat, Nigeria, Nyasaland, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. 
Lucia, St. Vincent, Somaliland Protectorate, Trinidad & Tobago and Turks & Caicos Islands, mainly fine.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 2083            - A selection in a boxed album, incl. sets complete mint and used, some ephemera with Coronation map and 
ticket, 1½d. ‘Teheran’ propaganda forgery, Mauritius 20c. with ‘line by sceptre’ mint and used, etc. (100s)            
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 2084 )      - A selection of Selfridges f.d.c’s from 58 different countries, incl. Newfoundland, etc. (59 items)          £80-£100 

 2085   S        1945 Victory, a selection of sets perforated “SPECIMEN”, comprising Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, British Guiana, 
British Honduras, British Virgin Islands, Ceylon, Cyprus, Dominica, Fiji, Gambia, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Gold 
Coast, Grenada, Jamaica, K.U.T., Malta, Mauritius, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis,  
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Somaliland, Trinidad & Tobago, Turks & Caicos 
Islands, and Zanzibar, mainly fine. (28)                                                                                                           £250-£300 

 2086            - A selection in a boxed album, incl. sets complete unmounted mint and used, set in blocks of four unmounted 
mint, varieties with Hong Kong set ‘extra stroke’ unmounted mint, etc., mainly fine. (100s)                 £150-£200 

 2087  J       1948-49 Silver Wedding sets complete, also six other sets, mainly fine unmounted mint. (150)      £800-£1,000 

 2088  J       - Sets complete unmounted mint incl. Hong Kong, also Cyprus 1½d. with ‘extra decoration’, Tangier 2½d. with 
overprint at top, mainly fine. (139)                                                                                                                  £400-£500 

 2089  m      - Sets complete used including Hong Kong, also Cyprus 1½d. with ‘extra decoration’, mainly fine. (139)               
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

†2090 )      - A stock of covers, incl. Falkland Islands, Malta, Mauritius, Pitcairn Islands, Seychelles, some first day with Antigua, 
Ascension, British Solomon Islands, British Virgin Islands, Malta, Mauritius, Pitcairn Islands, St. Lucia, Turks and 
Caicos Islands, etc. Priced to sell at approx. $7,250. (102 items)                                                           £1,200-£1,500 

†2091            1949 U.P.U. British Commonwealth sets on leaves and a stockbook incl. Malayan States unmounted mint and 
used on f.d.c’s (less G.B., Aden, Australia, Bahrain, British P.A’s, India and Kuwait), also a complete Commonwealth 
set unmounted mint, 1937 Coronation issues, etc. (100s)                                                                            £350-£400 

 2092  J       - Sets complete unmounted mint in a boxed album, a few mounted, mainly fine. (100s)                          £80-£100 

 2093  m      - Sets complete used, mainly fine. (100s)                                                                                                        £150-£200 



Omnibus Issues continued 

 2094            1953 Coronation sets complete unmounted mint and used in a boxed album, fine. (100s)                     £80-£100 

 2095            A collection of 1960s omnibus issues in four boxed albums, incl. 1963 Freedom from Hunger complete mint and 
used, 1963 Red Cross complete mint and used, 1965 I.C.Y. complete mint and used, 1965 I.T.U. complete mint 
in a special album, 1966 W.H.O. complete mint and used, etc. (100s)                                                       £200-£250 

 2096            1965 I.T.U. sets complete mint and used in a boxed album, fine. (100s)                                                       £70-£80 

 2097            1965-67 Churchill, a collection in a boxed album, incl. sets largely complete unmounted mint and used, Falkland 
Islands 1s. with watermark inverted unmounted mint, etc., fine. (100s)                                                    £120-£150 

 2098  J       - A duplicated range of sets, 34 different countries, unmounted mint, stated to cat. £750. (few 100s)  £120-£150 

 2099            1966 World Cup, a collection in a boxed album, incl. sets largely complete unmounted mint and used, fine. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2100            An extensive collection of Royal Events in 37 albums, incl. St. Helena 1987 Ruby Wedding 15p. overprint omitted 
in marginal strip of three, range of events with 1972 Silver Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1978 Anniversary of 
Coronation, 1981 Royal Wedding, 1982 Diana’s Birthday, 1985 Queen Mother, 1986 Prince Andrew’s Wedding, 
1986 Queen Mother’s 80th, 1987 Ruby Wedding, 1992 40th Anniversary of Ascension, also 1974 Churchill, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £250-£300 

 2101            Postage Dues: A selection of covers and cards, incl. Belgium, Great Britain, India, a good range of instructional 
marks, etc. (224 items)                                                                                                                                       £300-£350 

Postal History and Covers 

 2102 )      An all World selection of covers and entires from 1797 to 1995, incl. Switzerland, Great Britain with Glasgow 
incoming and pre-stamp, 1945 British Philatelic Review to Eritrea with values to 5s., etc. (100s)          £150-£200 

†2103 )      1835 to 1837, the Captain Hale correspondence to Glastonbury, Connecticut, U.S.A., incoming from Cape Town, 
Batavia and Singapore, being nine inbound ship letters comprising 1835 Cape Town via Philadelphia with red 
octagonal full rigged ship handstamp, 1836 “At Sea” dateline via U.S. Consul forwarder to Salem, with unframed 
“SHIP” mark, 1837 dateline “Bark Brothers at Sea” via U.S. Consul forwarder to Salem, 1837 dateline Bark Brothers 
with Liverpool forwarder’s endorsement per “N. America”, via New York , two 1837 entires with dateline “Again 

at Sea” and Batavia forwarder’s endorsement via Boston, 1837 Batavia via St. Helena “J. Solomon” forwarder and 
Boston “SHIP”, 1837 Singapore via St. Helena U.S. Consul forwarder and New York “SHIP”, 1837 Singapore with 
blue boxed ‘Forwarded by Baslestier, Singapore’ and U.S. Consul at St. Helena forwarder’s endorsement via New 
York with “SHIP” mark, also includes 1835 “Glastonbury Ct.” to Captain Hale care of Boston and forwarded  
privately. An interesting group. Photo on page 18.                                                                                 £1,000-£1,200 

 2104 )      A group of covers from Latin America bearing G.B. Q.V. stamps, comprising 1885 cover from Panama to England 
bearing 1d. lilac pairs (2), 1902 church tract sent from Panama bearing 1d. lilac, 1901 cover from Rio de Janeiro 
bearing 1d. lilac tied paquebot boxed cancellation, 1899 cover from Rio de Janeiro to England bearing 1d. lilac and 
endorsed “Posted on the High Seas”, 1899 cover from Pernambuco to Finland bearing 1d. lilac (5) each tied 
“FRANUTLANDET” handstamps, 1900 cover also from Pernambuco to England bearing 1d. lilac with “POSTED 
ON THE HIGH SEAS”, and 1899 cover from Montevideo to Paris bearing Jubilee 2½d. (7 items)          £150-£200 

 2105 )      A K.G.VI selection of Selfridges f.d.c’s, incl. Aden 1937 Dhow to 8a., Falkland Islands 1938 to 1s., New Guinea 
1939 to 9d., Seychelles 1938 to 50c., etc. (85 items)                                                                                      £150-£200 

 2106 )      An accumulation of over 800 U.S. A.P.O’s, most identified, from a range of periods, contained in a carton.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2107 )      A collection of over 200 U.S. World War II A.P.O. covers sent from England, all identified by town and sorted by 
county.                                                                                                                                                                 £100-£150 
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†2108 )      A stock of British West Indies covers and cards in a large file drawer, incl. Jamaica, Leeward Islands, St. Kitts-
Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad and Tobago, registered mail, postal stationery, cancellations, etc. Priced to 
sell at $11,435. (few 100s)                                                                                                                           £2,000-£2,500 

†2109 )      A stock of British Africa covers and cards in a large file drawer, incl. Cape of Good Hope, Egypt, Gambia, Gold 
Coast, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Nigeria, postal stationery, registered mail, cancellations, etc. Priced to sell 
at $12,625. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                  £2,000-£2,500 

†2110 )      A stock of British West Indies covers and cards in a large file drawer, incl. Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, 
British Guiana, British Honduras, Cayman Islands, Dominica, postal stationery, cancellations, etc. Priced to sell 
at $10,005. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                  £1,800-£2,000 

†2111 )      A stock of British Asia covers and cards in a large file drawer, incl. Burma, Ceylon, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Nepal, 
Pakistan, postal stationery, registered mail, cancellations, etc. Priced to sell at $10,945. (few 100s)                          
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,800-£2,000 

†2112 )      A stock of British Africa covers and cards in a large file drawer, incl. Rhodesia, St. Helena, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, 
Sudan, Swaziland, Transvaal, postal stationery, registered mail, cancellations, etc. Priced to sell at $10,640. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                              £1,800-£2,000 

†2113 )      A stock of Australia and States with New Zealand, covers and cards in a large file drawer, incl. Queensland, Victoria, 
Western Australia, postal stationery, cancellations, etc. Priced to sell at $9,630. (few 100s)             £1,500-£2,000 

†2114 )      A stock of British Commonwealth covers and cards in a large file drawer incl. Aden, Falkland Islands, Jordan,  
St. Helena, Tristan da Cunha, some omnibus issues, cancellations, etc. Priced to sell at $9,120. (few 100s)            
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,500-£2,000 

†2115 )      A stock of British Europe covers and cards in a large file drawer, incl. Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ireland, Malta, also some 
Channel Islands, postal stationery, registered mail, cancellations, etc. Priced to sell at $8,980. (few 100s)               
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 

†2116 )      A stock of British Pacific Islands covers and cards in a large file drawer incl. Christmas Island, Cook Islands, Fiji, 
Nauru, Norfolk Island, Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, cancellations, etc. 
Priced to sell at $8,665. (few 100s)                                                                                                             £1,200-£1,500 

 2117 )      An accumulation of covers in seventeen exercise books, incl. G.B. K.G.VI 4d. and 5d. f.d.c (15), Canada, Nigeria 
1930s airmails, 1936 Script 2s.6d. and 5s. covers cancelled “MAIDUGURI”, postage dues, Gambia, France 1922 War 
Orphan surcharges, Monaco, Morocco Agencies, Indo-China, French Colonies, etc. (many 100s)       £700-£800 

†2118 )      A stock of British Commonwealth covers and cards in a large file drawer, incl. Gold Coast, Jamaica, New Zealand, 
cancellations, etc. Priced to sell at $4,435. (few 100s)                                                                                    £600-£700 

 2119 )      A selection of pre-stamp and stampless covers, incl. French Colonies, Jamaica, South America, rate and  
accountancy marks, etc. (54 items)                                                                                                                  £200-£250 

 2120 )      An all World selection of covers and cards, incl. Fiji, Malaysia, South Africa, postal stationery, etc. (160 items)   
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2121 )      An all World accumulation of covers and cards in varied condition with unused and used postal stationery, airmails, 
early picture postcards, G.B., etc. (100s)                                                                                                         £120-£120 

 2122 )      An all World selection of covers and cards, incl. Germany, Gibraltar, Great Britain, Sweden, etc. (few 100s)        
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2123 )      A selection of British Commonwealth covers and cards in a cover album, incl. Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, 
Malaya, etc. (146 items)                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

 2124 )      A selection of covers and cards in two cover albums, incl. Italy, registered mail, etc. (143 items)         £100-£120 
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Postal History and Covers: Maritime Mail 

 2125 )      A group of paquebot postcards all addressed to England, mostly bearing 1d. lilacs, incl. Gibraltar view from 
Marseilles, P&O S.S. Arabia card from Port Said, P&O ship card from Aden, Port Said card and Egypt 4m. postal 
stationery card from Colombo, Kandy card from Penang, etc.                                                                    £100-£150 

 2126 )      A selection of covers and cards from 1868 to 2012 in a cover album, incl. range of paquebot marks, France, 
Scandinavia, most are addressed to Switzerland, etc. (183 items)                                                               £250-£300 

 2127 )      1899 (Apr. 17) envelope to Bromley, bearing G.B. 1d. lilac tied by “POSTED ON THE HIGH SEAS” cachet and 
Barbados squared circle, part of flap missing.                                                                                                     £50-£60 

 2128 )      Paquebots, a selection of three covers and two cards, incl. 1900 Egyptian postcard to England, franked by 1m., 
3m. and G.B. 1881 1d. lilac, tied by Aden c.d.s’s, and boxed “PAQUEBOT” (Hoskins 2930), 1898 cover from Malta 
to England, franked by 1887-92 2½d. tied by Valetta c.d.s. with unframed “PAQUEBOT” (Hoskins 22), etc.           
                                                                                                                                                                                  £60-£70 

 2129 )      1900 (June 23) postcard of Norddeutscher Lloyd vessel Trave addressed to Connecticut bearing G.B. 1d. lilac tied 
by “12” barred oval of New York Foreign Branch, with Norwich July 5 arrival. Photo on page 136.        £80-£100 

 2130 )      Military Mail, 1886 envelope from a steward on the H.M.S. Calypso “Training Squadron West Indies”, addressed 
to Devonport and bearing G.B. 1d. lilac tied by Plymouth duplex, 1883 officer’s letter from St. Vincent to Sidmouth 
bearing 1d. lilac strip of four, and 1901 taxed cover from Dominica to Edinburgh also bearing 1d. lilac. (3 items)
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2131 )       Postcards: A collection in two albums, first album with unused early European cards, one with pot pourri, and 
second album with ephemera, also some loose with France, Portugal, East and South Africa, etc. (100s)               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2132 )      - An all World selection, incl. strong selection of Great Britain with Scotland, some real photos, good village  
cancellations, also diverse countries with British Commonwealth, Africa & Asia, Palestine, Malta, Gibraltar, Egypt, 
maritime, mostly used, mixed condition. (approx. 500)                                                                                £160-£180 

 2133 )      - An all World selection, incl. France, Germany, Japan with disasters, South Africa, etc. (278)             £100-£120 

Proofs and Essays 

 2134   P       Queen Elizabeth II, two different De La Rue proofs of large size Queen’s Head in maroon on thick paper, numbered 
“242/1” and “242/2” respectively, fine. Photo.                                                                                                 £120-£150 

 2135   P        1970 six different coloured perforated proofs affixed to card heading in Arabic reads ‘Printing Experiment 
for commemorative stamps of the new U.P.U. building in Berne’, each numbered underneath, for Egypt, 
Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Sudan and Yemen. Unique. Photo.                                                                 £1,200-£1,500 

 2136   P        Proofs and Essays: 1970 eleven different coloured perforated proofs in corner blocks of four marked “A” to 
“K”, affixed to two cards, heading in Arabic reads ‘Note Ornament at top (Country name) Ornament lower 
both sides (value in Arabic and English)’. Issue was intended jointly for Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Sudan and 
Yemen. Unique. Photo.                                                                                                                              £1,600-£1,800 

 2137            Revenues: An all World selection of documents incl. cheques, savings books etc. from Albania, Canada, France, 
Egypt, Great Britain, India, Russia, Turkey, etc. (95 items)                                                                          £120-£150 

 2138            - An all World selection in a stockbook, inck. Commonwealth, foreign countries, mainly middle period. (100s)   
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2139            Thematics: A collection in four albums, incl. aircraft, animals, butterflies, fish, insects, sports, etc. (approx. 2,600)
                                                                                                                                                                                  £40-£50 

 2140            -American Stamp Dealers: A display collection on leaves in a file box, incl. Herman (Pat) Herst Jr., Benjamin H. 
Homan Jr., Eugene Klein, New England Stamp Co., William B. Hale, good range of labels with proofs, and  
advertising covers, letters, etc. (170 items)                                                                                                  £800-£1,000 

 2141            - Exhibitions: A selection of covers, sheets and labels, incl. France, etc. (63 items)                                    £80-£100 
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Abu Dhabi 

 2142            1964 to 10r., 1965 Falconry set and 1966 to 1d. on 10r. unmounted mint, fine. (25)                               £120-£150 

 2143            A selection, incl. 1964 to 10r., 1965 Falconry set, 1967 to 1d., etc. (28)                                                      £150-£200 

Aden 

 2144 )       The balance of the Gary Brown collection of postal history, incl. 1874 (Jan.) envelope to Albany with Steamer 
Point "A/124" duplex, without year slugs tying 2a. yellow and 8a., group of twelve items from 1886 to 1914 with 
instructional markings, group of eleven 1890s items with squared circle datestamps, 1896 incoming New South 
Wales 1d. stationery card (additional adhesive removed) showing good strike of “SHEIK OTHMAN/B.O.” Sept. 3 
arrival c.d.s, 1901 “SOUVENIR DE L’ILE DE PERIM” picture postcard to Italy with greetings message (signature 
reinstated) headed “Perim 29.3.01”, showing double oval cachet “THE PERIM COAL CO./PERIM ISLAND/LIMITED” 
dated “31/3/01” in ms., Dthali and the 1903 Aden-Yemen Boundary Commission stampless envelope addressed 
to the Ordnance Depot in Aden endorsed “No stamps available/Field Service” showing two line “ACTIVE  
SERVICE/UNPAID” (type I14) in violet, etc.                                                                                              £1,500-£2,000 

 2145  J       1937 Dhow ½a. to 10r. set, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 1-12, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                     £400-£500 

 2146            A K.G.VI selection, incl. 1937 Dhow to 10r. mint and used, 1939-48 to 10r. mint, etc., mainly fine. (51) Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 2147            A mint K.G.VI to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1937 to 8a, 1939-48 to 10r., 1951 sets (2), 1953-63 specialised 
selection to both 20s. with many different printings, perf. and watermark changes, range of Protectorate States 
sets, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                    £300-£400 

 2148            An unmounted mint early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1963-63 to 20r. (5) with a range of perfs., etc., fine. 
(149)                                                                                                                                                                       £80-£100 

Andorra 

 2149 )      1930 to 2005, a range of covers and cards, incl. maxi cards, philatelic and commercial mail, etc. (few 100s)          
                                                                                                                                                                             £140-£160 

 2150            French Andorra: A collection in an album, complete for mint issues from 1931 to 1973, incl. definitives,  
commemoratives, airs, postage dues, etc., 1961 onwards unmounted, also f.d.c’s and maximum cards of the 1962 
Telstar and 1963 History set. (100s)                                                                                                                £400-£500 

Antigua 

 2151  H       1862 rough perf. 14 to 16 6d. blue-green, part original gum, fine. B.P.A. certificate (1981). S.G. 1, cat. £800. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2152            Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1863-67 1d. vermilion unused with watermark sideways, 1872 1d. scarlet 
unused (2), 1876 6d. with watermark reversed unused, 1882 2½d. and 4d. unused, 1884-87 1s. mint (2), 1903-07 
sets (2, one overprinted “SPECIMEN”), 2½d., 1s. and 5s. on chalky paper mint, 1908-17 set mint, 1913 5s. (3, one 
overprinted “SPECIMEN”), 1921-29 watermark Mult. Crown CA sets mint (2, one overprinted “SPECIMEN”),  
watermark Script set mint (2, one overprinted “SPECIMEN”), 1932 Tercentenary sets mint and used, 1938-51 to 
£1 (2) mint, Barbuda 1922 set mint, 2d. with watermark reversed, etc., poor to fine. (100s)            £1,500-£2,000 

2151– Ex 2146 –Ex 2145



 2153            A mint collection on leaves, incl. range of early issues, 1879 2½d. and 4d. (small part original gum), 1882 2½d., 
4d., 1884-87 to 1s. (2), 1903-07 to 5s., 2s. and 5s. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1908-17 values to 5s., 1921-29 to £1, 
to 4s., 1932 Tercentenary set, 1938-51 to £1, 1953-62 to $4.80, also Barbuda 1922 to 5s., a few used, etc., slightly 
mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £600-£700 

 2154            A mint Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection on stock leaves, incl. 1884-87 to 1s., 1903 to 5s., 1908-17 to 2s., 1913 5s., 
1921-29 to £1 and to 4s., 1932 Tercentenary set, 1938-51 set perforated “SPECIMEN”,1953-62 to $4.80, etc., mixed 
condition. (180)                                                                                                                                                  £450-£500 

 2155            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II used collection on stock leaves, incl. range of early issues, 1884-87 to 1s. (2), 1903-07 to 5s., 
1907-17 to 2s., 1913 5s., 1921-29 values to 5s., 1932 Tercentenary set, etc., not all cancellations guaranteed, slightly 
mixed condition. (135)                                                                                                                                       £300-£350 

 2156            A collection on four albums, K.E.VII to Q.E.II, incl. 1903-09 to 5s. (2) mint, 1932 Tercentenary set mint, 1938-51 
to £1 mint, Barbuda, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                        £250-£300 

 2157            A collection in an album, Q.V. to early Q.E.II, incl. range of early issues with 1863-67 6d. watermark upright used, 
1884-87 2½d. with ‘top left triangle detached’ mint, 1903-07 2s. mint, 1938-52 £1 used, also Bermuda 1962-68 2d. 
variety watermark inverted used, and St. Helena 1922-37 3d. variety ‘cleft rock’ mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2158            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-51 to £1, 1953-62 to $4.80 with specialised shades, 
etc. (124)                                                                                                                                                              £100-£150 

Ascension 

 2159 )      1901 (Aug. 30) picture postcard to England bearing G.B. 1d. lilac tied neat Ascension c.d.s., fine. Photo above and 
on page 136.                                                                                                                                                          £80-£100 

 2160   S        1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. to 1s. set perforated “SPECIMEN”, slightly toned gum, top value with some slightly short 
perfs. otherwise fine. S.G. 31s-34s, cat. £425. Photo.                                                                                     £100-£150 

 2161  J +  1938-53 1½d. black and vermilion perf. 13, in a marginal block of four, one with ‘davit’ flaw [R. 5/1], unmounted 
mint, fine. S.G. 40ba, cat. £200. Photo.                                                                                                              £90-£100 

 2162  J       - 1½d. black and vermilion perf. 13, with ‘davit’ flaw [R. 5/1], unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 40ba, cat. £200. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

†2163 m      - 1½d. black and vermilion, perf. 13, variety ‘davit flaw’ used and perf. 13½ 6d. ‘boulder flaw’ mint, latter with one 
or two shortish perfs., otherwise fine, also Somaliland 1903 ½a. and 1a. with minor varieties mint. S.G. 40ba, 43a, 
cat. £420.                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 
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Ascension continued 

 2164  J       1938-53 1½d. black and vermilion perf. 14 with ‘davit’ flaw, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 40ca, cat. £350. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£170 

 2165  J       - 1½d. black and rose-carmine, perf. 14, marginal from the left of the sheet, showing ‘davit’ flaw [R. 5/1], unmounted 
mint, fine. S.G. 40da, cat. £130.                                                                                                                             £50-£60 

 2166  m      - 2d. black and scarlet, perf. 14 used, showing ‘mountaineer’ flaw [R. 4/4], fine. S.G. 41ca, cat. £400. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £160-£180 

 2167  H       - 2s.6d. black and deep carmine, Perf. 13, showing ‘davit’ flaw [R. 5/1], mint, fine. S.G. 45ca. Photo.    £400-£450 

 2168   E       1968-70 Fish, selection of preparatory artwork by designer Michael Farrar-Bell (1911-1993) incl. Soldierfish (1970 
2s.3d.) handpainted in watercolour on thin card (292 x 231mm, dated “18.7.65” on reverse), close to issued design 
but mouth open, others (13) rendered in pencil on tracing paper (one with background design in blue pencil) also 
seven photographic negatives. (21 items) Photo.                                                                                           £120-£150 

 2169            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-53 perf. 13 to 10s., perf 13½ values to 10s., 1956 to 
10s., 1963 Birds set, 1½d. with cobalt omitted, etc. (94)                                                                                £250-£300 

 2170            An unmounted mint collection in an album, K.G.V to Q.E.II, incl. 1938-53 to 10s. (2), 1956 to 10s., later largely 
complete to 2019, chiefly fine. (100s)                                                                                                              £180-£200 

Australian States 

 2171            A mint and used collection in mixed condition in a printed album with N.S.W. incl. 1850-51 3d. used, 1860-72 
5d. (2) and 6d. unused with part original gum, Queensland 1860-61 to 1s. mint, 1879-81 6d. and 1s. overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, South Australia 1882 official ½d. on 1d. mint, Tasmania with a selection of imperfs. to 1s. incl. 1853 
4d. used, 1857 4d. blue strip of five used, 1892-99 to 5s. mint, Victoria 1897 Jubilee set mint, Western Australia 
1857-59 6d. used, 1884 surcharges, Postal Fiscals mint to 1s. also a duplicated selection in a stockbook. (100s)    
                                                                                                                                                                                    £600-£700 
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 2172            A collection in two stockbooks, incl. Queensland with Chalons, sideface issues, South Australia, Tasmania with 
Chalons, Victoria with wide range of imperfs., Western Australia with range of Swans, etc., some duplication, 
mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £300-£400 

 2173  H       New South Wales: 1861-88 5s. a marginal mint example from the left of the sheet with slightly yellowish gum 
and some gum bends. S.G. 161, cat. £350. Photo.                                                                                            £80-£100 

 2174 )      Queensland: 1903-12 selection of covers all to Tasmania, incl. 1904 (Aug. 29) cover, registered from Boulia, 
franked by 1d. and 2d. (3, all damaged), tied by “521” barred oval with “REGISTERED/BOULIA” and c.d.s. below, 
1904 (Sept. 26) cover bearing 2d. (2) tied by “533” barred ovals of Lower Proserpine with c.d.s. below, etc., very 
mixed condition. (34 items)                                                                                                                              £200-£250 

 2175  H       South Australia: 1886-96 Postage & Revenue perf. 11½-12½ 50s., £3 and £4 overprinted “SPECIMEN” with gum, 
some minor faults but of fresh appearance. S.G. 201a., 202a. and 203a. Photo.                                           £80-£100 

 2176  H       - 1902-12 Large Format “POSTAGE” mint selection incl. 1902-04 3d., 4d., 8d., and 10d. (block) in corner marginal 
pairs from the top left of the sheet with Plate number, 1906-12 values to 2s.6d. with 3d. in marginal block from 
the top of the sheet, etc. Some creasing and other minor faults otherwise generally in good fresh condition. (23)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2177   L       Tasmania: Literature: The Postal History and Postal Markings ed. H.M. Campbell, Part I (1984 reprint), Part II 
(1975), also photocopies of cancellation books, poor to fine.                                                                           £60-£70 

 2178  H       Victoria: 1900 Patriotic Fund pair fine mint, fresh appearance. S.G. 374-5, cat. £460. Photo.                £150-£200 

 2179 )      Western Australia: 1893, 1895, two covers carried on Orient Line steamers from Albany to England, one bearing 
1d. lilac (2) and ‘Jubilee’ ½d., the other with ‘Jubilee’ 2½d., 1901 postcard from Fremantle to Scotland with ‘Jubilee’ 
½d. green (2) and S.M.R. Perth datestamp and “PAQUEBOT” handstamp, also 1902 postcard from Largs Bay to 
Stockport bearing 1d. lilac with boxed “PAQUEBOT”, also 1905 postcard to Auckland with 1d. lilac tied by R.M.S. 
Ventura c.d.s. (5 items)                                                                                                                                      £100-£150 

Australia 

 2180            A mint K.G.VI to Q.E.II collection in two albums, incl. 1937-49 perf 13½ x 14 to £1 (3, two on thin paper), 3d. 
‘white wattles’ block of four (two unmounted), 3d. thin paper block of four, perf. 15 x 14 2d. purple coil pair and 
positional medallion flaw, imprints, 1948-56 Arms set, 5s. on thin paper, B.C.O.F. 1946-47 to 5s., various used in 
Port Moresby, 1953 3d. no watermark misperf. block of four, re-entries and retouches, 1963-65 Navigators set 
with extra white papers, 1963 5d. Royal Visit major perf. misplacement, postage dues, a few Ross Dependency 
with positional flaw, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                        £500-£600 

 2181            A collection in a Davo album, incl. 1913-14 to 5s. used, 1915 2s. used, 1915-28 to 2s. used, 1929-30 2s. mint, 5s. 
used, range of Heads, 1937-49 to 10s. mint, £1 used, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)                    £300-£400 

 2182            A mint and used duplicated accumulation in varied condition in a large stockbook incl. a selection of ‘kangaroos’, 
1931-36 ½d. in various unmounted mint blocks, some marginal, 1937-49 Robes thick paper 5s. (7) and 10s. (5) 
mint, also a further album of covers, etc. (many 100s)                                                                                  £200-£250 

 2183            An unmounted mint early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1963-65 Explorers set, Norfolk Island, Papua New 
Guinea 1952-59 to £1, etc., fine. (100s)                                                                                                           £100-£150 

Austria 

 2184  H       1950-53 Birds Air set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 1215-21.                                                                                    £70-£80 

 2185            A comprehensive collection in Lindner and Lighthouse albums and on leaves, incl. 1850-54 1k. used (5), 2k. used 
(4), 1858-59 type I 2k. yellow, 3k. black, used, type II 3k. black used, 1863 set used, 1867-80 range of fine and coarse 
whiskers used, 1908-13 Accession set used, 1923 Artists set used, 1925-30 Air set used on 1935 flown cover to 
Prag, 1930 Anti-TB set used, 1931 Rotary set used, 1931 Writers set used, 1932 Painters set used, 1933 Ski set 
used, 1933 WIPA 50g.+50g. (both) used, 1933 Relief of Vienna set mint, 1936 Dolfuss 10s. used, 1935 Heroes set 
used, 1936 Ski sets mint and used on cover, 1950-53 Air set unmounted, 1948-52 Costumes set unmounted, 1950 
Plebiscite set unmounted, and a good range of later issues to 1985, etc. (many 100s)                       £2,000-£2,500 
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Austria continued 

 2186            A mainly mint selection on stockcards, incl. 1899-1902 to 4k., 1925-30 Air sets (2, one unmounted), 1931 Rotary 
set unmounted, 1945 Graz 1rm. to 5rm. (both types, unmounted) with Sturzeis certificates (1990), 1950 Plebiscite 
sets (2, one unmounted), postage dues with 1925-34 to 10s. with extra 5s., also 1933 Relief of Vienna set used on 
plain f.d.c., etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                 £700-£800 

 2187            A selection on leaves, incl. 1890 to 2g. mint, 1899-1902 to 50h. mint, 1904 set mint, 1905-06 set, Lombardy & 
Venetia, Austro-Hungarian military post, etc. (few 100s)                                                                             £300-£350 

 2188            An accumulation on leaves, etc. incl. stamps, postal history and covers with f.d.c’s, cinderellas and some material 
from other countries, mostly fine. (100s)                                                                                                        £100-£120 

Bahamas 

 2189  H + 1861-62 Trial perforation 11 to 12½ 1d. lake, left marginal block of four imperforate between horizontally 
and vertically, also at foot, large part original gum, very minor crease in selvedge, fine. Clear R.P.S. certificate 
(1961). S.G. 7, cat. £9,000+. Photo also on back cover.                                                                      £2,000-£2,500 

 2190  H       1938-52 2d. pale slate showing variety short “T” [R. 3/6], mint, short perf., otherwise fine. S.G. 152a, cat. £950. 
Photo on page 22.                                                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 2191  H       1942 Columbus 4d. light blue and red-orange, mint pair, one with variety “COIUMBUS” [R. 5/2], fine and fresh 
mint. S.G. 168a, cat. £1,200. Photo on page 22.                                                                                              £300-£350 

 2192            A mint collection on stock pages, incl. range of Chalons with 1859-60 1d. pair with four margins, 1884-90 to 5s. 
(2) and £1 (2), 1901-03 to 3s., 1902-07 to £1, 1911-13 to 3s., 1912-19 to £1 (3), 1d. watermark inverted (no gum), 
range of War Tax issues, 1921-37 to £1, 1938-52 to £1, 1940 3d. on 2½d. plate block of 60, 1942 Columbus to £1 
(2), 1948 to £1, 1954-63 to £1, etc., also some used with 1884-90 £1, slightly mixed condition. (100s)                     
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

 2193            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-52 to £1, 1942 Columbus set, 1948 Tercentenary set, 
1954-63 to £1 with a range of printings, etc. (186)                                                                                        £150-£200 

 2194 )      A selection of covers etc. incl. 1920 Peace set on 1920 (Mar. 3) cover, good range of postal stationery with registered 
envelopes, “SPECIMEN” overprints, etc. (93 items)                                                                                          £250-£30

Ex 2195 22022201
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Bahrain 

 2195  H       1938-41 3p. to 25r. set mint, 8a. unmounted, 1r. to 25r. unmounted but with lightly toned gum (all except 15r. 
marginal examples), otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 20-37, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                               £180-£200 

 2196  Hb 1952-54 ½a. on ½d. variety fraction “½” omitted, in a cylinder “1” no dot lower left corner block of nine (3 
x 3), a few light bends in margins, very fine and fresh mint, lightly mounted on one stamp only, a very rare 
item. One of only two cylinder blocks known. Signed Diena, Bolaffi certificate (1974). S.G. 80a, EC BN160SVa. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                 £2,000-£2,500 

 2197  Jb 1955-60 overprint type I on Waterlow, 2r. on 2s.6d. complete sheet of 40, pane ‘B’ with perforation and trim 
markings with major re-entry [R. 2/3] and frame breaks, 5r. on 5s. complete sheet of 40 less upper right corner 
block of four, pane ‘B’ with perforation and trim markings with minor varieties, and 10r. on 10s. complete sheet 
of 40, pane ‘B’ with varieties incl. ‘scratch’ [R. 10/4], perforation and trim markings, mainly fine unmounted mint. 
S.G. 94, 95, 96, cat. £1,740+. Photo on page 26.                                                                                             £700-£800 

 2198  )      Postal Stationery: Envelopes: 1933-37 written up exhibit/study of unused 1½a. envelopes, incl. varieties with ‘light 
blanket impression and reversed impression’, ‘ghost image’, etc. (30 items)                                              £500-£600 

 2199            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-41 to 4a., 1942-45 values to 12a., 1948-49 to 10r. on 
10s., 1950-51 to 10r. on 10s, 1964 to 10r. (3), locals, etc. (128)                                                                    £250-£300 

Barbados 

 2200  m      A selection of used imperf. Britannias, incl. 1852-55 (½d.), (4d.), 1855-58 (1d.) single and pair, 1858 6d. (2), 1s. (2), 
etc., all with four margins, also 1860 pin perf. (1d.) and 1861-70 (½d.), slightly mixed condition. (15) £300-£400 

 2201  m      1860 pin-perf. 12½ (½d.) yellow-green, used. R.P.S. certificate (1972). S.G. 16, cat. £650. Photo.          £100-£150 

 2202 s      1872 (1d.) blue, bisected and used on piece with Barbados Feb. 24 1872 c.d.s., fine. B.P.A. certificate (1933). S.G. 
52a, cat. £750. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £200-£250 

 2203  H       1873 5s. dull rose, part original gum, creasing, otherwise fine. S.G. 64, cat. £950. Photo on page 26.   £100-£150 

 2204  H       - 5s. dull rose, mint, gum toning, thinning at top and gum wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 64, cat. £950. Photo on 
page 26.                                                                                                                                                                £100-£150 

2196
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Barbados continued 

 2205  m      1873 5s. dull rose, fine used. S.G. 64, cat. £300. Photo.                                                                                   £80-£100 

 2206  H       1875-80 Watermark Crown CC, Perf. 12½ 4d. deep red, fine mint. S.G. 68, cat. £350. Photo.              £150-£200 

 2207   S        1920-21 Victory set overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12a), fine with gum. (12) S.G. 201-12s, cat. £275. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 2208 )      1935 Silver Jubilee sets on covers (14, six are f.d.c’s), also 14 others.                                                        £300-£350 

 2209  J M   2013 $5 Landships miniature sheet, variety gold (value) omitted, fine unmounted mint with normal sheet for  
comparison. S.G. MS1453 var. Photo.                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 2210            A mint collection, Q.V. to early Q.E.II, incl. 1882-86 to 5s., 1892-1903 to both 2s.6d., 1897-98 Jubilee to 2s.6d., 
1905 to 2s.6d., 1912-16 to 3s., 1916-19 to 3s. (2), 1920-21 to 3s., 1921-24 to 3s. (2), etc., slightly mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

 2211            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1892-1903 set mint, 1897-98 white paper sets mint and used, 1906 
Nelson sets mint (2, one on thicker paper), 1916-19 set mint, 1920-21 Victory set mint, etc., varied condition. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

 2212            A mainly collection of Britannia issues, incl. range of imperfs., perf. to 1s. used, 1873 5s. used (2, one  
reperforated), 1861-71 (½d.) block of nine with large part original gum, etc., slightly mixed condition. (74)          
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2213            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-47 to 5s. with range of printings with perf. 13½ x 13 
1d. scarlet, 1953-61 to $2.40 (6) with a range of printings, etc. (100s)                                                        £200-£250 

 2214            A used collection on a stockcard, incl. 1882-66 to 5s., 1912-16 to 3s., 1916-19 to 2s.6d., etc., slightly mixed condition. 
(approx. 180)                                                                                                                                                       £150-£200 

Basutoland 

 2215 s      1901 (Sept. 2) registered front to Bombay bearing G.B. 1881 1d. lilac and Cape 6d. tied by Leribe c.d.s’s, 
Ahmednagar Camp censor handstamp alongside. B.P.A. certificate (1997).                                                £80-£100 

 2216 )      1935 Silver Jubilee sets on covers (17, three on first day), also 6d. on f.d.c., good to fine.                     £200-£250 

 2217            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938 to 10s., 1d. with ‘tower flaw’, 1954-58 to 10s. with a 
range of printings, 1961 surcharges with 10c. on 1s. type II, 1961 to 1r. (2), etc. (155)                            £250-£300 

 2218  H       Lesotho: 1980 to 1988, a selection of mint varieties, incl. 1980-81 1m. on 1r. surcharge double, one inverted, 1986-
88 35s. on 25s., type 167 on S.G. 507, horizontal strip of three, one with small “s”, 9s. on 30c. with surcharge  
misplaced to far left in a corner block of four, 1988 Birds 60s. horizontal strip of three showing dramatic perforation 
shift, etc. (36)                                                                                                                                                         £90-£100 

Bechuanaland 

 2219  I       Stellaland: 1884 1d. to 1s. set, unused, fresh appearance. S.G. 1-5.                                                              £80-£100 

2220  I       British Bechuanaland: 1885-87 Watermark Crown CA ½d. grey-black, variety overprint double (lake and black), 
part original gum, fine. B.P.A. certificate (1979). S.G. 1b, cat. £750. Photo also on back cover.              £300-£350 

 2221  m      - 2d. pale bistre, variety overprint double, indistinct cancellation, thinned perf. at top left, otherwise fine and very 
rare. Fewer than ten examples recorded. A.P.S. certificate (2007). S.G. 6c, cat. £2,250. Photo.                £700-£800 

 2222  H       Bechuanaland Protectorate: 1889 (Jan.) ½d. grey-black, variety overprint double, one reading “protectorate 
Bechuanaland”, mint, some toning, otherwise fine. P.F.S.A. certificate (1977). S.G. 52ab, cat. £1,200. Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 
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Bechuanaland continued 

 2223 )      Postal Stationery: 1896 (July) 1½d. postal stationery card and 1d. reply card, both to Otto Bickel in Germany, the 
former uprated by 1897-1902 1d., other with ½d. and 1d., all tied by Ramoutsa c.d.s’s.                               £60-£70 

 2224            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-52 to 10s. with shades, 1955-58 to 10s., 1961 surcharges 
with 1r. type I, 1961 sets (2), few postage dues, etc. (100s)                                                                           £200-£250 

 2225            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint selection, incl. 1885-87 values to 1s., 1888 values to 6d., 1932 to 10s., etc., mixed condition. 
(109)                                                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

22342233
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Bermuda 

 2226   P       1902-03 imperforate plate proof of the 1d. in red-brown and green, on gummed watermarked paper, fine and 
rare. Photo on page 26.                                                                                                                                      £400-£450 

 2227  J       1922-34 3d. ultramarine variety watermark inverted fine unmounted mint from the left of the sheet (mounted in 
margin). S.G. 83w, cat. £160+. Photo on page 26.                                                                                              £80-£90 

 2228  H       1938-52 to 1s. and 1938-53 to £1, mainly fine mint. S.G. 110-121d, cat. £350.                                              £70-£80 

 2229  J + 1938-53 2s. deep purple and ultramarine on grey-blue, line perf. 14¼, an unmounted mint rare block of four from 
the top of the sheet. S.G. 116b, cat. £1,400+. Photo.                                                                                     £400-£450 

 2230  m      - 5s. dark green and red on yellow, third printing May 1941 (line perf.), the lower right scroll with broken tail (HPF 
22a) also dent in lower left scroll (HPF 22b), used, fine and rare. S.G. 118bc, cat. £1,100. Photo.          £450-£500 

 2231  J       - 10s. dull yellow-green and dull carmine on light green, third printing September 1941 (line perf.), showing 
gash in chin, fine unmounted mint and very rare. S.G. 119bf, cat. £3,250. Photo also on back cover.             
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,400-£1,600 

 2232  J + - 10s. yellowish green and deep carmine-red on green plate block of four, one showing variety ‘broken lower right 
scroll’, unmounted mint, a few gum streaks, otherwise fine. S.G. 119ce, cat. £2,750. Photo.               £900-£1,000 

 2233  H       - 12s.6d. grey and pale orange on ordinary paper, perf. 14, mint vertical pair from the lower right corner of the 
sheet, one showing broken lower right scroll, (variety is unmounted), fine. S.G. 120c,e, cat. £2,370. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £700-£800 

 2234  J +  - £1 pale purple and black on pale red, perf. 14, in a plate block of four, one with broken lower right scroll also 
one with repaired top right scroll, fine unmounted mint (mounted in margin), rare. S.G. 121b, be, cat. £2,270. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £700-£800 

 2235  J       -  £1 pale purple and black on pale red, perf. 14, showing ‘gash in chin’ [R. 2/5] variety, fine unmounted mint, rare. 
S.G. 121bf, cat. £2,250. Photo.                                                                                                                          £700-£800 

 2236            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-53 to 10s. (2), 12s.6d. and £1 with shades, 1954 to 10s. 
with extra dies and shades, 1962-68 with positional varieties, etc. (172)                                                    £350-£400 

 2237            A mint collection in a boxed album, Q.V. to K.G.VI, incl. 1920 and 1920-21 Tercentenary sets, 1938-53 values to 
12s.6d. and £1, etc., mixed condition. (110)                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 2238 )      Postcards: A selection in a box, middle to modern, incl. St. Georges, Hamilton, smaller towns, beach scenes,  
houses, roads, etc. (approx. 250)                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

Brazil 

 2239            A comprehensive mainly used collection in an Yvert & Tellier album and stockbook, incl. 1843 60r., 1850 to 600r. 
(2) with a large range of values to 60r. with many pairs, strips and blocks, 1854-61 280r. strip of three and five 
singles, 430r. (2), 1876-77 rouletted set, 1878-79 700r. (2), 1,000r. (2), 1884-88 to 1,000r., 1913 official to 100,000r., 
also 500,000r. unused, 1927 Air official set, 1930 Zeppelin set, Condor-Zeppelin “Graf Zeppelin” overprint 
set, 5,000r. on 20,000r., 10,000r. on 20,000r., 1932 Provisional Government set, 1937-38 Tourist set, 1947-48 Dutra 
miniature sheet, etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                              £2,500-£3,000 

223522312230
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British Antarctic Territory 

 2240  J       1971 50p. on 10s. with watermark inverted and 1980 Royal Geographical Society 22p. with sideways watermark 
inverted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 37w, 97w.                                                                                                 £60-£70 

 2241  J       1980 Geographical 7p., 11p. and 22p. with inverted watermarks, also Ross Dependency 1967 3c. and 15c. with 
inverted watermark, fine unmounted mint.                                                                                                        £60-£70 

 2242            An unmounted collection in two albums, incl. 1963-69 to both £1, also South Georgia, Australian Antarctic 
Territory, etc., Q.E.II period with a high degree of completion to 2019. (100s)                                        £180-£200 

British Guiana 

 2243            1938-52 issue, a mint collection in an album, incl. imprint blocks, perf. 12½ 1c. (25), 24c. watermark upright (7), 
60c. (14), multiples, also a few commemoratives., etc. (100s)                                                                      £400-£500 

 2244            1954-63 issue, a specialised mint collection in an album, values to $5, incl. plate and imprint blocks, De La Rue 
printings, range of shades, also a range of K.G.VI to early Q.E.II issues on stock pages, etc. (100s)       £300-£400 

 2245 )      A range of covers on leaves from 1931 to 1954, mostly addressed abroad, incl. uprated airletters, censors, registered, 
maritime, incoming, U.S. forces, etc. (52)                                                                                                       £140-£160 

British Honduras 

 2246  J       1962 Birds 10c. with variety blue omitted, very fine unmounted mint with normal for comparison. S.G. 207a, cat 
£750. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

 2247            A mint K.G.VI to Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-47 to $5 with shades, 1953-62 to $5 with a range of printings, 
1962 Birds set, etc. (141)                                                                                                                                    £100-£150 

 2248            Belize: 1984-88 definitives, 1c., 10c., 25c. and 60c. complete sheets of fifty, each showing a downward shift of the 
Queen’s head, fine unmounted mint. (200)                                                                                                         £40-£50 

British Indian Ocean Territory 

 2249  J       1968 set to 3r.50 (less 15c., 75c.) in unmounted mint pairs, one of each with variety no stop after “I”, fine.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2250            A mint collection in two albums, incl. 1968 10f. variety no stop after “O”, etc., fine. (100s)                        £50-£60 

British Levant 

 2251  m      Great Britain ½d., 1½d., 2½d., 3d., 4d. all used with Stamboul c.d.s’s, also 2½d. used in Constantinople, some on 
piece. (6)                                                                                                                                                                   £70-£80 

 2252 )      Postal Stationery: Selection from 1887 to 1902, incl. printed matter, 1887 Great Britain 1d. postcard cancelled 
barred “C”, etc. (14)                                                                                                                                            £100-£120 

 2253 )      - 1893 (Mar. 1) 1d. postcard registered to London with added Constantinople provisional 40pa. on ½d. tied by 
Stamboul c.d.s. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £100-£150 

British Occupation of  Italian Colonies 

†2254 J       1941 unissued "BRITISH/OCCUPATION" 10c. on 5c. to 10L. on 5L. surcharges on Italian East Africa Pictorials, set 
of nine values, unmounted mint with lightly toned gum otherwise mainly fine. Diena certificate (1986). Sassone 
1-9, cat. €5,000. Photo.                                                                                                                                       £500-£600 

 2255            A mint K.G.VI to Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. M.E.F 1943-47 set, Eritrea 1948, 1950 and 1951 sets, Somalia 
1943, 1948, 1950 sets, Tripolitania 1948, 1950 (no 10.), and 1951 sets, etc. (110)                                     £100-£150 
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 2256  J        Cyrenaica: 1950 2m. to 200m. (two of each), 500m., mint, mainly fine. S.G. 136-148. (25)                        £50-£60 

 2257  J       - Postage Dues: 1950 2m. to 100m. set, fine unmounted mint. S.G. D149-D155, cat. £375. Photo.       £120-£150 

 2258  H       Eritrea: A complete mint collection from 1948 to 1951, with postage dues, some with lightly toned gum, otherwise 
mainly fine. (43)                                                                                                                                                  £100-£150 

 2259  H       Tripolitania: A complete mint collection from 1948 to 1951, with postage dues, some with lightly toned gum, 
otherwise mainly fine. (44)                                                                                                                                £100-£150 

British Solomon Islands 

 2260            A mint collection in two albums, some unmounted, largely complete from 1935 to 1997, incl. 1939-51 to 10s., 
1956-63 to £1, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                  £700-£800 

 2261            A mint K.G.VI to Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1939-51 to 10s., 1940 postage due set, 1956-62 to £1 with extra 
printings, etc. (110)                                                                                                                                                 £50-£60 

 2262 )      World War II, selection of covers variously addressed incl. stampless Methodist Mission ‘O.A.S.’ envelope from 
Gideon Zoleveke to Rev. A.W.E. Silvester in Auckland “N.Z.A.P.O./7/150” and censor cachet, also a range of U.S. 
military post offices from various Pacific locations incl. A.P.O. 709 (Guadalcanal), Tarawa Island, 1943 U.S. Marines 
10th Defense Battn. from Russell Islands, etc. (23 items) Gideon A.P. Zoleveke (1922-2003) from Choiseul worked 
with the coastwatchers of the Allied Defence Force from 1942 to 1944. Reverend A.W.E. Silvester, Methodist  
missionary on Vella Lavella during World War II, helped to hide 165 survivors from the U.S.S. Helena for eight days 
until they were rescued in July 1943. Photo.                                                                                                   £150-£200 

British Virgin Islands 

 2263  J       1935 Silver Jubilee set, each showing variety ‘kite and horizontal log’, unmounted mint corner examples, some 
gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 103l-106l, cat. £930. Photo.                                                                      £200-£300 

 2264  J + 1964 1c. to $2.80 in unmounted mint marginal blocks of four, fine. S.G. 178-192, cat. £320+.              £100-£120 
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British Virgin Islands continued 

 2265            A mint Q.V. to early Q.E.II selection, incl. small range of St. Ursula issues to 1s., 1899 to 5s., 1904 to 5s., 1913-19 
to 5s. (2), 1922-28 to 5s., 1956-62 to $4.80, etc. (138)                                                                                   £250-£300 

 2266            A mint K.G.VI to Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-47 to £1 with most extra papers, 1956-62 to $4.80 with a 
range of shades and printings, 1964-68 to $2.80, etc. (120)                                                                          £100-£150 

Brunei 

 2267            A mint and used K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1947-51 to $1 mint and $10 used, 1952 to $5 mint 
with wide range of printings, etc. (140)                                                                                                           £150-£200 

Burma 

 2268            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1937 range to 12a. with watermark inverted, 1938-40 to 
10r. unmounted, 1946 to 10r. unmounted, etc. (80)                                                                                      £100-£150 

Cameroon 

 2269  J       1962 Reunification set with surcharges in Sterling currency, unmounted mint, each with thin and light gum  
toning, otherwise fine and scarce. S.G. 301-303.                                                                                                £70-£80 

Canada 

Newfoundland 

 2270  H (  1930 ‘Miss Columbia’ Flight, “Trans-Atlantic/AIR MAIL/By B. M./“Columbia”/September/1930/Fifty 
Cents” on 36c. sage-green, mint, crease and corner fault, otherwise fine and rare. R.P.S. certificate (2019). 
S.G. 191, cat. £6,500. Photo.                                                                                                                    £1,000-£1,500 

 2271  H (  1932 DO-X $1.50 on $1 deep blue, fine mint. S.G. 221, cat. £250. Photo.                                                  £100-£120 

 2272  H (  1933 Balbo $4.50 on 75c., fine mint. S.G. 235, cat. £275. Photo.                                                                £120-£150 

 2273  B       Booklets: 1932 40c. booklet complete, fine and fresh. S.G. SB2, cat. £500.                                                  £80-£100 

 2274            A mainly mint collection in a Lighthouse album, incl. 1857-64 1d. unused, 1860 2d. unused, 1862-64 5d. mint, 6d. 
in a mint corner block of four, 1865-70 5c. brown unused, 13c. mint, 1868-73 3c. blue unused, 1897 Discovery 
set, 1897 1c. on 3c. type 37, 1910 perf. 12 set, 1911 set, 1911-16 Coronation set, 1919 Contingent set, 1920 3c. on 
15c. type A, 1919 Air $1 on 15c. (2, one with no comma after “AIR POST”), 1921 Air 35c., 1928-29 set, 1931 Air 
with and without watermarks set, 1931 set, 1933 Air set, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)             £1,000-£1,200 

 2275            A collection from 1857 to 1947 in mixed condition in an album with a selection of imperf. issues unused and used, 
1865-70 to 24c. unused and used, 1868-73 to 5c. (2), 6c. used, 1887 to 10c. unused and used, 1897 Discovery set 
both unused and used, 1921 Air Mail overprinted 35c. mint, 1928-29 Publicity set used, etc. (approx. 620)           
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

22722271 2270
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Nova Scotia 

 2276 )      1851-37 3d. strip of three, one bisected, good to large margins all round, paying 7½d. rate on envelope to 
Glasgow, tied by oval grid cancellations with red tombstone “PKT.LETTER/PAID/LIVERPOOL/ NO 16/A57*” 
alongside, fine “MAITLAND Co. HANTS/OC 30/1857/N.S.” despatch, Glasgow Nov. 16 arrival and W.H. 
Brouse, Toronto handstamps on reverse, very slight soiling but attractive and a rare franking. Carried on the 
Cunard vessel “Europa” and addressed to William Roy of the brig “Aleppo” c/o Messrs. Brown & Watson. Photo 
also on inside front cover.                                                                                                                        £1,200-£1,500 

Canada 

 2277 )      A selection of covers and entires from 1825 to 1868 incl. incoming mail from Great Britain and U.S.A., some from 
U.S.A. to England, good range of currency rate marks, paids, etc. (41 items)                                            £500-£600 

 2278            A selection of Provinces issues on leaves incl. British Columbia & Vancouver Island 1865-67 3d. mint (2), 1865 
perf. 14 5c. unused, 1868-712 perf. 14 50c. mauve unused, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, 
etc., varied condition. (62)                                                                                                                                 £300-£350 

 2279  m      1897 Jubilee ½c. (2), 1c. (2), 2c. (2), 3c. (3), 5c. (3), 6c., 8c. (2), 10c., 15c. (2), 20c. (2), 50c. (2), $1 and $2 (2) used, 
good to fine. S.G. 121-137. Photo on page 74.                                                                                                £250-£300 

 2280            A mainly mint Q.V. to K.G.V collection in an album, incl. 1852-57 3d. on thin paper used, 1882-97 ½c. black in 
a mint block of twelve (3 x 4), 1893 20c. and 50c., 1897 Jubilee to $1, 1897-98 to 10c. (2), 1898-1902 set and 2c. 
in a booklet pane of six (trimmed perfs), 1899 2c. on 3c. (both) in unmounted mint blocks of four, 1903 to 50c., 
1908 Tercentenary sets (one without 15c.), 1912-21 1c. perf. 12 x imperf. with two large holes in two strips of four, 
etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                               £1,000-£1,200 

 2281            A Q.V. unused or mint collection on leaves, incl. 1859 1c. unused, 1864 2c. unused, large and small Queens with 
1870-90 to 10c., 1889-97 to 10c. (2), 1893 20c. and 50c., 1897 Jubilee to $2 and $4 (faded), 1897-98 set, 1898-1902 
to 10c. (20c. unused), etc., mixed condition. (86)                                                                                       £900-£1,000 

 2282            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1897 Jubilee to 50c. mint and 20c. used, 1897-98 to 10c. mint 
and used, 10c. block of three used, 1898-1902 to 7c. mint, to 20c. used, 1898 Penny Postage set mint, 1903 to 10c. 
mint, to 50c. used, 1908 Tercentenary set mint, to 7c. used, 1911-22 to 50c. mint, range of coils, range of War Tax 
issues with 1915 (Feb.) overprinted 20c. and 50c. mint, set used, 1916 (Aug.) perf. 12 2c. + 1c. mint, 1922-33 to 
$1 mint, 1928-29 to $1 mint and used, 1930-31 to $1 mint and used, 1932 to 13c. mint, 1937-38 to $1 mint, 1942-
48 War Effort set mint, special delivery complete mint and used from 1898 to 1935, postage dues, etc., mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £600-£700 

 2283            An accumulation in two albums, four folders, three stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. large and small Queens, 
1897 Jubilee to 15c. used, good range of modern issues, pre-cancels, Provinces with British Columbia 1860 2½d. 
used, Newfoundland 1897 Discovery set used, 1921 Air 35c. used, 1923-24 set used, Nova Scotia, also a carton of 
overseas, etc., mixed condition. (1,000s)                                                                                                         £500-£600 
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Canada continued 

 2284            A Q.V. collection in mixed condition in an album with imperf. 3c. (2, one with four margins) and 10c. (corner 
damage) used, 1859 to 12½c. (7, with a vertical strip of four) and 17c. (5) used, selection of small and large Queens, 
also British Columbia, New Brunswick with 1851-60 3d. (3) and 6d. (apparently close to good margins all round) 
used, 1860-63 to 17c. unused and used, Nova Scotia 1860-63 five values to 12½c. in mint blocks, Prince Edward 
Island, etc. (228)                                                                                                                                                 £400-£500 

 2285            A mainly used selection of small Queens in two stockbooks, incl. printings, shades, papers, range of cancellations, 
3c. with two extra rows of perfs., etc. (100s)                                                                                                   £400-£500 

 2286            A mint collection in an album, from 1932 to 1966, incl. 1932 Ottawa Conference flown covers (4), 1937-38 to $1, 
1942-48 War Effort set, range of coils, a few booklet panes, officials, special deliveries, etc. (100s)       £150-£200 

 2287  H       A comprehensive mint K.E.VII to Q.E.II collection in a lighthouse album, incl. 1903-12 to 50c., 1908 Quebec set, 
1911-22 to 50c., range of coil stamps, 1928-29 set, 1930-31 set, 1935 set with 1c. imperf. x 8 strip of three, centre 
stamp showing narrow “1”, 1937-38 set, 1942-43 War Effort set, good range of later issues to 1976, officials with 
1949 set, 1950-52 set, postage dues 1909-28 set, 1930-32 set, etc., varied condition. (100s)                £800-£1,000 

 2288  m      A used collection in two printed albums, incl. 1852-57 3d., 1858-59 3d., 1859 to 17c. (3), 1864 2c., large and small 
Queens, 1897 Jubilee to $3, 1898-1902 sets (2), 1903 to 50c. (3), 1908 Quebec set, 1912-21 perf. 8 x imperf. in 
vertical pairs, 1915 (Feb.) War Tax 5c., 20c., 1928-29 set, a good range of later issues to 2000, Registration Stamps 
1875-92 8c., officials with 1949 set, 1950-52 set, etc., varied condition. (many 100s)                           £800-£1,000 

 2289            Cancellations and Covers:  A collection of railway post office postmarks in four albums, Q.V. to K.G.VI, incl. 
some on piece, pairs, etc. (approx. 1,100 stamps)                                                                                          £150-£200 

Cayman Islands 

 2290 s      1907 (Nov.) 1d. on 5s. salmon and green, used on small piece, fault at foot, otherwise fine. S.G. 19, cat. £400. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 

 2291  m      1907-09 ½d. to 10s. set with additional 6d., mainly used (the 10s. with MJ 110 fake cancellation), chiefly fine. (11) 
S.G. 25-34.                                                                                                                                                           £150-£200 

 2292 s      1908 Watermark Crown CA 10s. green and red on green, fine used on piece. S.G. 34, cat. £250. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

– Ex 2279 –
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 2293  H       1932 Centenary ¼d. to 10s. set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 84-95, cat. £500. Photo.                                      £150-£200 

 2294  H       - ¼d. to 10s. set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 84-95. Photo.                                                                                   £150-£200 

 2295  m      - ¼d. to 10s. set, good to fine used. S.G. 84-95, cat. £750. Photo.                                                                £180-£200 

 2296  J       1978 Fish unissued 15c., incorrectly inscribed “SERGEANT MAJOR FISH”, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 474 var. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 2297          No lot                                                                                                                                                                                       

 2298            A mint collection on leaves, Q.V. to early Q.E.II, incl. 1902-03 to 1s., 1905 to 1s., 1907 to 5s., 1907-09 to 10s., 1912-
20 shades to 10s. (3), 1921-26 MCA to 5s. (4) and 10s., 1935 to 10s., 1938-48 to 10s. (2) with perfs. and shades, 
1950 to 10s., 1953-62 (2) and 1962-64 (2) sets to £1, etc., mainly fine. (100s)                                           £500-£600 

 2299            A used collection on leaves, incl. K.E.VII to 5s., 1912-20 values to 10s., 1921-26 values to both 10s., 1935 to 10s., 
etc., later to 1979, slightly mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                       £250-£300 

 2300            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-48 to 10s. (3) with a range of printings, 1950 to 
10s., 1953 to £1 with a range of printings, 1962 to £1, etc. (100s)                                                               £150-£200 

Ceylon 

 2301            1941 (Aug. 23) airmail envelope to England bearing 1r. singles (2) and pair, 2r. strips of three (2) and pair, and 5r. 
singles (6, one with corner fault) and pair, Cargills seals on reverse, also 1947 Paris U.P.U. presentation booklet 
containing 1948-49 values to 5s. and 1946 Victory set. (2 items)                                                                £100-£150 

 2302            A mint K.G.V to early Q.EII collection in an album, incl. 1912 3c. block of four with watermark inverted and 6c. 
block of four with watermark sideways, War Stamp issues with varieties, 1921-32 5r. imperf. proof of the frame 
only in black on unwatermarked paper (crease and tone spot), 1935-36 6c., 9c., 20c. and 50c. perforated  
“SPECIMEN”, 1937 souvenir folder produced by the Government press, 1938-49 values (2) to 1r. perforated  
“SPECIMEN”, to 5r. (9) with perf. 13½ x 13 2c. (2), perf. 13 x 13½ 3c. (3), perf. 14 3c. (2), perf. 13 x 11½ 50c. (3), 
perf. 13 x 13½ 50c. (2), K.G.VI f.d.c’s, 1951 to 10r. (3), postal fiscal 1952 10r. (4, also three used), etc. (100s)         
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 

Chile 

 2303   L       Literature: A small library with An Outline of the Postal Issues 1766-1919 by Haworth (1919), Postmarks of 

Valparaiso by Prof. J. West FRPSL, Postal History of Chile by Proud, Chile, First Issues of Postage Stamps 1853-

1867 by Gerhard Blank FRPSL, etc. (8 items)                                                                                                     £60-£70 

China 

 2304            Prints/engravings, selection of fourteen items on early Chinese subjects, several produced by Fisher, Son & Co. 
of London & Paris, some minor staining.                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 2305            Municipal Posts of Treaty Ports: A collection in a stockbook, incl. Shanghai 1865-66 forgeries, 1866-72 values 
to 8c. used, 1867 to 6ca. used (4), Amoy 1895 to 5c. mint, 1895-96 postage due 5c. mint strip of five, 1896 (Oct. 
1) surcharge set used, Cheefoo 1893 to 10c. mint, 1896 set mint, Chinkiang 1895 to 15c. mint, 1895 (Apr.) postage 
due issues selection to 15c. mint, Chungking 1893 2ca. mint, 1894 set in mint blocks of four, 1895 postage due 
set mint, Foochow 1895 to 40c. mint, Hankow range of coolies, 1894 (Sep.) set mint, 1896 (Aug.) vertical surcharge 
1c. on 30c. mint and used, Ichang 1894 values to 3m. mint and 15ca. used, Kewkiang 1894 values to 40c. mint, 
1896 postage due values to 40c. mint, Nanking 1896 to 20c. mint, 1897 1c. mint (2), Wei Hai Wei 1899 2c. used, 
5c. mint, Wuhu 1895 5c. on 2c. block of four mint, etc., also a range of unused postal stationery, not all guaranteed, 
mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £700-£800 

 2306            A range of Foreign Post Offices, incl. Italian Post Offices with Peking with 1918-19 ½c. on 1c. mint, 1918 Express 
Letter 12c. on 30c. mint, 1918 postage due 12c. on 30c. mint, Tientsin 1917-18 2c. block of six mint, Japanese Post 
Offices 1900-08 values to 50s. mint and 10y. used, 1900 Birthday 3s. mint, 1913 25s. used, United States Postal 
Agency 1919 to values to 40c. on 20c. mint and $1 on 50c. used (not guaranteed), two 1905 postcards bearing 
U.S.A. 1c. and 2c. used in Shanghai, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)                                                £300-£400 
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China continued 

 2307            German Post Offices: A selection, incl. 1886-1901 2m. mauve pair on piece, 5pf. green, 25pf. orange-yellow, 1898 
to 50pf. used, 1900 5pf. on 10pf. used with purple crayon (not guaranteed), 1901-04 values to 80pf. used, 1901-04 
25pf. block of six used on piece, 1905-19 values to 2½d. on 5m. used (3), covers with 1895 commercial envelope 
to Berlin bearing 1886-1901 20pf. bright blue, 1900 postcard sent by a soldier from Tsingtau to Germany bearing 
1886-1901 5pf. green, etc., slightly mixed condition. (75 stamps and 5 covers)                                        £250-£300 

 2308            Russian Post Offices: A selection, incl. 1869-1908 horizontal laid paper to 1r. mint or used, vertically laid paper 
to 10r. mint or used, 7k. corner block of fifteen, 1917 surcharges selection to 10d. on 10r. mint (2), 1920 3k. on 
3k. used marginal block of four, covers with 1907 redirected cover from Harbin to Switzerland bearing Russia 2k., 
4k. and 7k. (2), 1908 postcard from Harbin to Latvia bearing Russia 3k., 1916 P.O.W. postcard with message  
thanking for cigarettes, etc., slightly mixed condition. (175 stamps and 5 covers)                                    £250-£300 

 2309            A mainly early collection in a stockbook, incl. range of small and large Dragons, 1894 Dowager Empress to 24ca. 
used, 1897 surcharge selection to 10c. on 12ca. used, 1898 values to 50c. mint, 1903 1c. on half 2c. used on piece, 
1904 (Nov.) postage due set mint, also revenue 1899 20c., 100c. and 1,000c. in mint blocks of six, etc., mixed  
condition. (approx. 150)                                                                                                                                    £600-£700 

 2310            Chinese Republic: A collection, incl. range of overprints to $2 used, 1912 Revolution to $1 mint (2), Republic to 
$5 used, 1913-33 range of printings to $10 (2) and $20 used, 1921 Air set mint, 1928 Assumption of Title set mint, 
1929 Unification set mint, 1929 State Burial set mint, 1929 Air set mint, 1932 Scientific Expedition set mint, 1933 
Tan Yen-Kai set unmounted mint, 1938-41 values to $20 mint, 1941 Thrift Movement miniature sheet used, 1944 
War Refugees miniature sheet unmounted mint, range of inflation issues, range of provinces with Manchuria 1929 
Unification and 1929 Sun Yat-Sen sets mint, Sinkiang 1928 Assumption set mint, covers with 1913 missionary 
envelope (with enclosed letter) to Ohio bearing Republic overprint 10c., 1935 (Apr. 26) first flight cover from 
Hong Kong to San Francisco, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                  £1,200-£1,500 

 2311            A used duplicated accumulation of issues from the 1920s to 1940s in packets, mainly Yunnan overprint Sun Yat-
Sen and Junk issues, incl. many on piece, multiples, much cancellation interest, also some mint (gum disturbance) 
with Yunnan 1926 13c. marginal block of thirty, 1929 Unification 10c. (67), 1932-34 $1 (2), 1933 Tan Yen-Kai $1, 
1933-34 Martyrs 3c. marginal block of twenty, 8c. upper marginal block of eight, 20c. block of six, etc., also a range 
of G.B. K.G.V to K.G.VI on piece, U.S.A., Australia, mixed condition. (100s)                                           £500-£600 

 2312 )      1914 envelope to Seattle, U.S.A  bearing Junk 2c., 3c. and 5c. and with tobacco illustrations on both sides,  
attractive. Photo on page 136.                                                                                                                             £80-£100 

 2313            Communist China: A collection in an album, incl. Central and South China with Central Plains Administration 
1949 $3,000 on $30 and $10,000 on $30 in unused blocks of four, Hubei, Henan, South China 1949 Liberation 
both 2½ on $500 and 15c. on $10 unused, East China with Shandong 1944 5c. unused, 1945 imperf. 20c. unused, 
1945 Victory over Japan set used, 1946 Jiaodong Monument set unused, 1949 Parcel Post values to $3,000 on 
$30,000 unused, Bohai 1946-47 $1 used, 1947 East Liberation Area $5 and $10 unused, Jiangsu-Anhui Border 
Area, East China People’s Post with imperfs., 1949 Parcel Post $5,000 on $10 and $10,000 on $10 used, North 
China with Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei Border Area 1945 Victory over China set unused, 1946 Victory over China set 
unused, 1948 Pingshan set, North China People’s Post 1949 to $100 on $65 used, North East China with Ximan, 
Port Arthur and Dairen 1949 Stalin set unused, Andong, North East China People’s Post 1947 Anniversary set 
unused, 1947 Mao set mint or used, 1947 35th Anniversary set unused, 1948 Li Zhaolin both sets unused, 1948 
surcharge selection unused, 1948 Mao $300 unused, 1949 Conference set unused, 1949 Trade Union set used, 
1949 surcharges mint or used, North West China with Yili 1949 to $500 unused, Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia 1949 
Fourth Pagoda set in unused block of four, Shaanxi 1949 (June) overprint set unused, South West China People’s 
Post with 1949 to $5,000 unused, etc., not all guaranteed, mainly fine. (100s)                                    £1,500-£2,000 

 2314  I +  1952 Gymnastics by Radio set in se-tenant blocks of four, fine unused. S.G. 1543a-1552a, cat. £1,000. Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 2315  m M   1961 Table Tennis miniature sheet fine used with commemorative cancellation. S.G. 1971a. cat. £450. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2316  J       1962 Stage Art 4f. to 50f. set unmounted mint, 20f. with faint corner crease and 30f. with small patch of  
discolouration on reverse, otherwise in fine fresh condition. S.G. 2037-44 cat. £1,100. Photo.              £200-£250 
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 2317  I M   1964 Peonies miniature sheet fine unused. S.G. 2199a. S.G. cat. £2,000. Photo.                                      £700-£800 

 2318  m      1967-68 Poems of Mao set, used, mainly fine. S.G. 2372-85, cat. £850. Photo.                                       £250-£300 

 2319  J       1968 Revolutionary Literature and Art set (1st issue), fine unmounted mint. S.G. 2387-2392, cat. £450. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2320  J       - Set (2nd issue), fine unmounted mint. S.G. 2393-2395, cat. £475. Photo on page 38.                            £150-£200 

 2321  J M   1979 Science miniature sheet, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS2900. cat. £1,200 Photo.                         £400-£500 
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China continued 

 2322  J       1980 Year of the Monkey 8f., fine unmounted mint with usual black offset on reverse. S.G. 2968. cat. £1,500. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £600-£700 

 2323  m      - 8f., used, minor crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 2968, cat. £650. Photo.                                                         £200-£250 

 2324            2008 Olympic Games large commemorative book containing a range of tickets and stamps.              £150-£200 

 2325  B       Booklets: 1980 Gu Dong booklet, fine. S.G. SB10, cat. £750. Photo.                                                          £150-£200 

 2326  B       - 1980 Gu Dong booklet, fine. S.G. SB10. Photo.                                                                                           £150-£200 

 2327  B       - A selection from 1980 to 2004 incl. 1980 White Flag Dolphin, 1981 Year of the Cock, etc. (19)         £120-£150 

 2328            A fairly comprehensive mint and used collection from 1949 to 2003 in three Schaubek printed albums incl. 1950 
Foundation set unused, 1951 Pink Network set used with extra $100,000 value, 1959 Tenth Anniversary 20f. 
unused, 1960 Goldfish set mint, 1960 Chrysanthemum set mint/unused, 1961 Anniversary set mint, 1992 Support 
for Cuba set unmounted mint, 1963 Children and 1963 Panda imperforate sets used, 1963 Landscapes set 
mint/unused, 1964 Peonies set unmounted mint, 1964 Anniversary Strip and 1964 Industry sets unmounted mint, 
later sets mainly unmounted mint with 1964 Hydro-Electric, 1965 Conference, 1965 Mountains, Cultural 
Revolution issues incl. 1967 Thoughts of Mao gold border strip used, 1967 Anniversary, 1968 Literature and Art, 
1st and 2nd issue sets, 1967 Poems set used, 1968 Anti-American Declaration, miniature sheets with 1978 Horses, 
Art, Bridges, 1979 Roses (2, one with Exhibitions overprint), 1980 Paintings, etc. (100s)                 £5,000-£7,000 

 2329            A mint and used collection in a stockbook from 1963 to 1979, incl. 1963 Olympics set unmounted mint, 1964 
Yenan Shrine set unmounted mint, 1964 Bronze Vessels set unmounted mint, 1964 Petroleum set mint, 1965 
Victory over Japanese set mint, 1965 Women in Industry set mint, 1966 Industrial Machines set unmounted mint, 
1967 Liu Ying-Chun set unmounted mint, 1967 Thoughts of Mao (1st Issue) set used, 1967 Labour Day set used, 
1967 Talks on Literature and Art set used, 1968 Mao’s Youth 8f. unmounted mint, 1968 Thoughts of Mao (2nd 
Issue) 8f. unmounted mint, 1969 Red Lantern set mint, 1969 Defence set unmounted mint, 1970-71 Taking Tiger 
Mountains set unmounted mint, 1971 Paris Commune set unmounted mint, 1971 50th Anniversary 8f. strip of 
three mint, 1972 Yenan Forum set unmounted mint, 1972 Physical Culture set unmounted mint, 1972 Merchant 
Shipping set unmounted mint, 1973 Giant Panda set as unmounted mint corner examples, 1974 Industrial  
production set unmounted mint, 1976 Five Year Plan set mint, a few miniature sheets with 1978 Arts and Crafts 
unmounted mint, 1978 Highway Bridges unmounted mint, 1979 Great Wall used, etc., mainly fine. (100s)          
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,500-£2,000 

2326
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 2330            A comprehensive collection in 28 albums from 1985 to 2019, incl. unmounted mint issues, booklets, f.d.c’s,  
miniature sheets, etc., fine. (1,000s)                                                                                                           £1,000-£1,500 

 2331            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, issues from 1949 to 1963, incl. early reprints, 1960 25th Anniversary 
of Conference unmounted mint, 1960 Pig Breeding set mint, 1961 Mongolian People’s Revolution set unmounted 
mint, 1961 Buildings to 50f. unused, 1961 Museum set mint, 1961 Revolution set mint, 1961 Tang Dynasty Pottery 
set mint, 1962 Tu Fu set mint, 1962 Stage Art set used, 1963 Panda imperf. 8f. and 10f. mint and imperf. set used, 
1963 Monkey imperf. set mint, miniature sheets with 1958 Unveiling used, 1958 Kuan Han-Ching used, etc., 
mainly fine. (100s)                                                                                                                                           £800-£1,000 

 2332            A collection of issues from 1962 to 1977 in a stockbook, with a range of unmounted mint sets incl. 1963 Landscapes, 
1971 Paris Commune, 1972 Merchant Shipping, 1974 Industrial Production, 1976 Five Year Plan, etc. (100s)      
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 2333            A mint and used duplicated accumulation of mainly later issues in two stockbooks incl. some Cultural Revolution 
period, 1973 Panda set unmounted mint, 1974 Country Teachers sets (14) unmounted mint, 1975 Country Women 
Teachers set in unmounted mint blocks, etc. (many 100s)                                                                          £350-£400 

 2334            A mint and used collection in a stockbook from 1979 to 1985, incl. miniature sheets with 1979 Camelias used, 
1980 Qi Bashi unmounted mint, 1981-82 Twelve Beauties unmounted mint, 1984 Beauties Wearing Flowers 
unmounted mint, booklets with 1980 Dolphin, 1982 Year of the Dog, 1983 Year of the Pig, 1983 Terracotta 
Warriors, 1984 Year of the Rat, coin covers, etc., mainly fine. (100s)                                                         £350-£400 

 2335            A collection in two stock books, issues from the 1960s and 1970s, range of unmounted mint issues with 1978 
Galloping Horses, Art and Crafts and Bridges miniature sheets, etc. (100s)                                              £250-£300 

 2336            A collection in an album, on stockcards and in packets, incl. 1944 War Refugees miniature sheet unmounted mint, 
Peoples Republic 1967 Mao Tse-tung issues used, 1980s Booklets with 1983 Year of the Pig and Terracotta Figures, 
f.d.c’s with miniature sheets, postal stationery, etc. (100s)                                                                           £200-£300 

 2337            Miniature and souvenir sheets, a selection of 38 items, chiefly fine.                                                           £120-£150 

 2338            Japanese Occupation: A collection in a stockbook, incl. range of postcards and large pieces, Kwantung with 1945 
Canton provisional set mint, Mengkiang 1941 values to $20 mint, North China extensive issues, Nanking and 
Shanghai with 1943-45 values to $2000 on $5 mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                £800-£1,000 

Taiwan 

 2339            An accumulation in an album, leaves and loose, incl. 1957 U.P.U. presentation book with 1954 Afforestation set, 
1954 Youth Day, 1954 Relief Fund set, 1956 Postal Service miniature sheets, postal stationery, etc. (100s)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2340            An extensive selection of stamps from the 1960s to 1970s with black demonetising bars (invalidating postage) 
used for publicity purposes, a range of commemorative sets with 1964 Fruits, 1965 Double Carp, 1966 Opera, 
1966 Ancient Paintings, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                           £150-£200 

 2341            A range of mint sets on stock cards, incl. 1954 Afforestation Campaign, 1954 Youth Day, 1955 President’s Birthday 
and 1962 Ancient Chinese Paintings unmounted mint sets, etc. (100s)                                                     £100-£150 

Christmas Island 

 2342            An apparently complete unmounted mint collection from 1958 to 2001 in a printed album. Stated to cat. £600+.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

Cocos (Keeling) Islands 

 2343            An apparently complete unmounted mint collection from 1963 to 2001 in a printed album. S.G. stated to cat. 
£600+.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 



Cyprus 

1880 Overprints 

 2344            A collection on stock pages, incl. ½d. plate 12 used, plate 15 used (4), 1d. plate 181 used, plate 208 mint (3), plate 
215 mint corner block of four, plate 220 used, 4d. mint (3), used (2), 6s. mint, 1s. mint, also 1881 ½d. on 1d. 
selection with type 3 plate 218 mint, etc., slightly mixed condition. (60)                                                £800-£1,000 

 2345  H + ½d. plate 12 block of four, fine mint. S.G. 1, cat. £900+. Photo.                                                                  £200-£250 

 2346  m      ½d. plate 19 FJ, used with “942” cancellation of Larnaca, fine and scarce. Holcombe opinion (1994). S.G. 1, cat. 
£700. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 2347  H       1d. plate 174 TC unused with large part original gum, tiny crease, otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (1981). S.G. 2, 
cat. £1,400. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £500-£600 

 2348  H + 1d. plate 193 and plate 196, two matching QK-RL blocks of four, both from the right of the sheet, part 
original gum, one or two minor imperfections, scarce. Both with B.P.A. certificate (1969). S.G. 2, cat. 
£6.000+. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £1,500-£2,000 

 2349  H + 1d. plate 193 and plate 196, two matching KH-LI blocks of four, part original gum, imperfections. S.G. 2, cat. 
£6,000+. Photo.                                                                                                                                                £800-£1,000
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 2350  H       6d. grey LA, fine fresh mint. S.G. 5 cat. £500. Photo.                                                                                    £120-£150 

 2351  mb 6d. grey plate 16 PC-TD wing margin block of ten, used with “942” barred ovals of Larnaca, fine, good strong 
colour, a rare multiple. S.G. 5, cat. £6,500+. Photo.                                                                           £3,000-£3,500 

 2352  I       1s. green 13 PL, unused (without gum), otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (1986). S.G. 6. Photo.             £100-£150 

 2353  m      1s. green 13 RI, fine used with “969” of Nicosia. R.P.S. certificate (1986). S.G. 6, cat. £475. Photo.        £150-£200 

1881 18mm Surcharge 

 2354  H       ½d. on 1d. red, plate 215 IB, mint, the surcharge misplaced to left resulting in part of “H” being absent, some  
creasing, fine. S.G. 7 var., cat. £800. Photo.                                                                                                     £250-£300 

 2355  m      ½d.  on 1d. red, plate 216 EH, with surcharge misplaced horizontally, fine used. S.G. 7, cat. £600+. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2356 s      ½d. on 1d. red, plate 216 NK-NL, OK-OL pairs with ML, tied to small piece with “LARNACA/A/AP 23/81/CYPRUS” 
c.d.s.’s, a few small imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. 7, cat. £475. Photo on page 42.                           £250-£300 

 2357  H       ½d. on 1d. red 18 mm surcharge, plate 220 SB, fine mint, the surcharge misplaced to left resulting in most of the 
“H” being absent and resembling an “L”. S.G. 7 var., cat. £325. Photo.                                                       £100-£120 

Queen Victoria Key Plates 

 2358  H       1882-86 Die I, Watermark Crown CA ½pi. to 12pi. (less 2pi.) mint, 4pi. with some gum toning, also used with 
duplicates of most values, mixed condition. (22)                                                                                           £150-£200 

 2359  m      - ½pi. emerald-green fine used with neat Larnaca 1883 (July 2) cancellation, excellent colour. S.G. 16, cat. £500. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 
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Cyprus continued 

 2360  Hb 1882-86 Die I, Watermark Crown CA 30pa. pale mauve, mint block of nine, one or two minor gum wrinkles, 
otherwise fine. S.G. 17, cat. £720+. Photo.                                                                                                      £200-£250 

 2361  m      - 1pi. rose with variety ‘top-left triangle detached’ [Right pane, R. 3/3], good, used. S.G. 18a, cat. £325. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2362            1882, 1886 Surcharges, a selection, incl. 1882 CC ½ on ½pi. mint and used, 30pa. on 1pi. used, CA ½ on ½pi. mint 
and used, 1886 CA ½ on ½pi. mint and used (2), 1886 (May) CC ½ on ½pi. varied condition. (14)       £300-£400 

 2363  m+ 1882 Surcharges, Watermark Crown CC 30pa. on 1pi. rose, a used block of four comprising types 1 and 2, 
neatly cancelled by “LARNACA” squared circles, fine and rare multiple. S.G. 24. Photo also on back cover.
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

 2364  H + 1886 (Apr.) Surcharges, (fractions 6mm apart), Watermark Crown CA ½ on ½pi. emerald-green, left marginal 
mint block of four, fine. S.G. 27, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                                                      £350-£400 

King Edward VII 

 2365  H       1902-04 Watermark Crown CA½pi. to 45pi., mint, mainly fine. S.G. 50-59, cat. £600. Photo.            £150-£200 

 2366   S        - 30pa., 1pi., 6pi. and 12pi. all overprinted “SPECIMEN” and further handstamped “ULTRAMAR” in violet, unused 
without gum, slight traces of staining, 12pi. has small surface fault at lower right, scarce. S.G. 51s, 52s, 55s, 57s. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 
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King George V 

 2367  H       1921-23 Watermark Mult. Script CA 10pa. to 45pi. set used, mint, slightly varied condition. S.G. 85-99, cat. 
£550. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£150 

 2368  H       - 10pa. to 45pi. set used, mint, slightly varied condition. S.G. 85-99, cat. £550. Photo.                            £100-£150 

 2369  m      - 45pi. dull purple and ultramarine, good used pair. S.G. 99, cat. £600. Photo.                                         £150-£200 

 2370  H       1923 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 10s. green and red on pale yellow, fine mint. S.G. 100, cat. £400. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2371  H       - 10s. green and red on pale yellow, fine mint. S.G. 100. Photo.                                                                  £150-£200 

 2372  H       - 10s. green and red on pale yellow, mint with margin at right (folded), small gum wrinkle otherwise fine. S.G. 
100. Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £120-£150 

 2373  H       - £1 purple and black on red mint, a few tiny black marks on gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 101, cat. £1,200. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 2374  H       - £1 purple and black on red mint, interpanneau margin at right, fine mint. S.G. 101. Photo.               £400-£500 

 2375  H       - £1 purple and black on red mint, heavy hinge, otherwise fine. S.G. 101. Photo.                                     £350-£400 

 2376  m      - £1 purple and black on red, fine used. S.G. 101, cat. £3,000. Photo.                                            £1,000-£1,200 

 2377  J       1924 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £1 purple and black on red, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 102, cat. £300. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2378  H + - £1 purple and black on red, in a fine mint block of four from the lower left corner of the sheet, scarce. S.G. 102, 
cat. £1,200+. Photo.                                                                                                                                            £500-£600 

 2379  m      - £1 purple and black on red used with part registered oval datestamp, a little surface rubbing otherwise fine. S.G. 
102, cat. £850. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £300-£350 
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 2380  J       1928 Watermark Mult. Script CA £5 black on yellow, corner example, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 117a, cat. 
£3,750. Photo also on back cover.                                                                                                          £2,000-£2,500 

 2381  m      1934 1pi. black and red-brown used strip of three variety imperforate at top, cancelled by part Limassol  
datestamps, ragged margin at top and some perf. separation between first and second stamps, otherwise 
fine and very rare. This the largest strip possible as only a single affected sheet was found. From the six 
possible examples, just one further single stamp is known. S.G. 136 var. Photo also on back cover.                    
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,500-£2,000 

 2382  J + 1938-53 1pi. orange, perf. 13½ x 12½, in a block of four from the foot of the sheet, very fine and fresh 
unmounted mint, rare multiple. S.G. 154a, cat. £2,200+. Photo.                                                    £1,000-£1,500 

 2383  Jb 1955-60 500m. and £1 in lower marginal imprint blocks of eight, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 186 187, cat. £544+.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2384 )      Postal Stationery: A group of covers and postal stationery, incl. Q.V./K.E.VII postal stationery with cancellation 
interest (Austrian Levant), K.G.VI with rural service cancellations, etc. (19)                                            £150-£200 
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 2385            A mint and used collection in a Schaubek album, incl. 1880 ½d. plate 12 unused, plate 15 unused and mint, 6d. 
grey plate 16 PD part original gum, 1s. plate 13 SD used, 1881 (Feb.-June) ½d. on 1d. plate 201 used, plate 208 
unused, 1881 (June) 30pa. on 1d. plate 217 used, 1881 (July) ½pi. unused, 4pi. used, 6pi. unused, 1882 30pa. on 
1pi. used, 1892-94 6pi. unused, 12pi. mint, 1894-96 set mint, 1902-04 set mint, 1904-10 set mint, 1912-15 set mint, 
1921-23 to 45pi. and 10s. mint, 1924-28 to 90pi. mint, 1928 Anniversary set mint, 1934 set mint, 1938-51 set mint, 
1955-60 set mint, 1960-61 set mint, and a good range of later issues to 1974, etc., varied condition. (100s)           
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,500-£3,000 

 2386            A mint collection on stock pages, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. 1892-94 to 12pi., 1894-96 to 45pi., 1902-04 to 45pi., 1904-
10 to 45pi., 1912-15 to 45pi., 1921-23 to 45pi., 1924-28 to 90pi., 1928 Anniversary set, 1934 to 45pi., 1938-51 to 
£1, also values (14) to £1 perforated “SPECIMEN”, 1948 Silver Wedding £1 imprint block of four, 1955-60 to £1, 
1960-61 to £1, 1963 Scouts miniature sheet range of 1960s issues overprinted “SPECIMEN”, etc., slightly mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                          £1,000-£1,500 

 2387            A used collection on stock pages, Q.V. to early Q.E.II, incl. 1881 to 6pi., 1882-86 to 12pi., 1892 to 12pi., 1894-96 
to 45pi., 1902-04 to 45pi., 1904-10 to 45pi., 1912-15 to 45pi., 1921-23 to 18pi., 1928 Anniversary set (top value 
with B.P.A. certificate, 1980), 1934 to 45pi., 1955 and 1960-61 to £1, etc., not all cancellations guaranteed, slightly 
mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                              £1,000-£1,500 

 2388            A K.G.V. to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-51 to £1 (2) with a range of printings, perf. 12½ x 13½ 
1pi., also set used, 1955-60 sets (2), 1960-61 sets (2), 1962 sets (3), 1963 Scouts miniature sheet, etc. (100s)          
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 2389            An duplicated unmounted mint accumulation from 1960 to 1980 in blocks of four contained in an album, incl. 
1960-61 to £1, 1962 to £1, also miniature sheets with 1963 Scouts, etc., some duplication, mainly fine. (100s)      
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 2390            An unmounted mint collection in two albums, K.G.VI to Q.E.II, incl. 1938-51 to £1, 1948 Silver Wedding 1½pi. 
corner block of eighteen with ‘extra decoration’, 1955 to £1, 1960-61 to £1, 1963 Scout miniature sheet, etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2391            An unmounted mint early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1955-60 to £1, 1960-61 to £1, 1963 Scouts miniature 
sheet, etc., fine. (approx. 190)                                                                                                                           £100-£150 

 2392 )      An accumulation of K.G.VI to Q.E.II covers, incl. W.W.II censor mail, later airmails, etc. (100s)         £150-£200 

Danzig 

 2393   P       1921 Ship, two imperf. progressive proofs, the first of the frame only in red and the second of the centre in slate, 
on gummed watermarked paper, fine. Ceremuga certificate (2014). Photo.                                              £250-£300 

 2394  J       - 10c. showing left shift of centre, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 43. Photo.                                                    £80-£100 

Denmark 

 2395 )      Postal Stationery: An unused selection, incl. postcards, Letter cards, wrappers, etc., majority fine and fresh. (295 
items)                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 2396 )       A small collection of W.W.I Danish Red Cross covers, items from Russia, Germany etc., some written up on leaves. 
(61 items)                                                                                                                                                               £80-£120 

2394 – 2393 –
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Dominica 

 2397 )      1935 Silver Jubilee sets (4) on separate covers (one first day), also low values on three covers, good to fine.        
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2398  H       1951 issue, selection of watermark varieties, mainly in unmounted mint blocks, incl. values between 1c. and $1.20, 
with broken letters, part letters missing, etc. (14 items)                                                                               £150-£200 

 2399  Jb - 1c. in an unmounted mint block of twelve from the lower left corner of the sheet, one showing reversed “J” for 
“C” watermark variety, fine. S.G. 121c, cat. £450. Photo.                                                                              £160-£180 

 2400  H       - $1.20 variety “C” of “CA” missing from watermark, mint, toning and gum wrinkle, otherwise fine. S.G. 133a, cat. 
£1,200. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 2401            -A mint K.G.V to Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-47 to 10s., 1951 to $2.40, 1954-62 to $2.40 with shades, 
1963-65 to $4,80, etc. (133)                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

Dubai 

 2402  J M   1966 Churchill miniature sheets (4) each with one colour omitted, comprising yellow-olive, light blue, claret and 
black respectively, also normal for comparison, fine unmounted mint. Photo on page 136.                   £120-£150 
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Second Session, Lots 2403 – 2769  

Thursday 18th June at 1.30 pm 

Egypt 

from the John Sears FRPSL Collection 

John Sears FRPSL has been at the heart of the Egypt Study Circle since joining in 1974, was elected Chairman 
in December 1976 and, as if 20 years service were not enough, moved on in November 1997 to the role of 
President, which he holds to this day. His collecting has covered all important areas of Egypt, having first built  
a comprehensive collection of the 1923-24 issue of definitives, Egypt’s first venture into photogravure, which 
showed for the first time a portrait of King Fuad.  
 
His main loves, however, have been the study of maritime mail carriage to, from and through Egypt’s waters, as 
well as a deep research into airmails that led to the publication in 1990 of “The Airmails of Egypt”. This 
detailed for the first time all the test and experimental flights together with the myriad rates that depended not 
only on distance but also which airline was carrying the mails. So much new material came to light as a result 
that a second edition was published, and then a third in 2001. John’s “Airmail Jottings” column in the ESC 
Quarterly Circular continues to detail new discoveries that are made. 
 
Mike Murphy 

Issued Stamps 

 2403  H       1929 Prince’s Ninth Birthday set, clearer centres in black or brown, mint, fine. S.G. 178a-181a.       £100-£120 

 2404 b      1946 Aviation Congress 30m. green, variety overprint diagonally misplaced and ‘à cheval’, in a fine unmounted 
mint block of ten. Charles Hass certificate (1991). S.G. 314 var. Photo.                                                     £200-£250 

 2405  J + 1948 Airs, S.A.I.D.E. 22m. on 200m. showing surcharge double in an unmounted mint block of four with normal 
block for comparison. Charles Hass certificate (1988) identifies from pos. 19-25 of the unique pane of fifty. S.G. 
350, a. Photo.                                                                                                                                                       £250-£300 

 2406  J M   1951 Royal Wedding miniature sheet with variety black inscription and crown double, fine unmounted mint and 
very rare, also a mint sheet with inscription and crown in grey. S.G. MS368 vars. Photo on page 48.  £300-£400 

 2407  J M   1956 Scout Jamboree imperf. and perf. miniature sheets, a few wrinkles, otherwise fine unmounted mint. S.G. 
MS513, 514, cat. £2,000. Photo on page 48.                                                                                                    £800-£900 

 2408  J M   1961 Ninth Anniversary of Revolution, 100m. miniature sheet with variety black inscription double due to  
movement of the cylinder, fine unmounted mint. Charles Hass certificate (1989). S.G. MS665 var. Photo on page 
48.                                                                                                                                                                         £100-£150 

2405
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Egypt Postal Stationery 

from the John Sears FRPSL Collection 

 2409 ) E   1865 Prevost essay denominated 10pa., in brown on small white wove paper envelope. Photo.            £150-£200 

 2410 ) E   1869 Prevost essays with “00” value (2), one in green on white envelope, the other in orange on buff envelope, also 
a similar in blue on laid paper envelope, each with Turkish inscription alongside. (3 items) Photo.     £300-£400 

2410A) E   1871 Penasson essays denominated “1” (2), one in green on buff envelope, the other in purple on cream envelope. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

 2411 )      An accumulation in a folder, on leaves and loose, incl. postcards, envelopes, registered envelopes with 1940 15m. 
unused, 1945 30m. unused, air letter sheets, etc. (few 100s)                                                                        £500-£600 

Postal Stationery: Postcards 

 2412 )      1879 to 1936 a well written up collection on leaves in a file box, incl. 1888 5m. pack of ten cards with original 
wrapper, 1891 3m. on 5m. with inverted surcharge unused, two with double surcharges unused, two with Arabic 
and French overprints transposed unused and used, one with surcharge sloping to left unused, one with second 
“3” inverted unused, 1908 4m. card and 4m. + 4m. reply card unused, 1916 3m. on 2m. unused and used, etc. (115 
items)                                                                                                                                                                £800-£1,000 

 2413 )      1923 4m. card with “AVEC REPONSE” cancelled by bars, fine unused. Photo.                                          £150-£200 

 2414 )      1923 4m. card with “REPONSE” cancelled by bars, fine unused. Photo.                                                      £150-£200 

– 2410A –
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Egypt: Postal Stationery: Postcards continued 

 2415 )      1923 4m. card (message type C19) with “AVEC REPONSE PAYEE” cancelled by bars, fine unused. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2416 )      1923 4m. card (message type C19) with “REPONSE” cancelled by bars, fine unused. Photo.                   £150-£200 

 2417 )      1923 4m. card with “REPONSE” cancelled by bars, fine used with added 1m., 5m. to Wilhelmshafen, Germany, 
scarce. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £200-£250 

 2418 )      1931 10m. Colossi of Memnon postcard, fine unused and extremely rare. The scarcest of the postal  
stationery cards. Photo also on inside back cover.                                                                                  £800-£1,000 

 2419 )      1931 10m. Colossi of Memnon postcard, used 1932 (Feb. 24) with added 3m. to Leipzig, Germany. Extremely 
rare usage of the scarcest of the postal stationery cards. Photo also on inside back cover.         £1,000-£1,200 
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Postal Stationery: Envelopes 

 2420 )      1887 to 1966, a well written up collection of envelopes on leaves in a file box, incl. 1892 5m. on 2p. with varieties 
such as inverted (2 unused), double, one vertical unused, surcharge vertical, 1911 1m. on 2m. unused (3) used, 
1913 1m. on 2m. without bars unused and used, 1913 10m unused (3), 1915 2m. on 1m. unused (4), used (3), 1921 
10m. unused (2), 1925 10m. unused and used, 1939 5m. unused and used, 1941 6m. unused and used, 1946 4m. 
wmk. W4 used, 4m. wmk. 5 used, 10m. unused, 1953 4m. cancelled bars unused and used, range of inverted  
watermarks, papers, sizes, varieties, etc. (207 items)                                                                               £1,500-£1,800 

 2421 )      1892 5m. on 2pi. envelope, variety Arabic surcharge inverted, fine unused. Charles Hass certificate (1993). Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2422 )      - 5m. on 2pi. envelope with surcharge inverted, used 1913 to London, additionally franked 3m. and 4m. (3) to 
make up the postage and registration rate, scarce. Only six genuinely used examples are known. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2423 )      1906 (c.) essay for a ‘Avec Reponse’ envelope, being the 1902 10m. envelope with bilingual “UNION POSTALE 
UNIVERSELLE/EGYPTE/ENVELOPE-REPONSE” added at left. Photo.                                                         £200-£250 

 2424 )      Letter Sheets: 1889 to 1969, a written up collection on leaves, incl. 1911 5m. unused and used, 1912 1p. unused 
and used (2), 1914 5m. unused and used, 10m. unused and used, 1939 5m. unused and used, 1941 6m. unused and 
used (3), 1944 10m. unused and used, 1953 Soldier 10m. unused, etc. (46 items)                                    £700-£900 

2423

2422

2432
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Postal Stationery: Registered Envelopes 

 2425 )      1913 to 1934, selection incl. 1913 10m. with text in Arabic added unused and used, 1922 10m. unused, 1929 15m. 
unused and used (2), 1930 15m. unused and used, etc. (11 items)                                                              £350-£400 

 2426 )      1913 De La Rue 10m. blue envelope, fine unused. Photo.                                                                            £200-£250 

 2427 )      - 10m. blue envelope, fine used in 1918, scarce. Photo.                                                                                £250-£300 

 2428 )      1928 Harrison & Sons 10m. envelope used from Cairo to Austria, additionally franked by 10m. (2), fine and rare. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £350-£400 

 2429 )      1938 15m. and 20m. unused, fine.                                                                                                                    £100-£120 

 2430 )      1940 20m. unused, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                         £120-£150 

 2431 )      - 20m. used, slightly toned otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                         £100-£120 

 2432 )      1953 35m. stamp (used for change in postal rate) on 30m. envelope, fine unused and rare. Photo on page 51.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 2433 )      Wrappers: A collection written up on leaves, incl. 1889 2m. pack of twenty with original wrapper, 1931 2m. used 
(2), 1932 2m. unused and used, 1939 1m. unused and used, 1941 4m. unused and used, 1946 2m. unused and used, 
etc. (59 items)                                                                                                                                                     £350-£400 
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Collections 

 2434            An accumulation in an album, on leaves and loose, incl. 1938 £E1 mint and used, British Forces in Egypt 1935 
Jubilee 1pi. used, range of control blocks of four with 1933-38 Air set, articles, etc. (100s)                    £600-£800 

 2435  M       A collection of miniature sheets on leaves and loose, incl. 1946 Anniversary imperf. and perf. miniature sheets 
mint and used of each, 2006 Relations with China sheet printed on plastic, very good range to 2014, used on f.d.c’s, 
etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

Covers and Cancellations 

 2436 )      An accumulation of covers and cards on leaves and loose, incl. express mail, meter marks, Thomas Cook Post 
Office, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                £200-£250 

 2437           Hotel Posts: A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in a folder and on leaves in a file, incl. Cataract, 
Continental with 1927 cover, registered to India, Luxor, Mena House, Nile Hilton, Savoy, San Stefano, Semiramis, 
Shepheard’s, also Simon Arzt, advertising envelopes, vignettes, postcards, registration cachets, ephemera, majority 
covers, etc., varied condition. (260 items)                                                                                                    £800-£1,000 

 2438 )      Railway Stations: A collection of mainly covers and cards written up on leaves in a file box, incl. Alexandria, 
Asyut, Ismailia, Luxor, Mansura, Suez, Tanta, etc. (119 items)                                                                   £250-£300 

Ex 2439
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Egypt Airmails 

from the John Sears FRPSL Collection 

 2439 ) (  1910 Aviation Week in Heliopolis, postcard to Alexandria bearing 4m. tied by “HELIOPOLIS AERODROME” 
c.d.s’s, with special vignette for the meeting, also an unused vignette. Photo also on page 53.               £150-£200 

 2440 ) (  1914 Cairo-Khartoum, Marc Pourpe experimental flight, envelope to England with large purple flight cachet 
“POSTE AERIENNE/L.N.A./MARC POURPE/1913-14/CAIRE-KHARTOUM”, bearing Sudan 5m. (uncancelled) 
with Egypt 1m., 4m. tied by Heliopolis Feb. 3 c.d.s. with additional strike below, having been taken on board 
at Atbara and cancelled on arrival at Heliopolis aerodrome, with Cairo transit and Manchester receiving 
marks on reverse, the envelope a little rough but rare. A classic pioneering airmail item representing the first 
carriage of mail by air in Africa. Photo also on front cover.                                                                 £4,000-£5,000 

 2441  ) (  1919 (Mar. 18) O.H.M.S. “THE PALESTINE NEWS” printed wrapper, bearing “ARMY POST OFFICE Z 10”, “BASE 
POST OFFICE/Z” c.d.s’s, also two line “AERIAL POST/E.E.F.” and circular “AERIAL POST E.E.F”, fine. In 1919, during 
the Egyptian revolution which resulted in the suspension of the railway system, an emergency air post was organised 
by the R.A.F. Photo.                                                                                                                                            £300-£350 
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 2442 ) (  1919 (Apr. 5) O.H.M.S. envelope, bearing “ARMY POST OFFICE/SZ 10” c.d.s., also violet boxed “AERIAL 
POST/E.E.F.”, bearing “ARMY POST OFFICE GM1” receiving mark on the reverse, fine. Photo.             £250-£300 

 2443 ) (  1923 to 1945, a well written up collection of flown covers on leaves, incl. 1931 (Nov.) Cairo-Athens flight, 1932 
Egypt-Germany flown registered cover, 1935 (June) Cairo-Athens flight then to Romania, Insufficient Address 
label and returned by sea to Egypt, 1937 (Dec.) cover from Djibouti to China via Cairo, 1938 (Jan. 1) Cairo-Libya 
flight, many first flights and stages, cancelled airmails, Imperial Airways, K.L.M., range of airmail etiquettes, 
ephemera with timetables, postcards, etc. (few 100s)                                                                             £1,000-£1,500 

 2444 ) (  1925 (Oct. 27) Cairo-Kano Experimental Flight envelope from Cairo to Kano, also 1925 (Nov. 11) envelope flown 
on the return trip, both endorsed, and addressed by Sqn. Ldr. A. Cunningham to one of his mechanics, scarce. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

 2445 ) (  1926 (Jan. 9) Cairo-Khartoum R.A.F. test flight, flown cover, with special violet cachet “Special Flight/Cairo to 
Khartoum”, franked by 5m. with Abu Suwer datestamps, signed and initialled by members of the crew. Photo on 
page 56.                                                                                                                                                                £120-£150 

 2446 ) (  1928 (Nov. 27) ‘Miss Africa’ Amsterdam-Cairo-Nairobi flight by J. E. Carberry, cover addressed to Cairo bearing 
two vignettes with red boxed “SCHIPGOL AERODROME/(AMSTERDAM)/27 NOVEMBER 1928”, bearing 5m. used 
for postage back to England on the reverse. Rare, only 40 items to Cairo flown. Photo on page 56.      £350-£400

2441
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Egypt: Airmails continued 

 2447 ) (  1928 (Dec. 6) Cairo-Nairobi flight by J. E. Carberry, postcard addressed to Mombassa, with small “BCM/FF7S” 
cachet on picture side. Rare, only 46 items flown of which just six were postcards. Photo.                     £300-£350 

 2448 ) (  1931 (Mar. 5) Imperial Airways cover to Sudan with two line violet cachet “PREMIER VOL/ASSIOUT-MWANZA”, 
franked by 20m. tied by Asyut c.d.s., rare. It is believed that only four covers were flown on this stage. Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2449 ) (  1931 Zeppelin set used on flown cover to Palestine and 100m. on 27m. on cover to France, tied by the scarce 
“PORT SAID/GRAF ZEPPELIN” datestamp, 100m. used on O.H.M.S. envelopes to England tied by Cairo Zeppelin 
cachet. (3 items) Photo.                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 2450 ) (  1934 (Dec.) Imperial Airways cover flown from Cairo to Rambang, Dutch East Indies, with receiving mark of 
Loboeanhadji (probably the nearest post office), rare destination. Stated only ten known. Photo.         £150-£200 

 2451 ) (  Misr Airwork, 1935 to 1950, a collection written up on leaves, incl. flown covers, vignettes, ephemera, articles, 
etc. (21 items) In May 1932 Misr Air Work was established in association with the Air Work company and in Aug. 
1933 it began commercial operations with a Spartan Cruiser from Cairo to Alexandria. By 1935 a total of 12 De 
Haviland aircraft had been added to its fleet.                                                                                                  £300-£400 

 2452 ) (  1935 (May) Imperial Airways stage Egypt-Romania, bearing boxed red special cachet, returned to sender after 
arriving in Bucharest by sea, bearing the unusual Sea Post mark of Constantia Alexandria on the reverse, very 
scarce. It is believed that only ten items were flown on this stage. Photo.                                                   £200-£250 

 2453 ) (  1936 (Apr. 3) cover to Gambia, flown by Imperial Airways to Marseilles, then Air France South American flight 
which accepted mail for Gambia and Senegal, bearing Marseilles and Bathurst transit and receiving marks on the 
reverse. Stated only five covers to Gambia, rare. Photo.                                                                                £200-£250 

 2454 ) (  1938 (Nov.) Egypt-Australia record breaking flight by R.A.F. in three Wellesley Bombers, franked by 4m., 10m. 
and Army Post 10m. cancelled by “M.P.O. MOASCAR” datestamps, with Australian 5d. cancelled at Port Darwin 
for onward transmission. Photo.                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

 2455 ) (  A well written up collection of Post W.W.II flown covers on leaves, incl. a detailed study of the rates, Air France, 
B.O.A.C., Sabina, TWA, cancelled airmails, first flights, “AV2” and “OAT” marks, timetables, ephemera, etc. (230 
items)                                                                                                                                                                   £600-£700 

 2456 ) (  An accumulation in a folder, on leaves and loose, incl. range of Air Mail surcharges, cancelled airmails, airport 
cancellations incl. 1910 postcard with “HELIOPOLIS AERODROME” c.d.s., 1915 two postcards with “MILITARY 
CAMP/AERODROME/HELIOPOLIS” c.d.s’s, articles, ephemera, etc. (205 items)                                       £300-£400 
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Do you collect Egypt?
If you do, or if you are thinking of starting a collection of one of the

world’s most fascinating areas for both stamps and postal history,

why not consider joining the Egypt Study Circle and linking up 

with a friendly and companionable group?

Founded in 1935 as one of the first of the one‐country specialist

societies, the London‐based Circle provides:

● egyptstudycircle.org.uk, a research website 

● a vibrant Facebook page, open to all

● a free quarterly magazine in full colour

● five Saturday-afternoon meetings a year

● an extensive Library of Egypt-related books

● close to 200 members worldwide

● strong and friendly contacts in Egypt

… and much much more in the way of knowledgeable, 

enthusiastic and helpful colleagues.

For more information and a copy of a recent Quarterly Circular

magazine, contact:

The Secretary, 11 Waterbank Road, Bellingham, London SE6 3DJ
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Maritime Mail 

 2457 )      Khedivial Mail Line, a collection on leaves, incl. a good range of ship marks in violet and red, S.S. Bilbeis, S.S. 
Belkas, S.S. Boulac, S.S. Fouadieh, S.S. Taif, S.S. Talodi, S.S. Zamalek, range of postcards, company stationery, 
ephemera, etc. (78 items)                                                                                                                                  £300-£400 

 2458 )      Naval Mail, 1944, 1945, four Ellerman’s Wilson Line covers to Hull franked by Great Britain stamps cancelled by 
maritime marks, also three line “OFFICIAL SHIP’S DOCUMENTS/FOR TRANSMISSION THROUGH/NAVAL 
CHANNELS” and oval “NAVAL CONTROL SERVICE/ALEXANDRIA”, also long censored cover to the same address 
with oval “NAVAL CONTROL SERVICE OFFICER/PORT SAID”, interesting items.                                   £250-£300 

 2459  m      A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps on leaves, incl. Port Said, Port Taufiq, good range of paquebot, 
retta marks, etc. (85 items)                                                                                                                                £200-£300 

 2460 )      A comprehensive collection of mainly covers and cards well written up on leaves, in two folders and loose, incl. 
Alexandria, Port Said, Port Taufiq, Suez, Shipping Line with Lloyd Triestino, Norddeutsche Lloyd, P&O, Orient 
Line, ships’ cachets, very good range of paquebot marks, “Pleine Mer”, postcards, articles, etc. (few 100s)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£800 

 2461 )      A collection of covers, cards, pieces and stamps in an album, incl. range of paquebot marks, Khedivial Lines, etc. 
(89 items)                                                                                                                                                             £200-£300 

Egypt, The Properties of  Other Vendors 

 2462  m      French Post Offices: 1853-61 80c. carmine tête-bêche pair cancelled by good to fine strikes of rare “5080” 
cancellation of Alexandria, Egypt, touched or cut-into at foot and right but large to very large margins other 
sides showing part of adjoining stamp. R.P.S. certificate (2010). S.G. 75, cat. £33,000. Photo also on back 
cover.                                                                                                                                                             £1,500-£2,000 

 2463  H       1915 (Oct.) 2m. on 3m. yellow-orange, with variety surcharge inverted, fine, mint, collectors mark on gum. S.G. 
83a, cat. £225. Photo.                                                                                                                                           £80-£100 

 2464            1923-1924 Fouad 4m. red-brown colour trial, 15m. blue essay and 20m. green essay, each in an imperf. block of 
four, the 15m. with some gum wrinkles otherwise mainly fine.                                                                   £150-£200 

 2465  H       - £E1 mint, some toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 122. Photo.                                                                                £50-£60 

 2466  H + 1926 Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition 5m. to 200m. in corner “A/26” control blocks of four, mint, lightly 
toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 126-131.                                                                                                        £100-£150 

 2467  Jb 1939-46 30m. yellow-green, variety watermark inverted, in an unmounted mint block of fifty (5 x 10) from the 
right of the sheet, a rare multiple. Nile Post D166b. Photo on page 60.                                                     £400-£500 

 2468  Jb  - 30m. yellow-green, variety imperforate, an unmounted mint strip of eight from the top of the sheet with “A/47” 
control, a few gum wrinkles, otherwise fine. Nile Post NP D166a. Photo.                                                 £200-£250 

24652463 2462
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Egypt: 1947 Airs 

 2469 +      2m. vermilion lower right corner block of four, with “A/47” English control, imperf. with “Cancelled” in Arabic 
on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing, fine. Ex King Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.                                   £300-£400 

 2470 + C   7m. orange-brown lower left corner block of four, with “A46” English and Arabic control scored through and 
replaced with “A47” control, imperf. with “Cancelled” in Arabic on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing, fine. Ex King 
Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.                                                                                                                          £300-£400 

 2471 + C   7m. orange-brown upper right corner block of four, with “A/46” and “A/47” English control scored through, 
imperf. with “Cancelled” in Arabic on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing, fine. Ex King Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 2472 bC   8m. green lower two rows of the sheet (5 x 2) with “A/46” and “A47” English controls at left and Arabic at 
right control scored through and replaced with English and Arabic “A48” control at right only, imperf. with 
“Cancelled” in Arabic on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing, fine. Ex King Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 

 2473 bC   10m. violet lower two rows of the sheet (5 x 2) with “A/46” and “A47” English controls at left and Arabic at 
right control scored through and replaced with English and Arabic “A48” control at right only, imperf. with 
“Cancelled” in Arabic on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing, fine. Ex King Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 

 2474 bC   20m. blue lower two rows of the sheet (5 x 2) with “A47” English control at left and Arabic at right control 
scored through and replaced with English and Arabic “A48” control at right only, imperf. with “Cancelled” 
in Arabic on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing, fine. Ex King Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.  £1,500-£1,800 
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Egypt: 1947 Airs continued 

 2475 + C   20m. blue upper right block of four with “A./47” English control, imperf. with “Cancelled” in Arabic on reverse 
from the ‘Royal’ printing, also with King Farouk green palm and pyramid handstamps on reverse, fine. Ex King 
Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo on page 60.                                                                                                      £300-£400 

 2476 + C   40m. carmine lower right block of four with “A./47” Arabic control, imperf. with “Cancelled” in Arabic on reverse 
from the ‘Royal’ printing, also with King Farouk green palm and pyramid handstamps on reverse, fine. Ex King 
Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo on page 60.                                                                                                      £300-£400 

 2477  H       1953 Abdication overprints on the 1947-51 Issue, set mint with double overprint of the bars, fine. S.G. 448-
454 var. Photo on page 60.                                                                                                                                  £80-£100 

 2478            1959 UNESCO Campaign for Preservation of Nubian Monuments 10m. imperf. marginal single with gum 
(crease), 1960 45m. Citadel Gate imperf. pair with gum, and 1961 4m. Glass Lamp horizontal pair misperforated 
(a few light gum wrinkles), fine. S.G. 614 var., 629 var., 670 var. Photo on page 60.                                   £80-£100 

 2479            Booklets: 1903 to 1954 issues in a folder, incl. booklet panes, complete and exploded booklets, some inverted 
watermarks, five uncut sheets for booklet production. Also 22 covers/forms used with booklet stamps, etc. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                  £800-£1,000 

 2480            Express Letter Stamps: 1926 20m. and 1944 40m., both marginal imperf. examples with “Cancelled” on reverse 
from the ‘Royal’ printing, also with King Farouk green palm and pyramid handstamps on reverse. Ex King Farouk, 
George L. Lee. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £180-£200 

 2481            Postal Forms: A selection from 1877 to 1934 in a folder, incl. 1877 “Vaglia” form in blue used in Cairo, “Declaration 
de Depot/Police” form used in 1883 with Assiout/Caire c.d.s., different postal letterheads, 1889 Money Order 
form, registered letter receipts, enquiry forms, etc. (75 items)                                                                    £550-£600 

Officials 

 2482  Jb 1924-25 10m. bright rose, in an unmounted mint block (10 x 5) from the foot of the sheet with “C.24” control, 
bearing varieties in positions [51, 77, 94], a few minor wrinkles, otherwise fine. Nile Post NPO 38, b, c, e. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £450-£500 
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 2483 + C   1926-35 1m. orange and 20m. blue corner “A/36” control blocks of four, imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse from 
the ‘Royal’ printing, with normal control blocks for comparison, fine. Ex Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£300 

 2484 + C  - 5m. corner “A/33” control block of four, imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing, with 
normal control block for comparison, fine. Ex Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.                                          £100-£150 

 2485 + C   1938 1m. to 50m. in corner “A/43” control blocks of four, imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse from the ‘Royal’ 
printing, fine. Ex Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.                                                                                         £800-£1,000 

 2486            A collection from 1880 to 1959, incl. range of mint blocks and singles, range of varieties and inverted overprints, 
stampless covers, O.H.H.S. issues on covers, O.H.E.M.S three covers or cover front, imprinted government 
envelopes, various frankings with high values, registered covers, mixed definitives and officials, etc. (approx. 800 
stamps and 95 covers)                                                                                                                                 £1,000-£1,500 

 2487            Revenues: Great Britain 1921 Consular Service £50 (120) in multiples on both sides of large piece cancelled by 
British Consulate of Alexandria “15 AUG 42” c.d.s’s with annotation each side “60 x £50 = £3000”, a few  
imperfections but mostly fine and unusual. Photo on page 64.                                                                   £150-£200 

 2488           Collections: A comprehensive mint and used collection from 1866 to 1976 in an album, incl. 1867 study of the 
four different types, 1874 5pa. mint marginal tête-bêche block of four, also used tête-bêche block of six, 1922 
Monarchy set mint, 1923-24 set mint, 1926 Birthday 50pi. mint, 1926 Port Fouad set used on cover, 1927-37 set 
mint, 1929 Birthday set with centres in black and brown mint, 1931 Zeppelin set mint, 1932 100m. on £E1 mint, 
1934 U.P.U. sets mint and used, 1938 Birthday £E1 mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)                   £2,500-£3,000 

Ex 2484
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Egypt: Collections continued 

 2489            A large mint and used stock in an album, from 1882 to 1952, incl. commemoratives, officials, postage dues, express, 
Suez Canal, military, issues with 1925 Geographical Congress sets (11), 1926 Fouad Birthday mint (2) and used 
(23), 1926 Cows sets (17), 1929 Prince Farouk sets (38), 1931 Zeppelin sets (5), 1933 Train sets (30), 1933 Aviation 
sets (22), 1934 U.P.U to 200m. and £1, 1936 Expo sets (35), officials with 1923 Fouad to 50m. (45), postage dues 
with the first three issues and a few forgeries, express with 1926 20m. green (91), Suez Canal Company 1868 sets 
(20), etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                              £1,800-£2000 

 2490            A mint and used collection in an album, from 1866 to 1952, incl. definitives, airmails, tête-bêche items, multiples, 
on piece, incl. 1866 sets (2) with extra 5pi. (2), 1867 to 5pi. (10), 1872 Penasson sets (11), 1874 Bulac (24), 1879 
provisionals (86), 1923 Fouad 1st Portrait set (7), 1927 Fouad 2nd Portrait sets (3), airmails from 1926 to 1952, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                      £1,200-£1,500 

 2491            A specialised collection of perfins from 1880 to 1961 in an album, incl. Banco Italo Egiziano, Banque Ottomane, 
Credit Lyonnais, Societe Anonyme de Behena, Mobil Oil, Philips Orient, Thomas Cook, rare perfins on cards, 
also Perfins on Egyptian Stamps by Varjabedian, etc. (89 stamps, 4 covers)                                              £700-£800 

 2492            A collection of mint and used commemoratives from 1925 to 1990 in seven albums, incl. 1925 Congress sets mint 
and used (2), 1926 Exhibition sets mint and used, 1926 Birthday 50p. mint, 1929 Birthday set with black and brown 
centres mint, 1931 Zeppelin set used, 1933 Aviation sets mint and used, 1934 U.P.U. set used, 1938 Birthday £E1 
mint and used, some f.d.c’s, etc. (1,000s)                                                                                                        £600-£700 

2497
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Covers and Cancellations 

 2493 )      A collection of mainly commemorative covers from 1894 to 1934 incl. commercially used, f.d.c’s, hotel  
cancellations, airmails, registered, express, domestic and foreign destinations, issues with 1894 Alexandria 
Exhibition, 1926 Expo set with registered internal cover and f.d.c with complete set (2), 1926 Navigation Congress 
f.d.c’s (3), 1927 Cotton Congress (12), 1927 Statistical Congress (12), 1928 Medical Congress (13), 1929 Prince 
Farouk (4), 1931 Expo (10), 1931 Zeppelin 50m. on card and 100m. on cover, 1953 Trains (5), 1933 Aviation (5), 
1934 U.P.U (10) with 1934 registered cover to Switzerland bearing values (14) to 20m., etc. (89)  £1,500-£2,000 

 2494 )       A collection of commemorative covers from 1936 to 1951, incl. commercially used items, f.d.c’s, hotel  
cancellations, airmails, registered, express, domestic, foreign destinations, range of issues with 1936 Anglo-
Egyptian Treaty (8), 1936 Expo (6), 1937 Abolition (34), 1937 Opthamological Congress (16), 1938 Marriage (14), 
1938 Cotton Congress (12), 1938 Telecom Congress (10), 1938 Leprosy Congress (10), etc. (298)                          
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,000-£2,500 

 2495 )       Consular Mail: 1857 to 1944, a selection of covers, documents and a postcard in a folder, incl. range of consulates 
in Alexandria, Cairo and Suez, with Consular cachets from Austria, Belgium, France, Haiti, Iran, Israel, Italy, 
Germany Greece, Portugal, Romania, Russia, U.K. and U.S.A., etc. (51 items)                                         £350-£400 

Hotel Posts 

 2496 )       1893 to 1978, a collection of mainly covers and cards in a folder, incl. registered mail, labels, hotel stationery, postal 
stationery, arranged according to types from Cataract, Continental, Gezireh, Heliopolis, Luxor, Mena House, Nile 
Hilton, San Stefano, Savoy, Semiramis, Shepheards, Sheraton, Winter Palace, also some stamps with hotel  
cancellations, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                      £1,800-£2,000 

 2497 )       1907 linen-lined envelope, registered to Switzerland, franked by 1881-1902 1pi., 2pi. and 5pi., tied by “CAIRO/POST 
OFFICE/SAVOY HOTEL” datestamps and faint registration cachet, showing Territet receiving mark on the reverse, 
vertical crease clear of adhesives. The 5pi. usage is unusual on cover. Photo.                                            £350-£400 

 2498 )      1913 3m. stationery cover, registered to Germany, additionally franked by 1881-1902 2pi. and 1914-15 4m. postage 
due, all tied by scarce “CONTINENTAL/HOTEL” datestamps and boxed registration cachet. Unusual usage of a 
postage due for postage on a registered cover to Europe. Photo.                                                                 £200-£250 

 2499 )      1932 parcel card for a package weighing 4.9 kilos from the Winter Palace Hotel in Luxor to U.S.A., franked by 
1927-37 5m., 20m. (2), 50m. and 100m., tied by hotel cancellations type H-WP4. The only recorded usage of a 
parcel card from the Winter Palace Hotel. Photo.                                                                                            £600-£700 

2499
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Egypt: Hotel Posts continued 

 2500 )      1932 unusual Parcel Card for a parcel weighing 3.45 kilos, sent from Shepheards Hotel to U.S.A., franked 1927-
37 5m., 20m. (2), 50m. and 100m., tied by “SHEPHEARDS HOTEL/CAIRO” datestamps type H-Sp9. The only  
recorded usage of a parcel card from Shepheards Hotel. Photo.                                                                   £600-£700 

 2501  m      1933 unusual parcel card for a 3.1 kilo parcel to U.S.A., franked by 1927-37 50m. and 100m., tied by “CATARACT 
HOTEL/ASWAN” datestamps type H-Ct3. The only recorded usage of a parcel card from Cataract Hotel. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£700 

 2502 )       Maritime Services: A speclialised maritime mail collection, from 1891 to 1986, incl. linear “Pleine Mer”  
cancellation, “Marine Nationale”, “Yokohama”, various “Lloyd Triestiano”, “”Piroscafo Olanto”, “Khedevial Line”, 
“S/S Rashid”, “S/S TALODI”, “Ausouia”, “Marco Polo”, also postal stationery covers from “El Pilar”, “Corfu” steamer, 
“Hamburg-Amerika Lines”, “Misr Tankers”, also two scarce G.B.L.A. covers, etc. (79 covers and 61 stamps)        
                                                                                                                                                                             £700-£800 

 2503 )       - A specialised collection of French, German, Dutch, Italian and British maritime services in Egypt from 1954 to 
1939, incl. two French covers tied by maritime lozenge cancellations, one with boxed ‘Affranchissement 
Insuffisant’, three stampless covers sent to Marseilles, 1902 picture postcard of a ‘femme du harem’ bearing 2m. 
pair and French 10c., different French maritime mail cancellations, German different maritime mail cancellations 
on stampless covers, German stamped covers and cards, Dutch linder card sent to Germany with boxed paquebot 
circular Italian c.d.s. on Egyptian stamped cards, also three Austrian cards and a broad study of different British 
types. (62)                                                                                                                                                      £1,000-£1,200 

 2504 )      Meter Marks: A collection from 1922 to 1982, incl. proof of Moss 1st meter with the 5 suggested different formats, 
early proof on cover, early usage of 5m., 1934 postcard with 3m. and 10m. ex Worms & Co in Port Said, 1935 
airmail cover franked 3m., 5m. and 20m. from Port Said, scarce 1937 German DKD (Deutches Kohlendepot) cover 
from Port Said to Hamburg, 1930 rare Cairo and Alexandria postage paid covers in red and black, Banca 
Commerciale Italiana covers, 1952-54 Banque Belge covers, etc. (42)                                                        £500-£600 

 2505            U.N. Forces in Egypt: A collection of covers, incl. British, Danish, Swedish, German, Canadian, Dutch, Norwegian, 
Italian, Indian, Polish and Colombian forces, also two proof strikes from U.N. cancellations and embroidered cloth 
U.N. badge. (47)                                                                                                                                                  £250-£300 

2501
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British Forces in Egypt 

 2506  J + 1935 Silver Jubilee 1p. unmounted mint block of four, slightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. A10, cat. £1,600. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £800-£900 

 2507 )      - 1p. tied to reverse of f.d.c. from Abu Qir to England with “14” crowned circle, a few minor tone spots on cover. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

 2508 )      A group of covers, incl. N.A.A.F.I, M.P.O’s, Field P.O’s, postage prepaid, range of censor numbers, airgraphs, 
British Forces in Egypt with Christmas seals, postal seals, letter seals, letter stamps and 1936 Fouad and 1939 
Farouk Army Post, range of censor markings, etc. (127)                                                                              £700-£800 

Egyptian Occupation of  Gaza 

 2509  H       1948 Postage 1m. to £1, also 4m. with black overprint, 15m. with green overprint and 15m. with black overprint, 
Air 2m. to 200m., also 5m. with overprint inverted, unlisted 15m., Express Letter 40m., postage due 2m. to 30m., 
all mint, slightly mixed condition. (46)                                                                                                                £60-£70 

 2510            A mint and used duplicated stock from 1948 to 1967 in a stockbook incl. multiples, control blocks, varieties and 
errors, 1948 £E1 used on pieces (3), 1953 to £E1 used (3), etc. (many 100s)                                          £800-£1,000 

 2511 )      A selection of covers and cards from 1948 to 1967 in a folder incl. a wide range of frankings to local and foreign 
destinations, commercial, registered, airmail and censored mail, etc. (96 items)                                      £500-£600 

Falkland Islands 

 2512  J       1938-50 ½d. to £1 set with 1d. black and carmine shade, unmounted mint, slightly mixed condition. S.G. 146-63, 
cat. £475.                                                                                                                                                              £100-£120 

 2513  H       - ½d. to £1 and 1952 to £1, fine mint. S.G. 146-163, 172-185, cat. £655.                                                    £150-£200 

 2514   S        1946 Victory set perforated “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D21) fine with gum. S.G. 164s, 165s, cat. £400. Photo on 
page 68.                                                                                                                                                                £100-£150 

 2515  Jb 1960-66 Birds set in unmounted mint blocks of six, each marginal, fine. S.G. 193-207, cat. £1,020+. £300-£350 

 2516  Jb 1971 set in corner plate blocks of eight, unmounted mint. S.G. 263-275, cat. £168+.                                  £70-£80 

 2517            A mainly K.G.VI to Q.E.II selection in a stockbook, incl. 1952 sets mint (3, two are unmounted), 1960-66 sets 
unmounted mint and used (6), Dependencies with 1954-62 sets mint (3), also a few earlier issues, etc. (206)        
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

2507
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Falkland Islands continued 

 2518            A mint K.G.V to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-50 to £1 with shades, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 
1952 to £1, 1960-66 to £1 with shades, Dependencies with 1944 sets mint and used, 1948 Thin Map set, 1954-62 
to £1 with shades, blocks of the 1d. with retouches, South Georgia 1963-69 to both £1, South Georgia 1963 set, 
also B.A.T. 1963-69 to both £1, etc. (100s)                                                                                                     £400-£500 

 2519            An unmounted mint collection in an album, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. 1929-37 ‘Whale and Penguin’ to 2s.6d. (mounted), 
1933 Centenary values to 6d., 1938-50 values to 2s.6d., 1952 to £1, 1960-66 to £1, Q.E.II period with a high degree 
of completion to 2019, Dependencies with 1954-62 to £1, South Georgia 1963-69 to both £1, etc. (100s)              
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 2520            An early Q.E.II unmounted mint collection, incl. 1960-66 to $1, Dependencies 1954-62 to £1, South Georgia 1963-
69 to both £1, etc., fine. (114)                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

†2521 H       Falkland Island Dependencies: 1946 Thick Map ½d., 4d., 9d. and 1s. variety “SOUTH POKE”, mint, heavily hinged, 
fine. S.G. G1c, G5c, G7c, G8c, cat. £870. Photo.                                                                                            £150-£200 

†2522 m      - 1946 Thick Map 1d. and 3d. variety ‘extra dot by oval’, fine used. S.G. G2d, G4d, cat. £575. Photo.  £150-£200 

 2523  H + - 1948 Thin Map ½d. to 1s. set in plate blocks of four (less 2½d.) one of each showing dot in “T”, mint, fine. S.G. 
G9a-G16a.                                                                                                                                                           £120-£140 

2523A S        1946 Victory set perforated “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D21) a few shortish perfs. at foot otherwise fine with gum. 
S.G. G17s, G18s, cat. £375. Photo..                                                                                                                  £100-£120 

 2524  J       South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands: 1987 Birds 3p. variety watermark inverted, fine unmounted mint. 
S.G. 163w, cat. £700. Photo.                                                                                                                              £200-£250 

 2525  J       - 1987 Birds 25p. variety watermark inverted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 172w, cat. £900. Photo.       £250-£300 

Fiji 

 2526 )      1935 Silver Jubilee sets on covers (6, one first day), seven covers with low values (one sent by tin can mail, two  
first day), 1s. plate block of four on 1935 (Sept.) cover, registered to Hong Kong, good to fine.            £120-£150 

 2527            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in two albums, incl. 1938-55 to £1, range of shades, range of values to 5s. 
in imprint blocks of eight with die II perf. 14 1½d., die I 6d. (2), 1954-59 to £1 with shades, ½d. variety blocks, 8d. 
and 4s. in Harrison folder, 1940 postage due set, etc. (100s)                                                                        £350-£400 

Ex 2514 Ex 2523A
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France & Colonies 

 2528  Hb 1862 Napoléon 1c. olive-green on greenish paper in a mint block of nine, some gum toning and spots, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 87. Photo.                                                                                                                                            £250-£300 

 2529  H + - 1c. mordoré in a mint block of four, slight gum toning, otherwise fine, all signed by Calves. Yvert 19b. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2530  Hb - 20c. blue in a mint block of twenty (5 x 4), one with rounded corner, a few tone spots and some split perfs.,  
otherwise fine, a scarce multiple. Photo.                                                                                                         £400-£500 

 2531  m      1869 5f. lilac-grey on greyish paper, a pair and two singles, all with Paris star cancellations, minor imperfections. 
S.G. 131. Photo on page 70.                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

 2532  m      1870-71 Bordeaux, a used selection comprising 1c. (2), 2c. (3), 4c. (2), 5c. (4), 10c. (4), 20c. (8, two on covers), 
30c. (2), 40c. (4, one on cover), 80c. (3, one on cover), etc., most with full margins, varied condition. £400-£500 

 2533            An extensive collection in twelve albums, mainly mint, from 1937 to 2006, incl. some booklets, a few f.d.c’s, 1979-
80 three volume collection of Philatelic Documents, three volume collection of 2003 Regional Portraits, complete 
Regional Portraits booklets for 2004, 2005 (2 different) and 2006, Sheets 1-8 of the same issue 2006 Mozart book 
and souvenir cards, few others. (100s)                                                                                                      £1,000-£1,500 

 2534            A mint and used collection in two albums, from early issues to the 1970s, incl. small range of Napoléon and Cérès 
issues, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 2535            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, from 1900 to 1960, incl. Mersons with 2f., 1929-33 to 20f. (2), charities, 
1937 Museum mint, range of commemoratives, 1954 Fund sets mint (2, one unmounted), etc., slightly mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

 2536            A small selection of early issues, incl. 1849-52 20c. used, 1852-53 25c. used, 1871-76 4c. used, 1881-92 postage 
due 3c., 4c. and 10c. mint, also a few Colonies, etc., mixed condition. (67)                                               £100-£120 

 2537  H       A mint selection from 1947 to the 1970s, mostly unmounted, with painting issues, 1947 U.P.U. (500f. unmounted 
marginal), etc., mainly fine. (65) Photo on page 70.                                                                                       £100-£140 

 2538            Philatelic Documents, a large collection in protective sleeves ranges from type 02-74 to 15-76, 2-78 to 26-84, 
fine. (91)                                                                                                                                                                   £70-£80 

 2539 )       Postcards, a collection of coastal locations in five albums, unused and used, incl. Dinard, Parame, Divan, Mont 
St. Michael, St. Malo, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                      £120-£150 

 2540            French Colonies: A collection in a large album, folder, stockbook and loose, incl. Cameroon, Congo 1907-17 set 
mint, 1933 5f. to 20f. mint, Chad 1922 set mint, Dahomey, French Equatorial Africa 1939 Revolution set mint, 
French Guiana, French Morocco 1917 set mint, French Polynesia, French Sudan, Gabon, 1932-33 set mint, 
Guadeloupe, Senegal, Ubangi-Shari 1915-18 set mint, Upper Volta, Wallis and Fortuna 1930-40 set mint, also a 
few other countries, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)                                                                           £800-£1,000 

2529 25302528
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French Colonies continued 

 2541  J       French Somali Coast: 1938-40 10f. marginal interpanneau pair, both stamps with centre omitted, unmounted 
mint, a few minor gum wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 276a, cat. £1,300+. Vachat certificate (2009). Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2542  m      French Southern and Antarctic Territories: 1962-72 20f. slate, orange and yellow-olive fine used, very lightly 
cancelled. S.G. 31, cat. £400. Photo.                                                                                                                   £80-£100 
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Gambia 

 2543   P       1869 6d. stamp-sized die proof ex De La Rue archives, in black on ‘heavy’ wove paper, mounted in modern 
sunken frame, slight imperfections but very rare. Ex Leibowitz. Photo also on back cover.    £5,000-£6,000 

 2544            A small group, incl. 1869-72 4d. (four margins) and 6d. (three margins) used, 1874 6d. mint (2, both four margins), 
Cameo 6d. corner block of four reprint with “S”, “T”, “O” and “L” on reverse, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1s. unmounted 
block of four variety ‘two dots over colony name’, etc., mixed condition.                                                  £250-£300 

 2545  m      1874 Watermark Crown CC 6d. deep blue variety watermark reversed, small to large margins, used. S.G. 7x, cat. 
£500. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 2546  Hb 1886-93 Watermark Crown CA Sideways 2½d. deep bright blue, complete mint sheet of fifteen, some staining, 
otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £100-£150 

 2547 )      1894 (May) O.H.M.S. cover to Montreal, Canada, endorsed “Via Marseilles”, franked by 1883-87 ½d. grey-
green and 2d. deep orange, both cancelled by “MARSEILLE BCHES DU RHONE” datestamps, with a fine 
“PAQUEBOT” handstamp below, with French and London transit and arrival marks on reverse, scarce and 
unusual. Ex Sacher. Photo also on inside front cover.                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

 2548   S        1902-05 Watermark Crown CA ½d. to 3s. set (less 2d.) overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1912-22 to 3s. mint, poor to 
good.                                                                                                                                                                         £50-£60 

 2549  H       1912-22 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1½d. variety split “A” [left pane, R. 8/3], fine. mint. S.G. 88a, cat. £180.  
                                                                                                                                                                                  £60-£70 

 2550  m      1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. used, showing variety ‘lightning conductor’ [Pl. ‘3”‘ R. 2/5], fine. R.P.S. certificate (2014) 
states “Cannot certify that obliteration is contemporary”. S.G. 143c. Photo.                                              £150-£200 

 2551  J + - 3d. variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R 2/1] in an unmounted mint corner block of four, lightly toned gum,  
otherwise fine. S.G. 144, b, cat. £282+.                                                                                                              £80-£100 
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Gambia continued 

 2552  J       1935 Silver Jubilee 6d. variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R. 2/1], unmounted mint corner vertical pair, the variety 
with small tone spot otherwise fine. S.G. 145b, cat. £354+.                                                                            £80-£100 

 2553  H       - 1s. showing ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R 2/1], mint, gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 146b, cat. £425. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2554   S        1938-46 ½d. to 10s. set of sixteen perforated “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type B9), with gum, mainly fine. S.G. 150s-
161s, cat. £550. Photo.                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

 2555 )      Postal Stationery: Four items comprising 1892 1d. on 1½d. postcard with doubling of overprint unused (small 
tear), 1901 (Oct. 24) 1d. postcard to Germany, 1903 (Feb. 2) envelope to Senegal bearing 2½d., both cancelled 
Bathurst X, and 1905 2d. registered envelope to New Jersey bearing 2d. and 4d. tied by registered ovals.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2556            A mint Q.V. to Q.E.II selection, incl. 1898 to 1s., 1902-05 to 3s., 1904-05 to 2s., 1912-22 5s., 1922-29 Script to 10s. 
(top value no gum), 1963 to £1, etc., mixed condition. (approx. 170)                                                         £250-£300 

 2557            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-46 sets (2) with shades, 1953-59 to £1 with shades, 
1963 Birds set, etc. (142)                                                                                                                                    £100-£150

Ex 2554
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Germany & Colonies 

 2558            Shield issues, a used accumulation in a stockbook, incl. 1872 (Jan.-Apr.) 1⁄3g. (6), 1g. (23), 1k. (25), 2k. (60), 3k. (106), 
1872 (July-Dec.) 1⁄3g. (15), 1g. (37), 3k. (15), very mixed condition. Stated to catalogue £36,000+. (100s)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 2559  J       1933 Welfare Fund perf. 14 x 13 set, unmounted mint, the 20pf.+10pf. with corner fault otherwise mainly fine. 
(9) S.G. 513-521. Photo.                                                                                                                                     £100-£150 

 2560            1936 to 1944, small selection, incl. 1936 Olympic Games miniature sheets used, 1937 6pf. miniature sheet with 
rouletted margins mint, etc., mixed condition. (18 items)                                                                            £100-£120 

 2561 )       An interesting selection of Third Reich covers, cards and ephemera in a stockbook, incl. 1937 Brown Ribbon 
miniature sheet on registered cover, etc. (100s)                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2562            Cinderellas: A comprehensive collection of town shield types in two albums, chiefly fine. (100s)        £300-£400 

 2563            A mainly unused and mint collection on Lighthouse leaves, incl. large and small Shields, 1899-1900 to 5m., 1902 
to 5m., 1924 Air set, 1926-27 Air set, 1924-27 set, Welfare Fund sets, 1928-31 set, 1930 South America Flight set, 
1930 IPOSTA miniature sheet, 1931 Polar Flight set, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                    £1,500-£1,800 

 2564            A collection in an album, incl. States with Bavaria, Bremen 1856-63 5sgr. green used, Saxony, Württemberg, large 
and small Shields with small Shield 7k. used, large Shield 2½g. used (2), 9k. used (2), 1874 9k. used (3), 1926-31 
Air set used, 1930 South America Flight 4m. used, 1933 Wagner to 25pf.+15pf. used, 1934 Air set used, etc., mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £500-£600 

 2565            A collection in six albums, incl. 1872 values to 5g. used, values to 18k. used, 1872 10g. and 30g. mint, 1872 to 5g., 
9k., 1930 IPOSTA miniature sheet mint, 1936 Olympics miniature sheets mint (2 sets) and used, 1937 Hitler’s 
Culture Fund miniature sheets perf. 14 (2), imperf. (2) and rouletted (3, ) mint, rouletted used (3), Allied Occupation 
with Russian Zone General Issues 1949 Goethe miniature sheet unmounted mint, French Zone with 1949 Freiburg 
miniature sheets mint, British and American Zones 1949 Hannover miniature sheet mint, Berlin (Western Sectors) 
1949 Relief Fund set mint, 1951 Bell set mint, East Germany 1950 Debria miniature sheet mint, 1950 Sciences set 
mint, 1951 China set mint, 1953 Karl Marx miniature sheets imperf. and perf. mint, West Germany 1949 
Centenary, Relief Fund, 1950 Bach, Charity, 1951 Humanitarian, 1952 Humanitarian sets mint, etc., mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £400-£500 

 2566  H       A mint collection from 1948 to 1974 on leaves, incl. West Berlin virtually complete with 1949 black and red  
overprinted sets (not guaranteed), 1949-54 to 5Dm., 1949 U.P.U. set, 1949 Goethe set, 1949 Berlin Relief Fund 
set, West Germany with 1951-52 Posthorn set, East Germany, etc. (many 100s)                                     £400-£500 

 2567  H       A mint selection from 1938 to 1956 incl. some unmounted with West Germany 1949 U.P.U. and West Berlin 1949 
Goethe sets etc., mainly fine. (30)                                                                                                                    £140-£180 

 2568 )      A group of covers and postal stationery from 1800 to 1972 written up on leaves, incl. pre-stamp, later with many 
illustrated, W.W.II, propaganda, etc. (287)                                                                                                     £180-£200 

 2569 s      West Berlin: 1948 (Nov. 18) piece bearing (Sept.) black overprint 10pf., 1m. (damaged), 3m. single and pair (one 
with crease), tied by Berlin c.d.s’s, scarce. Photo.                                                                                           £300-£350 

 2570  J M   - 1949 Relief Fund miniature sheet, unmounted mint, a few very minor gum wrinkles otherwise fine. S.G. MSB70a, 
cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £100-£120 

 2571            - A mint collection in three boxed albums, incl. 1948 black overprints to 5m., 1949 red overprints to 2m. (not 
guaranteed), 1949 Buildings to 5Dm. unmounted, then 1949 U.P.U., Goethe, Relief Fund, 1950 Orchestra (2), Bell, 
1951-52 Bell, 1952-53 Famous Berliners and Bells sets, etc., mainly fine. (100s)                                       £200-£300 

 2572 )      - Selection incl. incl. black and red overprints, covers incl. 1948 Goethe set on registered cover, 1953 Church f.d.c., 
plus 10pf. and 20pf. f.d.c., 1950 Berlin Philharmonic f.d.c., etc. (57)                                                           £300-£400 

 2573            German Colonies: German New Guinea: A selection on leaves incl. 1897-99 set mint, ‘Yacht’ types to 2m. used 
and 5m. mint, mixed condition. (39)                                                                                                               £100-£120 
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Gibraltar 

 2574 )      Great Britain used in Gibraltar: 1865 to 1900, six covers or cards cancelled “A26” barred oval or duplex, incl. 
1865 to Marseille at 2d. rate, four items at 2½d. rate variously composed incl. 1885 to Sir Robert Biddulph, High 
Commissioner of Cyprus, and two items to London showing italic “PAQUEBOT”, bearing 2½d. and ½d. (postcard 
rate) respectively.                                                                                                                                                    £70-£80 

 2575 )      - 1879 cover to Madrid, franked by G.B. 1864-79 1d., 1880 G.B. ½d. stationery card to Barcelona, 1883 1d. stationery 
card to London, 1898 illustrated Gibraltar 10c. stationery card, each with “A36” duplex. (4 items) Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£450 

 2576 )      - 1881 (Nov. 15) envelope to Sheffield franked 1d. lilac die I (3) tied by Gibraltar duplexes, endorsed “via Madrid 

& Paris”, some peripheral creasing to envelope, fine. Photo.                                                                       £100-£150 

 2577 )      - 1884 cover privately carried from Lisbon and sent (June 29) within Gibraltar bearing 1d. lilac tied “A26” duplex 
(flap missing), 1902 (Feb. 3) picture postcard of P&O S.S. Massilia bearing G.B. 1d. lilac tied “A26” duplex with 
italic “PAQUEBOT”at left. (2 items)                                                                                                                  £100-£150 
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 2578  H       1886 “GIBRALTAR” overprint ½d. to 1s. set, part to large part original gum, mixed condition, fresh appearance. 
S.G. 1-7, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

 2579  H       - 2½d. ultramarine with blue-black overprint, mint, gum toning and corner crease, otherwise fine. Brandon  
certificate (2009) S.G. 4a, cat. £500. Photo.                                                                                                       £80-£100 

 2580  H       1889 surcharges, a group of mint varieties, comprising 25c. on 2d. “5” short foot, small “I” and broken “N”, 25c. 
on 2½d. small “I” and broken “N”, 50c. on 6d. “5” short foot, also 1889-96 5c. with broken “M”, poor to fine. (7) 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 2581  H       1903 Watermark Crown CA £1 dull purple and black on red, mint, mild crease and slightly heavy hinging,  
otherwise fine. S.G. 55, cat. £650. Photo.                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 2582  H       1904-08 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 2½d. purple and black on blue variety with large “2” in “½”, fine mint. S.G. 
59a, cat. £650. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £180-£200 

 2583  H       - 4s. deep purple and green, fine mint. S.G. 63, cat. £350. Photo.                                                                  £80-£100 

 2584  H       - £1 deep purple and black on red, mint, mildly disturbed gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 64, cat. £650. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 2585  H       1906-11 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 2½d. variety with large “2” in “½”, mint with large part original gum, fine. 
S.G. 69a, cat. £325. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £80-£100 

 2586  H       1912-24 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 2½d. and 1921-27 Watermark Mult. Script CA 2½d., both variety large “2” 
in “2½”, mint, first with crease, latter with gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 79a, 94a, cat. £950. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 2587  H       1925-32 Watermark Mult. Script CA £5 violet and black, mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 108, cat. 
£1,600. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 
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Gibraltar continued 

 2588  H       1935 Silver Jubilee, a mint selection. incl. 2d. ‘extra flagstaff’ (2, one in a corner block of four), 2d. ‘lightning  
conductor’, 3d. ‘extra flagstaff’, 6d. ‘extra flagstaff’ (2, one in corner pair), mixed condition. Photo on page 74.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 2589  H + - 3d. variety ‘extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 1, R. 9/1], in a mint corner block of four, heavy hinges, otherwise fine. S.G. 115a, 
cat. £336+. Photo on page 74.                                                                                                                             £80-£100 

 2590  H + - 6d. variety ‘extra flagstaff’, in a mint corner block of four, fine. S.G. 116a, cat. £317+. Photo on page 74.             
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2591  H       - 1s. showing ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R 2/1], mint with large part original gum, fine. S.G. 117b, cat. £550. Photo 
on page 74.                                                                                                                                                          £100-£150 

 2592  H       1938-51 2d. grey perf. 13½ watermark sideways, a fine mint example with good perfs. showing rare coil join at 
left. S.G. 124ab. Photo on page 75.                                                                                                                   £350-£400 

 2593   P       - 10s. printers working proof of frame in blue on unwatermarked security lined paper, and imperf. marginal  
horizontal pair from the centre of the top of the sheet, usual slight creasing.                                           £130-£150 

 2594            A mint collection on leaves, issues from 1886 to 1970, incl. 1886-87 to 1s., 1889 surcharge set, 1889-96 to 5p., 
1989 to 1s., 1903 to 8s., 1904-08 to 2s. (4) and 4s., 1906-11 to 8s., 1912-24 to 8s. (2) and £1 (2), 1921-27 to 8s., 
1925-32 to £1, 1938-51 to £1 with a range of perfs., 1953-59 to £1, 1960-62 to £1, etc., slightly mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                £800-£1,000 

 2595            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-51 to 10s. (6) and £1 with perfs. largely complete 
with perf 13½ 1½d. carmine, perf. 13½ 2d. grey, perf. 14 3d., perf. 14 6d., perf. 13½ 2s., and perf. 14 5s., 1953 to £1 
with shades, 1s. positional plate and imprint block of 24 with listed re-entries, 1960-62 to £1 with shades, 3d. 
imperf. vertical strip of three, etc. (100s)                                                                                                     £800-£1,000 

 2596            A collection in an album, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. 1885-87 4d. used, 1889-96 values to 5p. mint, K.E.VII to 1s., 1925-
32 £1 mint, 1938-51 to £1 used, 1953-59 and 1960-62 to £1 mint, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 2597            An unmounted mint collection in two albums, K.G.V to Q.E.II, mainly later, incl. 1953-59 to £1, 1960-62 to £1 
(2), booklets, miniature sheets, etc. (100s)                                                                                                      £120-£150 

†2598            A collection of mint Q.V. to K.G.VI ranges, incl. 1889 surcharged set, 1889-96 range to 2p., 1898 range to 1s., 
1938-51 range to 10s. perf. 13, etc., slightly mixed condition.                                                                        £80-£100 

 2599            A Q.E.II collection in five albums (four boxed), from 1970 to 2010, largely complete, incl. miniature sheets, etc., 
fine. (100s)                                                                                                                                                             £80-£100 

Gilbert and Ellice Islands 

 2600  J       1912-24 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £1 purple and black on red, fine unmounted mint, small dealer’s  
handstamp on reverse. S.G. 24, cat. £550. Photo.                                                                                           £180-£200 

 2601 s      - £1 purple and black on red, fine used on piece. S.G. 24, cat. £1,600. Photo.                                           £500-£600 

 2602 )      1935 Silver Jubilee set on covers (4, also first day front), also set in blocks of four on two f.d.c’s and five low value 
covers, good to fine.                                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

 2603            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1938-55 to 5s. with shades, also used set, 1940 postage due set (tone 
spots on gum), 1956-58 to 10s. with range of shades, etc. (159)                                                                  £100-£150 

 2604  m      A collection of K.E.VII to Q.E.II covers, pieces and stamps in an album, incl. Abaiang, Fanning Island, Funafuti, 
Marakei, Ocean Island, Onotoa, Tarawa, good range of cancellations, etc. (152 items)                          £200-£250 

 2605   P        Tuvalu: 1983 World Communications Year set imperf. in House of Questa presentation folder, with manuscript 
annotations and two Pantone labels. Photo.                                                                                                   £200-£250 
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Gold Coast 

 2606            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1938-43 to 5s. with shades, 1948 to 10s., 1952 to 10s., etc. (60)        
                                                                                                                                                                                  £50-£60 

 2607   E       Ghana: 1964 Olympic Games, seven unique examples of preparatory artwork by designer Michael Farrar-Bell 
(1911-1993), rendered in pencil on tracing paper (btwn 98 x 143mm and 204 x 184mm) depicting hurdling,  
running, boxing, football, long jump, Olympic rings, the subjects for each denomination excl. 1s.3d. Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

Greece 

 2608            A collection in three albums from Hermes Heads, 1906 Olympic Games set used, 1927-35 values to 5d. and 10d. 
pair mint, 1930 Centenary values to 50d. mint and used, 1933 Aeroespresso sets mint (2), 1933 Air set mint (2, 
one unmounted), 1933 100d. unused (major tear), 1935 Air set mint, 1951 St Paul 10,000d. used, also an all World 
selection in envelopes, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                     £700-£800 

Grenada 

 2609 )      1935 Silver Jubilee sets on plain covers (19, four are first day), values on covers (9, with 1s. on first day), good to 
fine. (28 items)                                                                                                                                                    £250-£300 

 2610  H       1938-50 perf. 12½ 1d. part original gum and perf. 13½ x 12½ 3d. unmounted mint, both variety ‘extra window’ 
and ‘broken handrail’, fine. S.G. 154ab, 158ad, cat. £425. Photo.                                                                   £80-£100 

 2611            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1938-50 to 10s. (3) with shades, 1953 to $2.50 with shades, 1964-66 
6c., etc. (190)                                                                                                                                                       £150-£200 
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Hong Kong 

 2612  Jb 1900-01 Watermark Crown CA 12c. blue in an unmounted mint block of nine with sheet margin at left, fine 
and fresh. S.G. 60, cat. £540+. Photo.                                                                                                              £300-£350 

 2613  J       1903 Watermark Crown CA $3 slate and dull blue, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 74, cat. £450+. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2614  J       1904-06 Watermark Mult. Crown CA $2 slate and scarlet on chalky paper, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 87a, cat. 
£350. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £180-£200 

 2615  J       1921-37 Watermark Mult. Script CA $3 green and dull purple, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 131, cat. £200+. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2616  H       1938-52 1c. to $10 (both) mint, mainly fine. S.G. 140-162, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                        £200-£250 

 2617  J + - $5 dull lilac and scarlet, in an unmounted mint block of four from the left of the sheet, usual brown gum. S.G. 
159, cat. £280. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £120-£150 

 2618  J       1948 Silver Wedding set, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 171-72, cat. £278. Photo.                                     £100-£120 

 2619  J  F    1975 Birds 50c. with variety brown printing omitted, unmounted mint, lightly toned as usual, otherwise fine. S.G. 
335 var., EC HKG670a, cat. £800. Photo.                                                                                                        £250-£300 

 2620   P        2003 Libraries and Museums, a selection of progressive proofs in uncut panes of eight and sixteen tête-bêche 
blocks of four, fine.                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 2621            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1938-52 to $10 pale bright lilac and blue, 1941 Centenary set  
unmounted mint (also used), 1948 Silver Wedding $10 unmounted, 1954-62 to $5 (5) and $10 (3) with shades, 
1962-73 to $20, also two complete sheets of the 5c. plate 1A showing the missing bar variety [R. 3/1], etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 2622            A mainly unmounted mint selection in a stockbook, incl. 1891 7c. on 10c., 1900-01 2c. green in a marginal block 
of four, 1912-21 12c. purple on yellow block of fifteen, 20c., 30c. and 50c., 1938-52 25c. bright blue block of four, 
30c. yellow-olive perf. 14, $1 red-orange and green on chalky paper, $2 red-orange and green, some later miniature 
sheets, Post Offices in China 1922-27 $1 purple and blue on blue, etc. (97)                                              £500-£600 

 2623            A mainly mint selection on stockleaves, incl. 1948 Silver Wedding sets unmounted (2), 10c. unmounted corner 
block of four, one showing spur on “N”, 1968 Sea Craft sets unmounted (4), 1973-74 set in unmounted blocks of 
four, etc. (249)                                                                                                                                                     £300-£350 

 2624            A Q.V. to K.G.VI selection, incl. 1921-37 to $2 used, $3 mint, 1938-52 set used, $5 green and violet mint, postal 
fiscals with 1890 2c. mint (toned), 1923 postage due set mint, etc., varied condition. (91)                     £200-£250 

 2625  J       An unmounted mint selection from 1966 to 1991 with 1966 Churchill 10c. block of four with inverted watermark, 
$12.30 block of four, one with broken “U” in “CHURCHILL”, 1974 15c. block of four with Crown to left of CA, 
1973 25c. and 65c. blocks of four with block watermark upright also 1991 Phila Nippon $10 miniature sheet.      
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£80 

26182612 2619
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British Post Offices in China 

 2626  m      1917-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1c. to $5 (less 12c., 30c. but with extra 50c.), used, good to fine. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 2627  m      1922-27 Watermark Mult. Script CA 1c. to $2 set with additional 4c., fair to fine used (10c. unused). S.G. 18-
28. Photo.                                                                                                                                                             £140-£160 

 2628            A collection in an album, incl. 1917-21 to $3 used, $5 mint, 1c. corner plate block of twelve mint, 1922 to $1 mint, 
$2 used, 1925 cover from Liu Kung Tau to London bearing overprinted 10c. and endorsed “via Siberia”, Amoy 
with 1880 5c. on 18c., 1891 14c. on 40c., 1903 5c. block of four, Canton, Cheefoo with 1912-15 8c. block of four, 
$2 (2), Foochow with 1877 16c., 1880 10c. on 12c., Hankow with 1891 14c. on 30c., Hoihow with 1904 30c., 1912-
15 30c., Shanghai 1863-71 value to 96c. (2), 1880 5c. on 8c., 1892-96 10c. purple on red block of six and strip of 
five used on piece, 1885 $1 on 96c., 1900-01 12c., 1903 values to $2, Swatow, Tientsin 1906 postal order receipt, 
Wei Hai Wei 1c. on 1d. revenue stamp mint, C.E.F. 1900 values to 1r. mint and used, 1905-11 to 1r. mint, 1914-
22 to 1r. mint, small range of postal stationery, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                    £1,000-£1,500 

Iceland 

 2629 )      Postal Stationery: An unused selection incl. postcards with 1920 5a. on 8a. (both), reply cards with 1902-03 
5ö.+5ö. and 8ö.+8ö., letter cards, majority very fine and fresh. (53 items)                                                 £200-£250 
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India 

 2630  m      1852 ‘Scinde Dawk’ ½a. white, a used example with large margins, corner crease, otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate 
(2019). S.G. S1. Photo.                                                                                                                                       £600-£700 

 2631  m      - ½a. blue, a used example with large margins, toned and adhesions on reverse, otherwise fine. R.P.S.  
certificate (2019). S.G. S2, cat. £11,000. Photo also on back cover.                                                £3,500-£4,000 

 2632  I       1854 2a. green watermark 10a, an unused pair, horizontal creases otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (2019). 
S.G. 31b, cat. £2,600. Photo.                                                                                                                    £1,200-£1,500 

 2633  I       1856-64 prepared for use but not officially issued 2a. yellow-green, with gum, clipped perfs. at base, fault at top, 
scarce. S.G. 50, cat. £3,750. Photo.                                                                                                                   £400-£500 

 2634 b C   1865 ½a. pale blue, in a mint block of eight (4 x 2) from the right of the sheet, a few split perfs., overprinted  
“CANCELLED”, fine with gum. S.G. 55. Photo.                                                                                               £100-£120 

 2635 b C   - 8p. mauve, in a mint block of eight (4 x 2) from the lower right corner of the pane, a few split perfs, overprinted  
“CANCELLED”, fine with gum. S.G. 57. Photo.                                                                                               £120-£150 

 2636 b C   - 2a. orange, in a marginal block of eight (4 x 2) from the lower right corner of the pane (part lower selvedge 
missing), overprinted “CANCELLED”, fine with gum. Photo.                                                                       £150-£200 

 2637 )      1866 fiscal, thick “POSTAGE” overprint, 6a. purple used with 8p. on 1867 (Apr. 15) cover from Bombay to 
London  with duplex cancellations and tied by ms. lines with red Paid arrival at left. R.P.S. certificate (2019) notes 
that “the stamp is stained and has small corner crease”. Photo.                                                                   £400-£500 

26332632
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 2638 b C   1866-78 4a. green in a mint block of six (3 x 2) overprinted “CANCELLED”, fine and fresh. S.G. 69. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2639  Jb 1891 2½a. on 4½a. in a part sheet (12 x 8), a few creases, stamps are unmounted. S.G. 102, cat. £1,248+ as singles.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2640  H       1902-11 12a., 1r. (3, one overprinted “O.H.M.S” no gum). 3r., 15r. and 25r. slightly toned gum, otherwise good to 
fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                          £500-£600 

 2641  m      - 2r. to 25r. used, 5r. to 25r. with violet fiscal cancellations, mainly good to fine. S.G. 139-147. Photo.                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2642  Jb 1926-33 4a. sage-green with variety watermark inverted, in an unmounted mint block (5 x 3) from the lower left 
corner of the sheet, fine. S.G. 211w.                                                                                                                   £80-£100 

 2643  H       - 2r., 5r., 15r. and 25r., mint, hinge remainders, otherwise good condition. S.G. 215, 226, 218, 219. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2644  J       1937-40 3p. to 25r. set, unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 247-264, cat. £550. Photo.                          £120-£150 

 2645  J + - 15r. watermark upright, unmounted mint corner block of four, minor gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 263, cat. 
£720+.                                                                                                                                                                  £180-£200 

 2646  J       - 25r., unmounted mint upper marginal example, fine. S.G. 264, cat. £300. Photo.                                  £100-£120 

 2647  J       1948 Gandhi 1½a. to 10r. set, unmounted mint, top value with small crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 305-308, cat. 
£425. Photo on page 83.                                                                                                                                     £100-£150 
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India continued 

 2648   P       1952 selection featuring the designs for the ‘Saints and Poets’ issue, some as issued and alternative designs, 
most in perforated blocks of four mounted on India Security Press cards, also stamp sized photographic 
proofs, etc. (20 items) Photo.                                                                                                                   £4,000-£5,000 

 2649   P       1956-58 Map, a set of perforated 2r. colour trials colour trials (10) on gummed paper, large unissued design, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £400-£500 

 2650 + P   1973 Mount Everest 20p. two imperforate colour trials in corner marginal blocks of four, one in issued colour, 
other in a lighter blue, also normal for comparison, fine with gum (unmounted). S.G. 685P.                £150-£200 

 2651   P       1973 Gandhi and Nehru Commemoration 20p., a set of imperf. colour trials on gummed paper, two of Gandhi 
and Nehru only in different shades of brown and five of the background only in different shades of blue, occasional 
small gum wrinkles otherwise fine, with issued stamp. S.G. 693. Photo.                                                    £500-£600 

 2652  Jb 1974-83 10p. Train in a complete unmounted mint sheet (10 x 10), row four showing pre-printing paper fold 
resulting in black areas, just affecting two stamps in row three, fine. S.G. 729 var.                                    £80-£100 

 2653  Jb - 15p. Tiger with light background, variety imperforate, in a fine unmounted mint marginal block of 24 (6 x 4). 
S.G. 730 var.                                                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

 2654  Jb - 30p. sepia, variety imperforate, in a fine unmounted mint marginal block of 48 (6 x 8). S.G. 732a, var.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 2655  J       1975 to 1983, an unmounted mint selection of major perf. shifts in blocks, with 1975 50p. corner block of four, 
1988 50p. block of six with design transposed, 1980 12r. block of four with country name and value at top, 1983 
1r. block of four with massive perf. shift, also 1980 50p. imperforate corner block of four. (22)                 £70-£80 

 2656  Jb 1979-88 25p. deep blue-green, variety imperforate, in a fine unmounted mint block of 40 (4 x 10) from the foot 
of the sheet. S.G. 925b, var.                                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 2657  Jb - 30p. yellowish-green in an imperforate block of twelve (6 x 2) from the foot of the sheet, fine unmounted mint. 
S.G. 926 var.                                                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

Ex 2648
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 2658  J       1989 to 2012, a selection of missing colours, comprising 1989 Art Society 1r. with brown omitted, 2004 Bhikshar 
5r. with blue omitted, 2005 University 5r. (2), one with black omitted, other brown omitted, 2007 Renewable 
Engery set less 5r. wind energy with black omitted, 2007 Buddha 5r. Dharma with black omitted, 2008 
Cannonisation 5r. bwith black omitted, 2009 Magh with black omitted, 2009 Braille 5r. with embossing omitted, 
2009 Chennai 5r. with black omitted, 2012 Kadadi 5r. with black omitted, most with normals for comparison, fine 
unmounted mint.                                                                                                                                               £300-£400 

 2659  J + 1994-99 5r. Sanchi Stupa in a block of four from the top of the sheet, with variety reddish brown omitted, fine 
unmounted mint with normal single for comparison. S.G. 1576 var. Photo.                                             £350-£400 

 2660  Jb 1994 Water Birds in a complete unmounted mint sheet (10 x 4) comprising ten se-tenant blocks of four, folded 
once and slight vertical crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 1603a, cat. £800. Photo on page 79.                        £400-£500 

 2661  mb 1994 Water Birds in a complete sheet (10 x 4), cancelled by first day cachets, comprising ten se-tenant blocks of 
four, folded once and slight vertical crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 1603a, cat. £650.                                    £200-£250 

 2662  Jb 1994 Begum Akhtar 2r. in a complete unmounted mint sheet (7 x 5), fine and scarce. S.G. 1609, cat. £420 as  
singles.                                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 2663  Jb 2000-02 Wildlife 25p. Blackbuck in a complete sheet (10 x 10) imperforate, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 1923 var.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2664  Jb - 50p. in an unmounted mint complete sheet (10 x 10), variety imperforate, fine. S.G. 1924 var.          £150-£200 

 2665  Jb - 1r. Crane in a complete unmounted mint sheet (10 x 10) imperforate, a few wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 1925 
var.                                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 2666  Jb - 2r. Rose in a complete unmounted mint sheet (10 x 10) variety imperforate, a few wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 
1925a var.                                                                                                                                                            £150-£200 

 2667  Jb - 3r. Otter in a complete sheet (10 x 10) imperforate, a few wrinkles, otherwise fine unmounted mint. S.G. 1926 
var.                                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 
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India continued 

 2668  Jb 2000-02 Wildlife 4r. Indian-red, variety imperforate, in an unmounted mint sheet (10 x 7), fine. S.G. 1927 var.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 2669  Jb - 5r. Leopard Cat in a complete unmounted mint sheet (10 x 10) imperforate, a few very minor wrinkles, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 1928 var.                                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

 2670  Jb - 20r. Amaltas in an unmounted mint sheet (10 x 5), variety imperforate, fine. S.G. 1931 var. Photo.  £250-£300 

 2671  Jb 2000 Subhas Chandra Bose 1r. in a complete sheet (10 x 10) variety imperforate, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 1962 
var.                                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 2672  Jb 2004 Olympic Games set in se-tenant sheet of sixteen, variety blue (logo) omitted, fine unmounted mint with  
normal sheet for comparison. S.G. 2212-2215 var.                                                                                        £200-£250 

 2673  J + 2005 Dogs 5r. sheetlet of four se-tenant strips with dry print of black, resulting in the lower two strips with black 
omitted, (some biro notation in margin at top). S.G. 2252 var. Photo.                                                       £400-£500 

 2674  J + 2005 Flora and Fauna se-tenant block of four, variety most black (inscription and value) omitted from top pair 
and lower pair completely, fine unmounted mint with normal block for comparison. S.G. 2260ab. Photo on page 
83.                                                                                                                                                                         £150-£200 

 2675  J M   2005 unissued Guru Granth Sahib 10r. in an unmounted mint sheetlet of twelve and 10r. miniature sheet, very 
fine, scarce. Photo.                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2676  J M   2005 Letter Boxes miniature sheet with variety black omitted from the stamps, also another sheet with black 
 omitted from all stamps, fine unmounted mint with normal for comparison. S.G. MS2287 var.          £100-£120 

 2677  Jb 2005 Jawaharlal Darda 5r. in a corner block of ten showing progressive dry print of the black resulting in right 
pair with completely omitted, next pair partially affected, fine unmounted mint with normal block of four for 
comparison. S.G. 2298 var.                                                                                                                                £100-£120 

 2678  J       2005 M.S. Subbulakshmi 5r. in a vertical strip of five showing progressive dry print of the black resulting in lower 
stamp virtually omitted, fine unmounted mint with normal block of four for comparison. S.G. 2300 var. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 
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India continued 

 2679  J       2005 University 5r. vertical pair from the lower left corner of the sheet, with variety black omitted, fine unmounted 
mint with normal pair for comparison. S.G. 2302 var. Photo.                                                                     £150-£200 

 2680  J + 2006 Review of the Fleet 5r. upper right corner block of four showing variety ‘missing black’, fine unmounted 
mint, with normal block for comparison. S.G. 2309-2312, var. Photo.                                                       £120-£150 

 2681  J + 2006 Consumer Rights 5r. upper left corner block of four showing variety ‘missing black’, fine unmounted mint, 
with normal block for comparison. S.G. 2321, var. Photo.                                                                           £200-£250 

 2682  J M   2007 War of Independence miniature sheet, showing dry print of the black printing, resulting in one with it  
completely omitted, other partially, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS 2411 var. Photo.                             £120-£150 

 2683  J M   2007 Renewable Energy miniature sheet with variety black printing omitted on all stamps, fine unmounted mint 
with normal sheet for comparison. S.G. MS2445 var. Photo.                                                                       £200-£250 

 2684  J M   2008 Festivals miniature sheet, top two stamps with variety black omitted, fine unmounted mint with normal 
sheet for comparison. S.G. MS2508 var.                                                                                                         £150-£200 

 2685  J       2008 Commonwealth Youth Games, se-tenant strip of four with black omitted, fine unmounted mint with normal 
strip for comparison. S.G. 2509ab, var. Photo.                                                                                               £250-£300 

 2686  Jb 2008-09 C.V. Raman 10r., a complete imperf. sheet (10 x 7), fine unmounted mint. S.G. 2528 var.      £120-£150 

 2687  J + 2008-09 Builders of Modern India 1r. unmounted mint block of ten (5 x 2) from the upper right corner of the 
sheet, unmounted mint block of four, and 2000-02 Animals 25p., 50p., 1r., 2r. in unmounted mint blocks of four, 
all variety imperforate, mainly fine. S.G. 2532 var., 1923-1925a, 2532, 2537.                                             £120-£150 

 2688  Jb 2008-09 Builders of Modern India 1r. variety imperforate, in an unmounted mint block of twenty (5 x 4) from the 
lower left corner of the sheet. S.G. 2532 var.                                                                                                    £80-£100 

 2689  Jb 2008-09 Rajiv Gandhi, in a complete imperf. sheet (10 x 10), fine unmounted mint. S.G. 2537 var.      £150-£200 

 2690  J + 2009 Maha Kavi Magh 5r. in a block of four from the top left corner of the sheet with variety black printing 
omitted, fine unmounted mint with normal for comparison. S.G. 2575 var. Photo.                                 £200-£250 

 2691  J + 2009 Postal Life Insurance 5r. with variety blue printing omitted, in a fine unmounted mint block of four from 
the top of the sheet, with normal block for comparison. S.G. 2576 var. Photo.                                        £200-£250 

 2692  Jb 2009 Chennai Central Station 5r. in a block of twelve the lower two rows of three with variety black printing  
omitted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 2618 var. Photo.                                                                                   £250-£300 

 2693  J       2009 Childrens Paintings Tiger 5r. vertical pair showing grey (background, inscriptions and value) omitted, fine 
unmounted mint with normal pair for comparison. S.G. 2656 var. Photo.                                                £150-£200 

26832690 2691
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 2694  J + 2012 M.B. Kadadi 5r. with variety black omitted, in a fine unmounted mint block of four from the foot of the sheet 
with normal block of comparison. S.G. 2873 var.                                                                                          £100-£120 

 2695  J + 2014 Gangubai Hangal 5r. variety black omitted, in an unmounted mint block of four from the right of the sheet, 
with normal block for comparison. S.G. 3013 var. Photo on page 1.                                                          £150-£200 

 2696  J + 2014 Kumar Gandharva 5r. variety black omitted, in an unmounted mint block of four from the right of the sheet, 
with normal block for comparison. S.G. 3014 var. Photo on page 86.                                                        £150-£200 

 2697  J + 2015 Valour and Sacrifice 5r. Air Force with variety black omitted, in a fine unmounted mint block of four from 
the top left corner of the sheet with normal block of comparison.                                                             £100-£120 

Officials 

 2698  m      1866 2a. purple, 2a. overprint in green (fiscally used and faults), ½a. mauve, used. S.G. O15, O16, O19. Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 2699 b      1874-82 overprinted in black ½a. blue die II, a mint block of six (2 x 3), each overprinted “CANCELLED”, some 
perf. faults, otherwise a fine and scarce multiple. S.G. O31. Photo.                                                            £200-£250 

 2700 b S   - 8a. blue die II, a mint block (6 x 5), each overprinted “SPECIMEN”, some tone spots, otherwise a fine and scarce 
multiple. S.G. O31. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

 2701  C        1912-13 3p., 1r., 2r., 5r., 10r., 15r. and 25r., each handstamped “CANCELLED” in sans serif type, used as colour 
standards, fresh unused, rare. Photo.                                                                                                               £200-£300 

 2702  H       - 2r. to 15r. mint, 15r. slightly toned and a few blunted perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. O92-O95. Photo.     £80-£100 

 2703  H       1925 1r. on 15r., 1r. on 25r., 1r. on 15r., 1r. on 15r. with double overprints, also 1926 1a. on 1½a. block (4 x 4) 
with overprint on front and reverse, block of eight with inverted surcharge, all clandestine, good to fine.              
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100

2699 2700
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 2704 )      Postal Stationery: A mainly unused selection, incl. registration envelopes with 195? 4½a. + 2a, 195? 6a. + 2a. (2) 
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, Air letters, etc. (175 items)                                                                                   £100-£120 

 2705 )      - Selection from 1834 to 1977 in a cover album, incl. uprated, registered, Convention and Feudatory States, unused 
and used, etc. (219 items)                                                                                                                                  £100-£120 

 2706            Revenues: Postal Service: 1895 mint and used selection with values to 5r. used (2), minor varieties, with broken 
“S”, etc. (28)                                                                                                                                                         £100-£120 

Collections 

 2707            A mint or unused Q.V. collection on stockleaves, incl. 1855 4a. unused, 1856-64 ½a. unused (3), 8a. mint, 1860 
8p. unused (3), 1865 2a, orange unused pair and single, 6a.8p. mint (3), 1882-90 to 1r. mint (2), 1895 sets mint (2), 
officials, etc., mixed condition. (155)                                                                                                               £700-£900 

 2708            A mint collection in an album, K.G.V to K.G.VI, incl. range of K.G.V issues, 1938-40 to 25r. (top values 
 unmounted), 1948 Gandhi 10r., convention states with Chamba 1938 to 1r., Patiala 1937-38 values to 10r., etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

 2709            A K.G.V selection on leaves, incl. 1911-23 to 25r. used, 1926-33 to 25r. used, Convention States with Chamba, 
Nabha, etc., varied condition. (406)                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

 2710  H       A mint K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. 1937-40 set, 1948 Gandhi set (unmounted), 1949-52 set, etc. (84)          
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 2711  Hb A mint selection of mint blocks of sheets, incl. 1922 ¼a. on ½a. eight complete sheets (16 x 20 ), 1937-40 incl. 
complete sheet (16 x 12) with 48 tête-bêche pairs, 1940-63 ½a. in a complete sheet (16 x 20), 9p. complete sheet 
(16 x 20) and block (5 x 6), etc. (100s)                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2712  m      A used collection from 1905 to 1952 on leaves, incl. 1911-23 set, 1926-33 set, 1937-40 set, 1948 Gandhi set, etc., 
varied condition. (181)                                                                                                                                       £140-£160 

 2713  m      A used Q.V. selection, incl. 1865 to 8a. (2), 1866-72 officials to 4a., etc., mixed condition. (29)             £100-£120 

Covers and Cancellations 

 2714 )      1858 to 1861, a correspondence from Lord Stanley travelling on H.M.S. Penelope, destined for the Opium War in 
China but with troops offloaded to assist in India, nine covers addressed to family members c/o the Foreign Office, 
Downing Street or Tunbridge Wells, incl. 1858 (Feb. 11) cover franked by 1854-55 1a. die III with boxed “INDIA 
PAID”, 1858 (Dec. 31) cover from Lucknow, bearing 1856-64 2a. yellow-buff (2), 1859 (Apr. 5) cover, franked by 
1856-64 2a. yellow-buff and 4a. black, with red boxed “INDIA/PAID”, 1859 (Apr. 11) cover with similar franking, 
1860 (Feb. 1) cover from Bombay, franked by 1855 4a. black, 1860 (Nov. 5) cover from Secunderabad, franked by 
1856-64 2a. orange and 4a. black, etc., fair to fine. Edward Henry Stanley, 15th Earl of Derby, KG, PC, FRS (1826-
1893), scion of one of the richest landowning families in England, twice served as Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs (1866-68, 1874-78) and twice as Colonial Secretary (1858, 1882-1885). Following the suppression of 
the ‘Indian Mutiny’ Stanley became on Aug. 2 1858 the first Secretary of State for India, having introduced in 
Parliament the bill, originally titled "An Act for the Better Government of India", that provided for India to be governed 
directly and in the name of the Crown. Photo.                                                                                          £1,000-£1,200 

– Ex 2714 –
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India: Covers and Cancellations continued 

 2715 )      1862 to 1888, a correspondence of twenty covers and two pieces to England, incl. 1862 soldier’s cover, range of 
frankings, etc. (22 items)                                                                                                                                   £200-£300 

 2716 )      A Q.V. selection of mainly covers and cards, incl. registered mail, postal stationery, range of frankings, etc. (432 
items)                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 2717 s      1903 to 1922, a selection of commemorative cancellations with 1903 Coronation Durbar with two pieces with 
Q.V. values to 5r. (2), 1911 Coronation Durbar and 1922 Prince of Wales Camp, etc. (31 items)         £200-£300 

 2718 )       Mount Everest and Mountaineering, 1924 (Oct. 16) two postcards to England bearing K.G.V 1½a. one tied by 
Calcutta Empire Exhibition machine cancellations, both with special blue labels tied by circular cachets “MT. 
EVEREST EXPEDITION/RONGBUK/GLACIER/BASE/CAMP”, also seven unused labels.                            £80-£100 

 2719            - A selection of related material with later postcards, 1953 Ascent of Everest magazines signed by members of the 
expedition, etc.                                                                                                                                                £800-£1,000 

 2720 )      1935 Quetta Earthquake, six stampless covers, all with “QUETTA EARTH QUAKE POSTAGE FREE” handstamps, 
also three other items.                                                                                                                                       £300-£350 

 2721 )      World War II, a military correspondence from India to England, incl. a range of field and unit censor marks, etc. 
(103 items)                                                                                                                                                           £120-£150 

Airmails 

 2722 ) (  1927 to 1983, a selection of flown covers, incl. first flights, range of cachets, stages, etc. (163 items)    £250-£300 

 2723 ) (  1929 (June 14) special flown cover, commemorating first transatlantic flight, with violet cachet, signed by Stephen 
H. Smith. 298 carried.                                                                                                                                            £70-£90 

 2724 ) (  1929 Joan Page special illustrated Dum Dum-Nailac-Dum Dum flight cover to Calcutta, franked K.G.V 1a. with 
Dum Dum 1929 (June 25) datestamp, front with blue “Flown/Joan Page” cachet (also on reverse), signed Stephen 
H. Smith, a little staining. Photo.                                                                                                                      £100-£120 

 2725 ) (  1930 (Aug. 29) Reti-Jacobad, Sind Flood R.A.F. emergency flight, envelope bearing green label and “EMERGENCY 
AIR MAIL” cachet, signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                £100-£120 

 2726 ) (  1930 (Aug. 30) Reti-Jacobabad Sind Flood R.A.F. emergency flight, ½a. stationery card, bearing “EMERGENCY AIR 
MAIL” cachet, signed by Stephen H. Smith.                                                                                                        £70-£80 

 2727 ) (  1930 (Aug. 31) Reti-Jacobad, Sind Flood R.A.F. emergency flight, envelope bearing green label and “EMERGENCY 
AIR MAIL” cachet, signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                £100-£120 

 2728 ) (  1930 (Sept. 1) Reti-Jacobad, Sind Flood R.A.F. emergency flight, envelope bearing green label and “EMERGENCY 
AIR MAIL” cachet, signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                £100-£120 

 2729 ) (  1930 (Sept. 4) Reti-Jacobad, Sind Flood R.A.F. emergency flight, envelope bearing green label and “EMERGENCY 
AIR MAIL” cachet, signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                £100-£120 

 2730 ) (  1930 (Nov. 2) Calcutta-Bangkok flight envelope, fine, signed Stephen Smith. Only 64 flown. Photo.   £120-£150 

 2731 ) (  1932 (Nov. 17) Calcutta-Akyab flown cover by the French-Canadian world flyer J.R. Herbert, with special label 
and cachet, signed by the pilot, fine, only 57 carried, signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                     £150-£200 

 2732 ) (  1935 (Oct. 29) Bombay-Trivandrum demonstration flight special Tata Sons envelopes with red flight cachet,  
bearing first flight cachet on the reverse. Believed only 50 known. Photo.                                                 £120-£150 

 2733 ) (  1937 (Dec. 5) ‘Cygnus’ crash cover addressed to London without stamps, good strike of violet framed “DAMAGED 
BY SEA-WATER”. (Nierinck 371205a), also K.G.VI undated cover with boxed “DAMAGED BY IMMERSION/IN SEA 
WATER” in violet.                                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

 2734 ) (  World War II, a correspondence on air letters, the majority addressed to Tamworth, incl. censor marks, ‘blue  
triangle’ air letters, also a few unused, etc. (84 items)                                                                                   £150-£200 

 2735 ) (  1941 (Sept. 7) Dum Dum-Calcutta flown Indian Airmail Society “TRUMP CARDS” envelope, franked 1a.3p., with 
“YZ TO CALCUTTA/Vc” cachet in violet, signed Stephen Smith. Believed only 40 flown. Photo.          £150-£200 
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India: Rocket Mail 

 2736 ) (  1934 (Sept. 30) Ship to Shore (Saugor Island) cover bearing blue and red label “TO/LIGHTHOUSE/SAUGOR 
ISLAND” and “1st/ROCKET/DESPATCH” tied by “FIRST/INDIAN/ROCKET/DESPATCH”, signed by Lighthouse 
Keeper W. Shenton, some staining, otherwise fine, 209 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.     £120-£150 

 2737 ) (  Sikkim Durbar Rocket Experiments: 1935 (Apr. 7) cover bearing special blue and yellow 2r. label tied by fancy 
cachet “ROCKET EXPERIMENTS/SIKKIM”, fine, 200 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.          £120-£150 

 2738 ) (  - 1935 (Apr. 8) special printed green card used for test firing vertically, bearing “ON SIKKIM DARBAR SERVICE” 
and “TASHINAMGYAL/FIELD 8/4/35” cachets, fine, 388 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith and with facsimile 
printed signature of Tashi Namgyal, King of Sikkim.                                                                                      £80-£100 

 2739 ) (  - 1935 (Apr. 8) special printed green card used for test firing vertically, bearing “ON SIKKIM DARBAR SERVICE” 
and “TASHINAMGYAL/FIELD 8/4/35” cachets, fine, 410 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith and with facsimile 
printed signature of Tashi Namgyal, King of Sikkim.                                                                                      £80-£100 

 2740 ) (  - 1935 (Apr. 8) special printed green and orange card used for test firing vertically, bearing “ON SIKKIM DARBAR 
SERVICE” and “TASHINAMGYAL/FIELD 8/4/35” cachets, fine, 388 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith and with 
facsimile printed signature of Tashi Namgyal, King of Sikkim.                                                                      £80-£100 

 2741 ) (  - 1935 (Apr. 10) Ray to Surumsa, cover bearing special blue 2r. label tied by fancy cachet “ROCKET 
EXPERIMENTS/SIKKIM”, with “ON SIKKIM DARBAR SERVICE” “OVER RIVER/RANAKHALI”, fine, 186 flown, 
signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

 2742 ) (  - 1935 (Apr. 10) Surumsa to Ray, cover bearing special red 2r. label tied by fancy cachet “ROCKET 
EXPERIMENTS/SIKKIM”, with “ON SIKKIM DARBAR SERVICE” “OVER RIVER/RANAKHALI”, fine, 158 flown, 
signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

 2743 ) (  1935 (June 6) Roopnarain River, orange missive bearing blue and red “ROCKET PARCEL DESPATCH/ROCKET FEE 
RUPEES 2” with violet handstamp “R. No. 61 over river/ROOPNARAIN/KOLAGHAT”, fine, 110 flown, signed by 
Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 2744 ) (  1935 (June 29) Damoodar River, white missive bearing red and blue label ”ROCKET PARCEL DESPATCH/ROCKET 
FEE RUPEES 2” overprinted “R No. 66” with violet handstamp “R. No. 66/PARCEL”, fine, 160 flown, signed by Stephen 
H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £150-£180 

 2745 ) (  1935 (June 29) Damoodar River, missive bearing orange ”ROCKET PARCEL DESPATCH/ROCKET FEE RUPEES 2” 
overprinted “R No. 65/LIVE STOCK” with violet handstamp “BY ROCKET/DAVID EZRA/R. No. 65/LIVESTOCK”, 
fine, 189 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith. Photo.                                                                                     £120-£150 

 2746 s ( 1937 (Feb. 1) Printed messages of Loyalty (3) headed “DESPATCHED BY ROCKET” with violet “ALL INDIA BOY 
SCOUTS JAMBOREE/ROCKET/DESPATCH/1. FEB/DELHI/1937” cachet, signed by Stephen H. Smith, also typed 
greetings with same violet cachet but dated “3 FEB.”.                                                                                   £120-£150 

 2747 ) (  1937 (Feb. 3) All India Jamboree, Delhi, Scout cover bearing green Rocket Despatch label tied by special All India 
Jamboree datestamp, with violet “By, R. No 138 “Princess Elizabeth”, fine. Photo.                                   £300-£350 

 2748 ) (  1937 (May 12) Coronation Rocketgram, bearing blue and red label, with circular “ROCKET 
DESPATCH/(crown)/1937/CORONATION” in violet and “(crown)/BY CORONATION/ROCKET. No. 142.”, fine, 
300 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith.                                                                                                            £80-£100 

 2749 ) (  1937 (Sept. 22) Rocketgram, bearing blue and red label “THE SATURN EXPRESS”, with “CARRIED BY THE/ERIC-
CYN/PILOT ROCKET TRAIN/BEHALA 22/9/37”, fine, 350 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith.                £80-£100 

2750)(1937 (Sept. 22) Rocketgram, bearing blue and red label “THE SATURN EXPRESS”, with “CARRIED BY THE WORLD’S 
FIRST ROCKET TRAIN/BEHALA/22ND/SEPTEMBER/1937”, fine, 300 flown, signed Stephen H. Smith.    £70-£90 

 2751 ) (  1937 (Oct. 11) Alipore missive bearing large violet cachet “CARRIED BY THE BOOMERANG/LATE ERIC 
CYN/FIRST FLUKE BOOMERANG ROCKET/ALIPORE OCT. 11TH. 1937/MISSIVE NO 40/TOTAL CARRIED 170”, 
fine, signed by Stephen H. Smith.                                                                                                                         £70-£90 
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 2752 ) ( 1938 (July 24) Rocketgram bearing buff label “CARRIED BY THE/ROWLAND HILL/TEST MAIL ROCKET/ No. 172.”, 
tied by “ROCKET TEST AT ALIPORE”, fine, 194 flown, signed by Stephen H. Smith.                                 £80-£100 

 2753 (      A selection of unused labels, incl. 1938 (July 24) “Joanna Pratt-Johnson” and “Rowland Hill” buff labels se-tenant, 
Sikkim 2r. label in blue variety double print, etc. (25)                                                                                   £200-£250 

Indian Expeditionary Forces 1914 – 21 

 2754  Jb 12a. carmine-lake, variety overprint double, one albino, in an unmounted mint block (3 x 10), some marginal 
faults, slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. E11b, cat. £1,800+.                                                                      £250-£300 

Indian Convention States 

 2755  J + Chamba: Officials: 1938-40 1r. in cross gutter block of four, unmounted mint, fine. R.P.S. certificate (2006). S.G. 
O68. Photo.                                                                                                                                                         £120-£150 

 2756  J + - 1940-43 2r. and 5r. in unmounted mint cross gutter blocks of four, faintly toned, otherwise very fine. S.G. O84, 
O85.                                                                                                                                                                      £100-£120 

 2757  J       Gwalior: 1938 3p. to 25r., unmounted mint, most with lightly toned gum, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 105-117, 
cat. £475. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £100-£150 

 2758  J + - Officials: 1942 2r., 5r. and 10r. in unmounted mint gutter blocks of four with slightly toned gum, mainly fine. 
S.G. O92-94, cat. £512. Photo.                                                                                                                          £120-£150 

 2759  Jb Jind: 1937-38 15r. brown and green in an unmounted mint block of six (2 x 3) from the top right corner of the 
sheet, slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 125, cat. £660.                                                                                £80-£100 

 2760  J + - Officials: 1939-43 1r., 2r. and 5r. in unmounted mint gutter blocks of four from the top of the sheet, fine. S.G. 
O83-O85, cat. £520.                                                                                                                                           £120-£150 

 2761  H       Nabha: 1938 3p. to 25r. set, 1941-45 set to 12a. (less 1½a. typo overprint), also Gwalior 1938-48 set with extra 2r., 
1942-45 set, mint, mainly fine. Photo.                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 2762  J + Patiala: 1937-38 2r. and 5r. in unmounted mint gutter blocks of four from the top of the sheet, fine. S.G. 93, 94.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

2755
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Indian Feudatory States 

 2763 )      Barwani: 1928 tatty cover, bearing on reverse 1922 2a. pair, tied by bilingual c.d.s’s. S.G. 11. Photo.       £70-£80 

 2764  H       Bijawar: 1935-36 perf. 11 set, rouletted 9 set mint, 3p. brown in imperforate tête-bêche sheets of six, perf. 11 2a. 
deep green variety imperforate between horizontally in tête-bêche sheets of six, fair to fine.                £100-£12p 

 2765            Rajasthan: A collection of stamped Papers on leaves, incl. Chandawal to Khudiala, good range of types, pieces, 
etc. (65 items)                                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

 2766  I + Travancore: Officials: 1939 2ch. orange unused block of four, one with “SESVICE” variety, fine. S.G. 089, a.         
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£80 

Iran 

 2767 )      A selection of eleven different unused and used early postal stationery cards incl. two 1914 cards up rated to U.K. 
etc. Condition is a little varied.                                                                                                                         £100-£120 

Iraq 

 2768 )      1908 cover to Persia, franked by Turkey 1905 1pi. blue, tied by Bagdad datestamp, with large oval “KERMANCHAH” 
receiving mark. Guy du Vachat certificate (2010). Photo.                                                                            £150-£200 

 2769 )      1933 (May) cover, registered to Brazil, flown on the second South American Zeppelin flight, franked by 8f. and 
30f., tied by Baghdad datestamp, Friedrichshafen transit mark and green Zeppelin cachet, rare acceptance. Guy 
du Vachat certificate (2010). Photo.                                                                                                                 £700-£800 

Ex 2757 Ex 2761
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Ireland 

 2770 )      1835 cover from Waterford to Dublin, readdressed within Dublin, bearing manuscript “Recd at” with red two line 
“Blackrock/Penny Post” alongside, unframed circular “DUBLIN/1d/PENNY POST”, with Waterford datestamp on 
the reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £120-£150 

 2771 )      1835 entire from Enniskillen to Ballyshannon, readdressed to Kilaghtee, bearing two line “DONEGAL/PENNY 
POST”, manuscript “Rec’d at” with Ballyshannon datestamp, with Enniskillen datestamp on the reverse. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2772 )      1837 entire to Enniskerry, bearing “TYNAN/PENNY POST”, boxed “No.3”, unframed circular “DUBLIN/1d/PENNY 
POST”, with red Dublin datestamp on the reverse. Photo.                                                                           £120-£150 

 2773 )      1838 entire to Dublin, bearing “BALLYCONNELL/PENNY POST” red boxed Dublin “No.1”, with Ballyconnell and 
Dublin datestamps on the reverse. Photo.                                                                                                      £120-£150 

 2774 )      1839 cover posted locally in Dublin, readdressed to near Sandford, bearing handstruck “1d” and overstruck “2”, 
unusual. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

 2775            A selection on leaves and loose, incl. 1922-23 to 10s. mint, 1923-28 wide date 2s.6d. mint pair, one with circumflex 
accent over “a”, 5s. and 10s. mint, etc., varied condition. (240)                                                                   £150-£200 

 2776  J       1937 St. Patrick 2s.6d. to 10s., unmounted mint, top value with a few minor tone spots on gum, otherwise fine. 
S.G. 102-104, cat. £425.                                                                                                                                        £80-£100 
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 2777  J       1987 Anniversaries 24p., with variety yellow omitted, fine unmounted mint from the lower left corner of 
the sheet with imprint. S.G. 677a, EC IR1354MCa, cat. £6,500. Only four mint and six used examples are 
recorded. Photo also on back cover.                                                                                                       £1,500-£1,800 

 2778  J       1987 Christmas 21p., with variety gold omitted, fine unmounted mint from the lower right corner of the 
sheet with part imprint. Only fourteen examples have been recorded. S.G. 681b. Photo also on back cover.   
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

 2779  J       1988 Dublin Millennium 28p., with variety yellow omitted, fine unmounted mint from the upper right corner 
of the sheet with traffic lights, rare. S.G. 688 var. Photo.                                                                              £500-£600 

Israel 

 2780            1948 Coins set without tabs unmounted mint, and 1948 postage due set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 1-14.   £70-£80 

 2781  J       1948 New Year set with full tabs, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 10-14.                                                          £80-£100 

Italian Colonies 

 2782  J       General Issues: 1932 to 1934, a complete unmounted mint collection on leaves, all Postage and Air sets, mainly 
fine. (87) Sassone cat. €4,300.                                                                                                                           £500-£600 

Jamaica 

 2783            Early Journals: The Jamaica Mercury & Kingston Weekly Advertiser Vol. 1 No. 33, Dec. 4-11 1779 (name changed 
in 1780 to The Royal Gazette), with Supplement to the Jamaica Mercury, journal incl. references to shipping and 
slavery with advertisements for runaways, many with engraved vignettes. Photo on page 98.               £100-£120 

 2784 )      1898 (Nov. 18) envelope from Kingston to England bearing Jubilee ½d. vermilion (minor toning at top of stamp) 
and 2d. tied double ring c.d.s’s and 1901 (Mar. 22) mourning cover from Kingston to England bearing Jubilee 2½d., 
both with boxed “PAQUEBOT”, also Jubilee 10d. used on piece with Kingston c.d.s.                               £100-£150 

 2785  H       1935 Silver Jubilee, a group of mint varieties, comprising 1d. variety ‘flagstaff on right hand turret’ in unmounted 
marginal pair, 6d. ‘extra flagstaff’ in corner block of four, and 6d. ‘lightning conductor’, latter two with gum toning, 
otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 114d, 116a, 116c, cat. £646+. Photo on page 98.                                             £100-£150 

 2786  H       1938-52 1s. green and purple-brown with [R. 11/1] variety ‘repaired chimney’, mint, very minor gum disturbances, 
otherwise fine. S.G. 130a, cat. £650. Photo on page 98.                                                                                 £120-£150 
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Jamaica continued 

 2787            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-52 to £1, 1956-58 to £1 with shades, 2d. imperf. 
block of four on gummed watermarked paper (corner crease), 1964-68 Independence 2d. imperf. pair and 4d. 
imperf. block of four, a few coil leaders, etc. (100s)                                                                                       £200-£250 

Japan 

 2788  H       1950-51 Air set, fine mint. S.G. 575-579.                                                                                                           £60-£70 

 2789            A duplicated mint and used accumulation in varied condition in three stockbooks with Philatelic Week issues 
from 1949 with some later mint sheets, etc. (100s)                                                                                       £100-£120 

 2790 )      A group of covers and postal stationery, from 1889 to 1950, incl. W.W.II military, used illustrated postal stationery, 
many addressed abroad, etc. (30)                                                                                                                     £120-£150 

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 

 2791 )      1917, a correspondence of German East Africa postcards all to Sheffield and with F.P.O. 343 c.d.s’s, a few showing  
Dar-es-Salaam boxed censor cachets.                                                                                                              £150-£200 

 2792  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 1s. showing ‘dot by flagstaff’ [Pl. 4, R. 8/4], mint, small thin and heavy hinge, otherwise fine. 
S.G. 127h, cat. £550. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

 2793  Jb 1938-54 1c. perf. 13¼ x 13¾ unmounted mint block of ten (5 x 2) from the upper right corner of the sheet, one 
stamp with “A” of “CA” missing from watermark, fine and scarce. S.G. 131ab, cat. £225+.                       £80-£100 

†2794 m      - 3s. showing ‘damage on mountain’, used, minor creasing and toning at upper right, otherwise fine and 
scarce. S.G. 147ab, cat. £2,750. Photo.                                                                                                      £800-£1,000 

 2795            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-54 to £1 with a range of perfs. with perf. 14 30c., 
perf. 13¼ 2s., perf. 13¼ 5s., perf. 13¼ 10s. and perf. 11¾ x 13 £1, 1s. imperf proof pair of the frame in issued colour, 
1954-59 to £1 with shades, 1960-62 to 20s. with range of shades, 30c. misperforated corner block of nine, officials, 
postage dues, Tanganyika 1961 selection with 20s. mountain flaw, Tanzania, Uganda, etc. (100s)        £700-£800 

 2796            A collection on leaves, incl. 1890-96 values to 5r. mint, 1897-1903 20r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, K.E.VII values 
to 4r. mint, 1938-54 to £1 mint, 1954-59 to £1 mint, Tanganyika with 1922-24 £1 used (cancellation not  
guaranteed), etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                      £200-£250 

 2797   P        Kenya: 1983 Ports Authority miniature sheet imperf. in 1982 (Dec. 20) House of Questa presentation folder, with 
pencil notes and manuscript “Values to be/70c/Sh 2.00/Sh 3.50/Sh 5.00” with handstamp and signature of the 
assistant head of postal services. Photo.                                                                                                          £200-£250 

Kuwait 

 2798 H       1939 ½a. to 15r., mint, lightly gum toning and top value with crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 36-51, cat. £375.           
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£80 

 2799  J + 1958 15np. on 2½d. type II, in a fine unmounted mint block of four from the right of the sheet. S.G. 125a.          
                                                                                                                                                                                  £60-£70 

 2800            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1948-49 to 10r. on 10s., 1950-55 to 10r. on 10s., 1955-57 
type II set, etc. (149)                                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

2794
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Lebanon 

 2801  J       1928 Air 10p. overprinted in error on stamp with green “AVION” overprint of 1925, unmounted mint, some minor 
toning otherwise fine. S.G. 144a, cat. £950. Photo on page 98.                                                                         £60-£70 

 2802            1949 U.P.U,. a selection, incl. set in imperforate corner singles and pairs imperforate, presentation miniature sheet 
on thin card without gum and values at base omitted and inscriptions in brown, set used on f.d.c., three miniature 
sheets used on covers, etc. (32 items)                                                                                                              £500-£600 

Leeward Islands 

 2803            1912-22 Watermark Mult. Crown CA ¼d. a used example with unlisted “I.EEWARD” variety and 1921-32 
Watermark Mult. Script CA Die I ¼d. brown showing unlisted defective top line to value tablet, the first with 
pulled perf. at base, otherwise fine. S.G. 46 var., 81 var. Photo on page 98.                                               £120-£150 

 2804  H       1938-51 ¼d. to £1 (3, two are unmounted), with duplicate 2s. and 5s., shades, mainly fine mint. (39)                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2805  J + - £1 purple and black on carmine, perf. 14, in an unmounted mint block of four from the foot of the sheet, one 
with flaw on “G” of “POSTAGE” (resulting in it ressembling an “O”), fine and fresh. B.P.A. certificate (2016) notes 
that the “unusual appearance of the “G” is a transient consequence of ink stripping, not constant”. S.G. 114a var. 
Photo on page 98.                                                                                                                                               £150-£200 

 2806  J + - £1 purple and black on carmine, lower right corner marginal plate no. block of four showing HPF 60 broken 
lower right scroll, some gum creases otherwise fine unmounted mint. B.P.A. certificate (2016) notes “The flaws 

on stamp 1 (‘broken leaf’) and stamp 3 (‘damaged upper right scroll’) are constant”. S.G. 114a, ae, cat. £2,000+. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £600-£700 

 2807            A Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1890 5s. mint, 1938-51 1s. “D I” flaw used, range of minor 
flaws with 1921-32 ¼d. with chamfered “D” used (2), 5d. mint with “LE” joined, 1938-51 5s. mint damaged “A”, 
cancellation interest, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                        £250-£300 

 2808            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1938-51 to £1 with shades, 1954 to $4.80 (top value with ‘broken 
scroll’), etc. (86)                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

2806
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Libya 

 2809 )      1951 Cyrenaica overprinted for use in Fezzan set, used on plain unaddressed 1952 (Feb. 1) cover (vertical fold 
clear of stamps), fine and scarce. Sassone €7,500. Photo.                                                                             £600-£700 

 2810  J + 1955 Arab Postal Union set with inverted overprints, in unmounted mint corner blocks of four, fine. S.G. 200-
202 var. Photo on page 98.                                                                                                                                £120-£150 

Malaya & States 

 2811            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in two albums, wide range of shades, incl. Johore 1949 to $5 (2), 1960 to 
$5 (4), Kedah 1950-55 to $5, 1957 to $5, 1959 to $5 (3), Kelantan 1951-55 to $2, 1957-63 to $5, Malacca 1954-57 
to $5, 1957 to $5, Negri Sembilan 1949-55 to $1 (2), 1957-63 to $5 (5), Pahang 1935-41 to 50c. with key values, 
1950-56 to $2, 1957-62 to $5 (2),Penang 1949-52 to $5, 1954-57 to $5, 1957 to $5 (3), Perak 1957-61 sets (2), Perlis 
1951-55 to $2, Selangor 1949-55 to $5, 1957-61 sets (4), Trengganu 1921-41 3c., 8c., 1949-55 to $2, 1957-63 values 
to $5 (3), range of omnibus issues with Silver Jubilee, Malayan Federation, Malaysia with 1965 Airport blocks of 
four with major misplacements of blue (15c.) and green (30c.), 1965 Birds set, etc. (100s)                 £800-£1,000 

 2812            An unmounted mint early Q.E.II collection, incl. Malayan Postal Union 1951-63 to 20c. (2), range of states sets 
with Kedah 1957 to $5 (2), North Borneo 1954-59 and 1961 to $10, Sarawak 1955-59 to $5, etc., fine. (100s)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 2813  m      India used in Straits Settlements: 1854 4a. head die III, Frame die II, 4th printing, cancelled by octagonal “B/172” 
of Singapore, a little soiled, creased at upper left, otherwise fine. B.P.A. certificate (2019). S.G. Z67, cat. £1,800. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

†2814 m       Straits Settlements: 1883 (Apr.) “TWO CENTS” type 20d on 8c. orange, fine used, with red circular 
“STAMPED/RAINBOW/MALACCA”. Photo.                                                                                                   £100-£120 

28142813



Malaya & States continued 

 2815            Straits Settlements: A mint collection on leaves, incl. 1936-37 to $2 (2) and $5, 1938-51 to $5 with shades and 
dies, die II 2c. green in a block of four (light gum toning), 2c., 3c., 8c. grey, 15c., 25c., 40c., 50c., $1, $2 all $5  
perforated “SPECIMEN” without gum, also 1945 B.M.A. to both $5 with dies and shades, etc. (165)    £350-£400 

†2816 m      - A small selection of Q.V. values with unusual cancellations, incl. 1867 12c. on 4a. green with company’s cachet, 
Medan, Nebong, also French 80c. with Penang c.d.s., etc. (12)                                                                    £100-£120 

2817 b      British Military Administration: 1945, a selection in unmounted mint multiples, many with plate numbers, incl. 
3c. marginal blocks of 50 (4) and 48, 10c. corner plate blocks of 50 (2), $1 corner block of 50, $2 and $5 corner 
blocks of ten, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                     £400-£500 

Malayan States 

 2818  J       Negri Sembilan: 1965-69 5c. with variety red (leaves etc.) omitted, in a fine unmounted mint vertical pair. S.G. 
83c, cat. £200+.                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

 2819  J       Pahang: 1957-62 20c. blue imprint plate 1C strip of five from the bottom of the sheet with diagonal double perfs. 
in selvedge and into the base of three stamps, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 82. Photo.                            £100-£150 

†2820 s      Penang: India used in Penang: 1854 1a. die III used on piece, tied by diamond of dots with red “PENANG/P.O.” 
c.d.s. alongside.                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

†2821 )      - 1875 (Jan.) cover (flap missing) sent by Lt. J.E. Goodridge, serving on H.M.S. Audacious, addressed to Portsea, 
franked by G.B. 1s. green tied by London Foreign Branch “42” barred oval, carried from Penang on 30 January by 
the P&O Golconda to Galle, and the by the Mirzapore to Southampton. Photo.                                     £100-£120 

 2822  J       Perak: 1938-41 1c. to $5 set, unmounted mint, some light gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 103-121, cat. 
£1,100. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £250-£300 
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 2823 b P   Sabah: 1968 imperforate proof block of eight (2 x 4) of the country name and inscription in black, mounted on 
Harrison & Sons presentation card. Photo.                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 2824  J       Selangor: 1965 Flowers 2c. vertical pair with yellow omitted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 137b.               £60-£70 

 2825  J       Trengganu: 1921-41 Watermark Mult. Script CA $5 green and red on yellow, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 44, cat. 
£550. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £180-£200 

Japanese Occupation of  Malaya 

 2826 b    A selection of mint marginal multiples, comprising Kedah 1942-43 1s. strip of ten (2), Penang 1942 (Apr.) 5c. 
complete sheet of 50 (incl. no “I”), Trengganu 1942 5c. block of 60 and twenty, General Issues 1942-44 2c. on 5c. 
brown (Negri) corner block of 50, and 25c. (Negri) corner block of 50, some gum toning, otherwise mainly fine.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 2827 b      Penang, 1942 (Apr.) 5c., 10c., 12c., 15c., and 40c. in complete sheets of 100, 5c. with variety missing “I” in “NIPPON”, 
some gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. J80, 82-85.                                                                            £400-£500 

 2828 b    Trengganu 1942 (Sept.) 5c. complete unmounted mint sheet of 120, mainly fine. S.G. J124, cat. £780+.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2829 b    - 5c., 1943 2c. on 5c. and 8c. on 10c., each in mint panes of 60, slightly mixed condition. S.G. J124, 135, 139.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 2830 b    - 5c., 1943 2c. on 5c. and 8c. on 10c., each in mint sheets of 60, slightly mixed condition. S.G. J124, 135, 139.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 2831 b    General Issues, 1942 (May) on Negri Sembilan 5c., 8c. and 25c. in unmounted mint marginal part sheets of 50, 
some gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. J231, 233, 236.                                                                     £150-£200 

 2832 b       - On  Pahang 5c., 12c. and 30c. in complete unmounted mint sheets of 100, some gum toning, otherwise mainly 
fine. S.G. J240, 243, 245.                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

 2833 b    - On Perak, a selection of marginal blocks, comprising 2c. block of 50 from the foot of the sheet with offset of 
overprint on reverse, 3c. blocks of 40 (2), 2 complete sheets of 50, 8c. complete sheets of 100 (2), mainly fine.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 2834 b    - On Perak, a mint selection in complete sheets of 100, comprising 1c., 2c. on 5c. (both but S.G. 274 in two panes 
of 50), 5c., 8c., 10c., 30c., 50c., some gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. J272-79.                           £350-£400 

 2835 b    - On Perak, a mint selection in complete sheets of 100, comprising 1c. (split perfs.), 2c. on 5c. (both but S.G. 274 
in two panes of 50), 5c., 8c., 10c., 30c., 50c., some gum toning and 10c. sheet with four damaged stamps, some 
gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. J272-79.                                                                                          £350-£400 

2846
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Singapore 

†2836 )      1824 and 1832 entires from Singapore to London, one with manuscript “2/5” rate mark and faint unframed 
“COWES/SHIP LETTER” struck across flap on reverse, with manuscript “received and forwarded by your most ob 

Serv/Paton Morgan &Co/Batavia”, other with manuscript “2/” rate mark, with boxed “INDIA LETTER/DOVER” 
on the reverse.                                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

†2837 )      1834 wrapper from Singapore Sept. 22 to France, showing ms. in French “Reçue à Ste. Hélène le 23 janvier 1835/& 

acheminée le 31 janvier par l’Alcide/par votre très humble serviteur/S. Solomon/Agent Consulaire/de France à Ste 
Hélène”, charged “9”(décimes) framed “PAYS D’OUTREMER” and Nantes arrival c.d.s. of Mar. 17, some ink  
corrosion and staining. Saul Solomon (1776-1852) born in Canterbury, Kent, sailed for India but fell dangerously 
ill during the voyage and was put ashore on St. Helena where he recovered and subsequently established a merchant 
business empire that dominated commercial life on St. Helena for more than two centuries. Photo.        £700-£800 

†2838 )      1838 entire to London, endorsed “Pr Siam”, manuscript “2/4” rate mark, boxed “INDIA LETTER/DEAL”, 1852 entire 
to Gibraltar with manuscript “10” and “2/”, with Alexandria and Gibraltar datestamps also Malta disinfection mark 
on the reverse, 1852 cover to France bearing boxed “COLONIES/& ART 13”, “ANGL/CALAIS” c.d.s., with boxed 
“SINGAPORE/Bearing” datestamp on the reverse, 1862 entire to France with “9” rate mark and “PENANG P.O.” 
datestamp, 1864 entire to France with “18” ratemark and “SINGAPORE” datestamp. (5 items)              £400-£500 

†2839 )      1839 (May 20) entire to Singapore from Edinburgh, bearing manuscript “1/3”, unframed oval “PAID SHIP 
LETTER/LONDON” in red, London and Edinburgh datestamps. Photo.                                                    £100-£120 

†2840 )      1847 cover with enclosure from Singapore to Scotland with boxed “INDIA PAID”, London Paid datestamp, with 
boxed “SINGAPORE” London and Kirkwall datestamps on the reverse, 1847 entire from Penang to London bearing 
boxed “INDIA PAID”, two London datestamps, with “PENANG/Bearing” datestamp on the reverse, 1851 entire 
from Penang to France with “10” rate mark and red “INDES OR/MARSEILLES” c.d.s., with boxed “PENANG/Post 
Paid” and Alexandria datestamps on the reverse, 1863 cover from Singapore to France with “16” rate mark, 
Singapore P.O. c.d.s., with firm’s oval “HUTCHINSON & Co/SINGAPORE” on the reverse, 1864 printed “IN THE 
COURT FOR RELIEF OF INSOLVENT DEBTORS AT SINGAPORE” entire to Saigon, franked India 1a. tied by  
octagonal mark, “20c” rate mark, with “SINGAPORE” datestamp in red and Saigon receiving mark on the reverse, 
1873 cover to U.S.A., franked by Straits 8c. and 12c., cancelled barred circles with red “SINGAPORE/PAID” c.d.s. 
(6 items)                                                                                                                                                               £350-£400 

†2841 )      1849 (July 23) entire from Newport R.I to “MR B Newton, Ship Talbot Singapore” in care of the U.S. Consul, bearing 
circular framed “5”, manuscript “1/” crossed out and “1/” in red added, circular “LONDON/PAID” datestamp, with 
manuscript forwarders endorsement of Baring Bros. & Co. on the reverse. Photo.                                  £150-£200 

†2842 )      1887 3c. stationery card to Germany, cancelled by Singapore c.d.s., with “POSS. ANGL/PAQ. FR. No 7” (unusually 
without “N”) octagonal datestamp in red, slight crease otherwise fine. Photo.                                          £150-£200 

†2843 )      1893 2c. and 1895 3c. stationery cards cancelled by Singapore c.d.s’s, former addressed to Rotterdam with octagonal 
“LIGNE N/PAQ. FR. No 2” datestamp, latter to France with octagonal “LIGNE N/PAQ. FR. No 6” datestamp.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120

– 2837 –
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 2844  H       1948-52 Perf. 14 to $5 and 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint, also Straits Settlements 1937-41 to $5 mint, mainly 
fine.                                                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

 2845  J       1962-66 15c. Tern, variety orange (eye) omitted in an unmounted mint strip of three from the left of the sheet, 
very fine. S.G. 70ab, cat. £225+. Photo on page 103.                                                                                     £100-£120 

 2846  J M   1969 Founding miniature sheet, unmounted mint, gum disturbance and minor gum wrinkle, otherwise fine. S.G. 
MS127, cat. £375. Photo on page 103.                                                                                                               £80-£100 

 2847            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1948-52 perf. 14 and perf. 17½ x 18 to $5, 1948 Silver 
Wedding set unmounted, 1955-59 to $2 (6) and $5 (3) with a range of printings, also complete sheet of 1c. with 
varieties, 1962-64 4c. with partial omission of black, $2 in top right corner imperf. pair, etc. (176)      £500-£600 

 2848            An unmounted mint early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1955-59 to $5, 1969 Founding miniature sheet, etc., 
fine. (100s)                                                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

2842
2839
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Malta 

 2849 s      1440 contract with signature, christogram and paper seal at foot, Order of Malta blue archival handstamp at top, 
some damage but a scarce early document. Photo on page 105.                                                                 £200-£250 

 2850 )      Great Britain used in Malta: 1858 (July 17) disinfected entire to Messina, Italy with slits, bearing 1d. and 2d. stars 
tied by “M” barred cancellations, with “P” in circle and Malta despatch c.d.s. on reverse, both in red. Photo on 
page 105.                                                                                                                                                              £100-£150 

 2851  m      - 1878 10s. grey-green used with central “A25” in barred oval, diagonal crease and slightly rough perfs. at top  
otherwise fine. S.G. Z88, cat. £3,500. Photo.                                                                                                   £400-£500 

 2852 )      - Collection of covers etc. all bearing Great Britain stamps tied by barred “M” or “A25” cancellations, variously 
franked and addressed with values to 6d., some to Italy, etc., poor to fine. (70)                                        £600-£700 

 2853   S        1886 5s. rose, overprinted “SPECIMEN”, without gum, fine. S.G. 30s, cat. £1,000. Photo.                       £100-£150 

 2854            1902 1d. on 2½d., a selection, incl. range of varieties, range “PNNEY” errors with two on used on 1902 front,  
overprinted “SPECIMEN” (5), multiples with complete pane of 60, covers, etc., also a range of the unoverprinted 
stamp with mint (8) and used (5, two on piece) examples, mixed condition. (100s)                                £200-£250 

 2855  m      1919 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 10s. black, a used example, rare. R.P.S. certificate (2004) notes “soiled, defect 

in corner and surface scuffs”. S.G. 96, cat. £4,750. Photo.                                                                              £600-£700 

 2856  J       1926 “POSTAGE” Overprint, 3d. black on yellow with variety overprint inverted, unmounted mint strip of four 
with interpanneau margin at right, perf. separation and gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 149a, cat. £680+. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 2857 )      1935 Silver Jubilee sets on covers (11, one on illustrated f.d.c.), also two others.                                    £140-£160 

 2858  J + - 1s. lower left corner marginal block of four showing the rare variety extra flagstaff partially erased [R. 9/1] resulting 
from an attempt by the printers to remove the flaw on a small second printing in Nov. 1935, unmounted mint, 
minor tone spots, otherwise fine. S.G. 213, a, var. Photo.                                                                             £150-£200 

 2859  J       1965-70 2d. variety gold omitted, 3d. with silver omitted, 6d. with silver omitted, all in unmounted mint blocks 
of four. S.G. 333a, 335b, 338a.                                                                                                                          £120-£150 

 2860  J + - 2½d. variety “SARACENIC” (gold) omitted in a fine unmounted mint corner block of four. S.G. 334b, cat. £220 
as singles.                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2861  J + - 4d. variety black omitted in a fine unmounted mint corner block of four. S.G. 336c, cat. £280+, EC MLT672c. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

285528532851
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 2862  J + - 8d. with variety gold (centre) omitted, in a fine unmounted mint block of four. S.G. 339a, EC MA678MCa.      
                                                                                                                                                                                  £60-£70 

 2863  J + - 1s.6d. in a fine unmounted mint block of four, variety gold (centre) omitted, fine. S.G. 342b, EC MLT684a.      
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2864  J + - 2s. with variety gold (frame) omitted, in a fine unmounted mint block of four from the top left corner of the 
sheet. S.G. 343a, EC MLT686b.                                                                                                                          £80-£100 

 2865 )      Postal Stationery: An unused and used collection in a binder, Q.V. to early Q.E.II, with registered envelopes, 
reply cards, postcards, specimens, uprated, etc. (approx. 100)                                                                     £300-£400 

 2866            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. Great Britain used in Malta with 1898 cover to England, bearing 
1887-92 2½d. tied by Valetta c.d.s. with unframed “PAQUEBOT” alongside, 1860-63 ½d. unused, 1885-90 1s. mint, 
1886 5s. mint (2, one with inverted watermark, toned), 1904-14 5s. mint, set used, 1922 Self-Government  
watermark Mult. Crown CA 2s.6d. and 5s. mint, watermark Script 10s. mint, 1922-26 set mint, 1928 to 10s. mint, 
etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 2867            An accumulation, incl. range of Great Britain used in with 1859-84 1d. red-brown imperf. (not guaranteed), 1883-
84 1s. green, 1967-70 postage due ½d. to 1s. in unmounted mint blocks of 50 (2½d. block of 49), range of covers 
with incoming, range bearing Q.V. 2½d. blue, group of 1850s shipping documents (20), etc., mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £400-£500 

 2868            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-43 to 10s., 1948-53 to 10s., 1956-58 to £1 with a 
range of shades, 1965 selection of gold shifts, later positional varieties, postage dues, etc. (100s)          £100-£150 

 2869            An unmounted mint collection in an album, Q.V. to Q.E.II, mainly later, incl. 1863-81 ½d. (2), 1948-51 to 10s., 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                               £80-£100 

 2870 )      Later Covers and Cancellations: A comprehensive collection of late Q.V. to K.E.VII postcards written up  
extensively in eight ringbinders, unused and used, incl. John Critten, Bornaccini, Modiano & Co, Bonello, Vincenzo 
Galea, Tuck, undivided backs with a range of opera cards, etc. (100s)                                                 £1,000-£1,500 

 2871 )      - An accumulation of covers, K.E.VII to Q.E.II, incl. postcards, P.O.W. mail, censored, On Active Service, postal 
stationery, also a few pre-stamp, etc. (100s)                                                                                                   £500-£600 

 2872 )      - 1910 K.E.VII ½d. stationery wrapper to Switzerland, uprated by ¼d. and ½d., tied by fine “GUDIA” village c.d.s’s, 
scarce. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

2872
2858
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Mauritius 

 2873   P   R   1847 “POST OFFICE” issues, the first British Colonial postage stamps, 1912 reprints from the original plate  
showing both values, two sheets struck from the original plate in vermilion and blue respectively, each impression 
lightly handstamped “REPRINT” on reverse (in vermilion on the first sheet, blue on the second), fine. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 2874            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1938-49 to 10r. with shades and perfs., 1950 to 10r., 1953-
58 to 10r. with many shades, 1965 Birds, etc. (184)                                                                                         £80-£100 

Monaco 

 2875            A mainly mint collection on Yvert leaves, incl. 1946-49 air set, 1955-57 air set, postage dues with 1910 set, 1924-
32 set, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                          £200-£250 

 2876            A collection, early to middle period, incl. 1885 to 75c. mint or unused, to 75c. (2) and 1f. used, 1891-94 10c. (3), 
15c. (2), 25c. (2) mint, to 5f. used, 1902-21 5f. mauve mint, 1919 War Orphans 50c.+50c. unmounted mint, postage 
dues with 1919 30c. mint, etc., mixed condition. (134)                                                                                 £180-£200 

Montserrat 

 2877            A mint selection, incl. 1903 to 5s. (2), 1908-14 to 5s., 1916-22 to 5s., 1922-29 to 5s., 1932 to 5s., etc., mainly fine. 
(92)                                                                                                                                                                       £200-£250 

 2878            A mainly mint Q.E.II selection of varieties and errors, incl. 1970 Birds $1 corner block of four with watermark 
inverted, 1976 Easter set with surcharges omitted, 1976 official 15c. with overprint omitted used on piece with 
normal 20c. pair, etc. (22)                                                                                                                                 £140-£160 

 2879            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1938 to £1 with all perfs., 1951 to $4.80, 1953-62 to $4.80, 
later to 1965 with some blocks, etc. (129)                                                                                                       £100-£150 

Morocco Agencies 

 2880            A mint collection in an album, incl. Tangier 1949 to 10s., 1950-51 to 10s.. 1957 Centenary set on two f.d.c’s, British 
Currency 1949 to 5s., 1951, also British Post Offices in Eastern Arabia 1948 set and Muscat 1944 postage and 
official sets, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

 2881            Spanish Currency: 1937-52 5c. on ½d. to 70c. on 7d., all overprinted “SPECIMEN” (type 30 but 13 x 2mm), affixed 
to Page 14 of the Harrison & Sons presentation album for the 1947 Paris Postal Congress. S.G. 165s-170s. Photo. 
Sold on behalf of the Tearfund charity.                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

 2882   S        Tangier: 1937 1½d., 1944 ½d., 1d. and 1946 Victory set all overprinted “SPECIMEN” (type 30 but 13 x 2mm), 
affixed to Page 13 of the Harrison & Sons presentation album for the 1947 Paris Postal Congress. S.G. 247s, 251s-
254s. Photo. Sold on behalf of the Tearfund charity.                                                                                       £600-£700 

Nauru 

 2883            A mint collection from 1916 to 2001 in a printed album with later issues unmounted. Stated to cat. £600+. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £100-£120 

Netherlands 

 2884  H       1951 Birds Air 15g. and 25g., fine mint. S.G. 742, 743. Photo.                                                                      £80-£100 

 2885  m      - 15g. and 25g., fine used. S.G. 742, 743.                                                                                                              £60-£70 

 2886            A mint and used collection in two Davo albums, incl. 1852-63 5c., 10c. and 15c. used, 1864 set used, 1867-69 to 
50c. used, 1893-98 to 5g. used on piece, 1899-1910 to 10g. used, 1913 Centenary 10g. mint, 1920 Surcharged pair 
used, 1921 Marine Insurance set mint, 1923 Accession set used, Child Welfare sets used, 1940 Surcharged set 
used, 1943 Legion miniature sheets mint, 1949-51 set mint, postage dues, etc. (100s)                      £2,000-£2,500 
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Netherlands continued 

 2887            A mainly mint selection, incl. 1906 Tuberculosis Society, 1933 Charity and 1940 Surcharged sets, 1946 1g. to 10g., 
1949-51 1g. to 10g., 1951 Relief Fund set in blocks of four, 1951 Air set, 1956 Europa set in unmounted corner 
blocks of eight, range of interrupted perfs., f.d.c’s, etc. (few 100s)                                                               £600-£700 

 2888            An early to middle period collection, incl. 1852-63 15c. used, 1864 15c. used, 1867-69 values to 50c. used, 1872-
90 values to 2g.90 used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                       £70-£80 

 2889  m      A selection of early issues, incl. 1852-63 10c. used (12, two are on cover), 1867-69 5c. and 15c. used on 1872 cover, 
5c. (4) used on 1871 cover, also twelve imperforate Telegraph proofs, etc. (22 stamps, 10 covers)                           
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

New Guinea 

 2890            1935 Silver Jubilee sets in sheets of 30 (2d. block of nine separated), three sets used on separate covers, imprint 
pairs set on cover and two others, etc. (80 stamps, 6 covers)                                                                           £70-£80 

 2891  J (  1939 Air ½d. to £1 unmounted mint, some creasing and toning but mainly fine. S.G. 212-25, cat. £1,100. Photo 
on page 108.                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 2892            A mint and used range from 1915 to 1939 with N.W.P.I. values to 5s. mint and £1 used, 1925-27 to 2s. mint and 
£1 used, 1939 values to £1 mint, etc., poor to fine. (214)                                                                              £150-£200 

New Hebrides 

 2893            A collection on leaves, incl. 1949 U.P.U. English and French sets both mint and used, 1953 English set (less 1f.) 
mint, 1957 to 5f. with extra values to 1f. mint, 1953 postage dues set mint, etc. (95)                                   £50-£60 

2898

2897

2900
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New Zealand 

 2894  J +  1947 Health set in unmounted mint corner blocks of four, both watermark sideways inverted, ½d. with small 
tone spot, otherwise fine. S.G. 690w, 691w, cat. £1,080+. Photo on page 108.                                          £250-£300 

 2895   E       1954 high values, three unadopted essays by designer Michael Farrar-Bell (1911-1993) for proposed outer frame, 
inspired by the K.G.VI high values with Maori iconography incorporated, rendered in pencil on tracing paper, 
two previously folded (one 176 x 272mm, the others 163 x 204mm), also printed examples of inscription lettering. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

 2896  J       1960-66 4d. unmounted mint single showing buff omitted. S.G. with normal for comparison 786b, cat. £1,800. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £500-£600 

 2897  J       - 4d. on chalk-surfaced paper, lower marginal example with part imprint, fine unmounted mint. B.P.A. certificate 
(1998). S.G. 786d, cat. £950. Photo.                                                                                                                  £300-£350 

 2898  J       1964 Christmas 2½d. with variety red colour omitted, unmounted mint from the left of the sheet small gum  
disturbance at foot, with normal for comparison, rare. Copy of R.P.S. of New Zealand for original block of nine. 
S.G. 824 var., unlisted. Photo.                                                                                                                           £600-£700 

 2899   P       1979 Views 15c. Whangaroa Harbour 15c. imperf. proof on House of Questa presentation card, with same image 
but different design, card with crease.                                                                                                                 £70-£80 

 2900  J       1981 Royal Wedding se-tenant marginal pair, both with variety deep grey (inscriptions and dates) omitted, fine 
unmounted mint. S.G. 1247ab, cat. £900. Photo.                                                                                           £250-£300 

 2901  Jb 1982 Map of New Zealand, perf. 14¼ x 14, plate 117 corner block of six, fine unmounted mint. C.P. PA35b, cat. 
$800. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

 2902  J       1996 40c.+5c. Teddy Bear Health Stamp error, fine unmounted mint, with normal for comparison. S.G. 2000a, 
cat. £800. A rejected design that was issued in error. Although the teddy bear is also safely buckled in his position 
it was seen to indicate that the baby was facing the direction of travel, in contravention of N.Z. safety guidelines. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

 2903            - 40c.+5c. Teddy Bear Health Stamp error, self adhesive, fine unmounted mint, with normal for comparison. S.G. 
2003a, cat. £1,300. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £450-£500 

 2904          2003 Christmas self-adhesive 40c. variety black (silver fern) omitted, in a coil strip with seven normals, folded 
between two stamps, fine. S.G. 2649a, cat. £350, EC NZL5298a. Photo.                                                    £120-£150 

 2905            2004 Custom Advertising Personalised Postage Label 45c. self-adhesive showing BMW wheel. Originally  
included in a Christmas card booklet distributed as a gift to BMW New Zealand’s clients who had purchased a new 
car during the year, this was the second and final corporate stamp issued in conjunction with New Zealand Post as 
part of a trial to gauge the success of the customised advertising stamps scheme. Photo.                      £100-£150 

 2906  B       Booklets: 2004 ‘Kaikoura’ $4.50 booklet with two kiwis, fine. C.P. W98a(Y), cat. $750. Photo on page 108.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2907  Hb Postage Dues: 1925-35 ½d. in blocks of 56, 33, 48 (2), 80, 1939-49 ½d. blocks of 20, 30, 56, 1d. block of 32, mainly 
unmounted mint, fair to fine. S.G. D29, D41, D42.                                                                                       £100-£150 

2905

29032902
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New Zealand continued 

 2908  H       Postal Fiscals: 1931 to 1984, a mint selection, incl. values to £1 (3), some unmounted, mainly fine. (40)               
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2909  J       - A mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1940 (June) 5/6 on 5s.6d., 11/- on 11s., 1940-58 selection with 8s., 11/- on 11s., 
£2, £3, etc., slightly mixed condition. (20)                                                                                                       £300-£400 

 2910  J       - 1940-58 30s. brown, watermark upright, unmounted mint marginal example, fine. S.G. F205, cat. £475. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 2911  J       - £2 10s. unmounted mint, lower marginal example, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F207 cat. £475. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 2912  J       - £4 light blue, unmounted mint, toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F210 cat. £350. Photo.                        £80-£100 

 2913  J       - £5 indigo-blue with watermark inverted, unmounted mint, toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F211w, cat. £400. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

 2914            An unmounted mint collection in a boxed album, K.G.V to Q.E.II, incl. 1906 Exhibition set, 1909-16 to 1s., 1913 
Auckland set, 1915-30 to 1s., 1924-26 both 2s. and 3s., 1935-36 to 3s. (2), 1936-43 to 3s. (3) with range of perfs., 
1953-59 to 10s., Health issues with 1931 Smiling Boys, later sheetlets, officials with 1940 to 1s., Life Insurance, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                            £300-£400 

 2915            A Q.E.II accumulation, incl. issues from 1982 to 2012 largely complete unmounted mint, booklets, miniature 
sheets with a comprehensive run of limited edition issues, imprint multiples with extensive definitive kiwi imprint 
reprint blocks, coil boxes, year packs (14), Ross Dependency, literature with The 1898 Pictorial issue of New 

Zealand by Diamond, Campbell Paterson catalogues, etc. (100s)                                                               £300-£400 

 2916            A mint selection on stock pages, K.G.V to early Q.E.II, incl. 1941 watermark 43 9d. scarlet and black, officials with 
1936-61 9d. (S.G. O129), postage dues, etc. (100s)                                                                                        £100-£150 

 2917            A mainly K.G.VI to Q.E.II selection in a small stockbook, incl. 1902 8d. imperf. at top mint, 1940 Centenary set 
mint, 1953-59 to 10s. mint, etc. (approx. 150)                                                                                                £100-£150 
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The Nigerias 

 2918   L       Literature: A small library comprising The Postal Services of The British Nigeria Region by Ince and Sacher, The 

Cancellations and Postmarks of Nigeria 1914-1980 by N.M. Jones, Postal History of Nigeria by Proud, 1930 Post 
Office Guide, 1971 Danson auction catalogue (Robson Lowe). (5 items)                                                       £70-£80 

 2919            Lagos: A selection in a folder, incl. postal stationery, some with “SPECIMEN” overprints, 1907 K.E.VII 2d. registered 
envelope size G used from Aboh to London, franked by ½d. pair and 1d., etc. (27 stamps, 31 covers) £150-£200 

Oil Rivers 

 2920 s      1892-94 2d. (2) and 1893 “HALF/PENNY” type 4 in green on 2½d., tied by Old Calabar River c.d.s’s to 1895 (Apr. 
24) characterful cover front registered to Twickenham, Middlesex, showing large “R” mark, oval registered transit 
datestamps of Old Calabar, Liverpool and London, rare. Believed sent by Sir William Brandford Griffith (1858-1939) 
who had entered the Colonial Service ten years before as a District Commissioner of the Gold Coast, and had acted 
as a Puisne Judge of Lagos, compiling the Ordinances of the Colony in 1887 and in 1895 appointed Chief Justice 
of the Gold Coast Crown colony. R.P.S. certificate (1998). S.G. 3, 11. Photo.                                              £250-£300 

 2921  m      1893 (Sept.) ½d. type 2 in red on half 1d. lilac, two examples used on piece with Old Calabar River c.d.s. S.G. 7, 
cat. £280. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £80-£100 

 2922  m      1893 (Dec.) “HALF/PENNY” type 3 in violet on 2d. grey-green and carmine, fine used. S.G. 9, cat. £350. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2923  m      - “HALF/PENNY.” type 4 in green on 2½d. purple on blue, fine used. R.P.S. certificate (1983). S.G. 11, cat. £250. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

 2924  m      - “HALF/PENNY” type 4 in vermilion on 2½d. purple on blue, used, some staining and shortish perfs. at top  
otherwise fine. B.P.A. certificate (1984). S.G. 12, cat. £300. Photo.                                                                £80-£100 

 2925  m      - “HALF/PENNY” type 4 in carmine on 2½d. purple on blue, fine used. S.G. 13, cat. £450. Photo.         £120-£150 

 2926  H       - “Half/Penny” type 7 in violet on 2d. grey-green and carmine, mint with slight corner crease, minor toning  
otherwise fine. S.G. 20, cat. £475. Photo.                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 2927  m      - “One/Shilling” type 11 in violet on 2d. grey-green and carmine, fine used. S.G. 37, cat. £375. Photo.£100-£120 

 2928  H       - “One/Shilling” type 11 in vermilion on 2d. grey-green and carmine, mint with part original gum, pulled perfs. at 
top, otherwise fine and fresh. R.P.S. certificate (1983). S.G. 38, cat. £750. Photo.                                     £180-£200 

 2929            Niger Coast Protectorate Issues: 1894 issues, a collection of cancellations (27 different types) incl. Bakara, Benin 
River, Bonny River, Brass, Buguma, Old Calabar, Sapeli, Warri, etc. (171)                                                £600-£700 

 2930 s      - 1894 type 16 “1” in vermilion on half of 2d., used on piece, also a forgery of one of the trial surcharges. S.G. 59, 
cat. £375. R.P.S. certificate (1983). Photo.                                                                                                         £80-£100 

Ex 2930292829272926
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The Nigerias continued 

 2931 )      Niger Company Territories: Great Britain 1881 1d., three examples on piece, the first with complete type 5 
Akassa, the second with partial type 6 Burutu and the last with partial Lokoja type 8. Photo on page 112.             
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 2932            -1896 piece franked by G.B. 2½d. tied by boxed “AKASSA” datestamp in violet, 1899 envelope to England, franked 
by G.B. 1d. lilac tied by “BURUTU” boxed datestamp in violet and 1897 piece franked by G.B. ½d. and 1d. (2) with 
“BURUTU” boxed dated cancellations. (3 items)                                                                                            £100-£150 

Nigeria 

 2933            A mint K.G.VI to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938 to 5s. with many perfs, original 2s.6d. and all 5s. perfs., 
1s.3d. on registered cover from Mamfe (Cameroons), 1953 to £1 with shades and types, later to 1965, also 
Cameroons Trust Territory set with shades, imprint and plate blocks and 6d. retouch, etc. (100s)      £150-£200 

 2934            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection, incl. 1936 to £1, Northern Nigeria 1902 to 10s. mint, 1910 to 10s. mint, 1912 to £1 
mint, Southern Nigeria, etc., very mixed condition. (123)                                                                            £150-£200 

 2935  m      A used selection, incl. 1921-32 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s., 1936 set (less 4d.), etc., poor to good. (19)              £120-£140 

Norfolk Island 

 2936            A virtually complete mint (the majority unmounted) collection from 1947 to 2003 in a KA-BE album. Stated to 
cat. S.G. £1,100+. (few 100)                                                                                                                               £120-£150 

North Borneo 

 2937  m      1892 1c. on 4c. showing variety surcharge on front and back, used, pulled perf. at right, otherwise fine. S.G. 63b, 
cat. £600. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £250-£300 

 2938  H       1904-05 Surcharges “4/cents” on 6c. variety overprint inverted, fine mint. R.P.S. certificate (1986). S.G. 147a, cat. 
£225. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 2939  H       - “4/cents” on 8c. black and brown purple,  variety surcharge inverted, fine unmounted mint and fresh appearance. 
S.G. 148a, cat. £325+. Photo.                                                                                                                            £150-£200 

 2940 )      1919 ‘Marsh’ covers (86) registered to London, 36 bearing 1918 (Aug.) lines 9mm apart values to 4c.+2c. (4 values), 
1918 (Oct.) values to 4c.+4c., the others bearing 1918 (Oct.) values to 4c.+4c. two of each, mainly fine.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£700 

 2941  J       1939 Pictorials, 3c. to $5 set, unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 303-317, cat. £1,400. Photo.             £400-£500 

 2942  H       - 25c. green and chocolate, variety vignette printed double, one albino, fine and fresh mint. S.G. 313a. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 2943            A collection from 1883 to 1961 in an album with a range of early issues unused (some with original gum) and 
used, 1899 surcharge set mint, 1909-23 to 24c. mint, 1939 1c. to $5 set mint, 1945 BMA set mint, 1961 1c. to $10 
set mint, etc. poor to fine. (approx. 425)                                                                                                         £300-£400 

 2944            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1939 to 25c., 1945 to $5, 1947 to $5, 1950-52 to $10, 1954-
59 to $10 with range of printings, 1961 to $10 with a range of printings, Sabah 1964-65 5o $10 with shades, etc. 
(approx. 200)                                                                                                                                                       £150-£200 
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Nyasaland 

 2945  H       1913-19 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1s. brownish black and black on blue-green (olive back) with watermark 
inverted, fine mint from the right of the sheet. S.G. 93aw, cat. £200. Photo.                                             £100-£120 

 2946  H       1921-33 Watermark Mult. Script CA 5s. green and red on yellow corner marginal with plate no. and sheet no. 
“0009”, hinged in margin only and showing early state of break in scroll [HPF 12], 10s. green and red on pale 
emerald showing minor plate flaw, and scarce 10s. green and scarlet on emerald, mint, fine. S.G. 112a var., 113, 
h, cat. £925++. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

 2947  H       1938-44 £1, variety serif on “G”, fine mint. S.G. 143c, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                                 £200-£250 

 2948            A mint Q.V. to Q.E.II collection, incl. 1891-95 values to 5s., 1897-1900 2s.6d. (2) and 4s., 1903-04 4s. and 10s., 
1908-11 4s., 1913-21 values to 10s., 1921-33 4s. ‘damaged leaf’, 1945 and 1953-4 to 20s., etc., mixed condition. 
(105)                                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 2949            K.G.VI to Q.E.II mint selection on leaves, incl. 1938-44 to £1, 1945 and 1953-54 to 20s., etc. (101)        £80-£100 

Oman 

 2950   E       Muscat & Oman forerunner essay by M.C. Farrar-Bell, depicting Arabian oryx and denominated 75n.p., rendered 
in pencil on tracing paper (128 x 201mm). Designs by artist Michael Farrar-Bell (1911-1993) had been accepted 
for the Wilding issues of Great Britain and were also adopted for the Bahrain and Trucial States 1960-61 issues. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

Pakistan 

 2951   P       Printer’s imperf. working proofs, selection with 1948-56 6p. offset of 1949-53 1a. on both sides in block of four, 
1950 3p./6p. block of six with Costa Rica 15c. on reverse, also 1948 official 3p. pair incl. narrow “E” on piece.      
                                                                                                                                                                                  £60-£70 

 2952  mb Officials: 1949 8a. block of 48 (6 x 8), marginal from the top of the sheet, used on piece with indistinct Rawalpindi 
c.d.s. cancellations, some toning and other imperfections but scarce. S.G. O31, cat. £1,200+.                 £80-£100 

 2953            A mint selection on leaves, incl. 1947 to 25r., 1948-57 to 25r., 1949-53 to 12a., later to 1951, also Bahawalpur, etc. 
(94)                                                                                                                                                                         £80-£100 
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Palestine 

 2954            Revenues: 1920 to 1974, a group of sixteen revenue documents and receipts bearing different imprints, incl. 
O.P.D.A., H.J.Z., Egypt overprinted and Palestine and Egypt adhesives with a range of values.               £250-£300 

 2955 b P   - 1997 500f. Income Revenue proof, uncut sheet of twenty sets, imperf., fine unmounted mint.           £100-£150 

 2956 b P   - 500f. Income Revenue proof, uncut sheet of twenty sets, perforated, fine unmounted mint.               £100-£150 

 2957 b P   - 750f. Income Revenue proof, uncut sheet of twenty sets, perforated, fine unmounted mint.               £100-£150 

 2958 b P   - 2d. Income Revenue proof, uncut sheet of twenty sets, imperf., fine unmounted mint.                        £100-£150 

 2959 b P   - 2d. Income Revenue proof, uncut sheet of twenty sets, perforated, fine unmounted mint.                  £100-£150 

 2960 b P   - 3d. Income Revenue proof, uncut sheet of twenty sets, imperf., fine unmounted mint.                        £100-£150 

 2961 b P   - 4d. Income Revenue proof, uncut sheet of twenty sets, imperf., fine unmounted mint. Photo.           £100-£150 

 2962 b P   - 4d. Income Revenue proof, uncut sheet of twenty sets, perforated, fine unmounted mint.                  £100-£150 

Papua & Papua New Guinea 

 2963            Papua: A mainly mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. Papua New Guinea, 1952-58 to £1 (2, one 
overprinted “SPECIMEN), 1957 overprint varieties, postage dues with 1960 set (2), etc. (149)                  £80-£100 

 2964            Mint and used collection from 1901 to 1977 on leaves with lakatoi values to 2s.6d., 1932-40 to 2s. used, later with 
Papua New Guinea, generally good to fine. (100s)                                                                                         £150-£200 

 2965            Papua New Guinea: A virtually complete mint collection from 1952 to 2000 in a KA-BE album with the majority 
of issues unmounted. Stated to cat. £700+. (few 100)                                                                                   £100-£120 

Paraguay 

 2966 b P   1881 Lion issue, imperforate or perforated proof sheets of 100 (33), on thick or thin paper, range of values and 
colours, mainly fine.                                                                                                                                           £500-£600 

Peru 

 2967            A mint and used collection in two printed albums, incl. 1860 1d. blue used (20), 1p. used (15), 1872 1p. used (6), 
1873 2c. blue unused (2), 1907-08 2s. mint, 1936 Postage and Air set mint, Air set used, 1938 Air set mint, etc., 
mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £600-£700 

Pitcairn Islands 

 2968   S        1946 Victory set perforated “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D21), fine with lightly toned gum. S.G. 9s, 10s, cat. £400.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

2968AJ       1964-65 ½d. variety blue omitted, marginal from the left of the sheet, unmounted mint, fine with normal for  
comparison. S.G. 36a, cat. £800. Photo.                                                                                                           £300-£400 

 2969            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1940 to 2s.6d., 1957-63 to 2s.6d. (2) with shades, 1964 with 
positional varieties, etc. (78)                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

Portugal & Colonies 

 2970  J       1927 and 1928 Independence sets, 1940 Legion miniature sheet, unmounted mint, the sheet with small crease at 
lower left otherwise fine. S.G. 726-40, 780-95, MS911a, cat. £1,005. Photo.                                              £150-£180 

 2971            An unmounted mint selection, comprising 1932 Death of St. Anthony set, 1937 Air set, 1940 Legion set, 1943 
Caraval original set of seventeen values all marginal, 1947 Costumes set, and 1953 Centenary set in unmounted 
mint blocks of four, slightly mixed condition.                                                                                                £150-£200 
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Portugal & Colonies continued 

 2972  J + 1952 Anniversary of North Atlantic Treaty set in unmounted mint blocks of four, the 3E.50 lower marginal, 
fine. S.G. 1065, 1066, cat. £2,064. Photo on page 116.                                                                                   £100-£150 

 2973            An extensive accumulation in albums, on leaves and loose in a carton with strength in Colonies issues and covers, 
incl. Mozambique, Timor etc., poor to fine.                                                                                                   £250-£300 

 2974            A selection of used miniature sheets in a binder, incl. 1939 Portuguese Legion, 1940 Centenaries, 1940 Centenary 
of Postage Stamps, 1941 Costume, 1944 Exhibition, Brotero, 1945 Navigators, President Carmona, Naval 
Centenary, 1946 Castles, Bank, St. Mary, 1947 Costumes, 1949 Portraits, etc., not all cancellations guaranteed, 
slightly mixed condition. (approx. 50)                                                                                                             £200-£300 

 2975 )      A selection of covers and cards, incl. postal stationery, Colonies with Angola, Mozambique, etc. (100 items)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 2976            Portuguese Colonies: A collection in ten folders, a stockbook and loose, incl. Angola, Azores, Cape Verde Islands, 
Madeira with Funchal, Mozambique, Portuguese India, St. Thomas & Prince Islands, etc. (many 100s)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 2977            Portuguese Colonies: Mozambique Company: A mint collection on leaves, from 1898 to 1937, incl. 1898 Vasco 
de Gama to 300r., 1911 2½r., 5r. and 10r. overprint inverted, 5r. overprint double, 1917 Red Cross Fund set, later 
with an extensive range of Waterlow and Sons proofs with 1918-24 imperf. (15) and perf. (14), complete sheetlets 
of nine of the 1½c. (two different), ¼c., 2½c., 10c. and 30c., 1935 Zambezi Bridge perf. (2), and 1937 Views perf. 
(17) and imperf. (15), also 1c., 5c., 10c. and 15c. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, etc. (100s)                            £300-£400 

Qatar 

 2978   P        2003 Jewellery, two presentation folders bearing the set in marginal strips of three with “Note: To be reprinted” 

in manuscript.                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 2979            A Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1957-59 to 10r. on 10s. (both printings of the top values), 1961 to 10r. (2) 
unmounted, etc. (40)                                                                                                                                            £80-£100 

The Rhodesias 

 2980 )      1914 Belgian Congo 5c. stationery card used to Switzerland, uprated by Rhodesia 1910-13 ½d. and 1913-19 ½d. 
all tied by “T.P.O. UP/S. RHODESIA” datestamps. Photo.                                                                              £120-£150 

 2981            A mint Q.V. to Q.E.II collection, incl. 1892 3s., 1896 3d. on 5s., 1905 Falls set, Double Heads to 5s., Admirals to 
10s., Southern Rhodesia 1924-29 to 5s. (2), 1931 5s. pair, Northern Rhodesia 1953 to 20s., etc., mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £400-£500 

 2982  H       Northern Rhodesia: 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. variety ‘dot by flagstaff’ [Pl. 4, R. 8/4], part original gum, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 18h, cat. £650. Photo on page 116.                                                                                                  £100-£150 

 2983  H       - 1938-52 1½d. carmine-red, with ‘tick bird’ flaw, mint, fine and rare. S.G. 29b. Photo also on back cover.  
                                                                                                                                                                       £2,200-£2,500 

 2984  J       - 1963 Arms 6d. light olive-green, variety value omitted, very fine unmounted mint. S.G. 80a, cat. £850. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

2983 2984 2986 Ex 2987
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 2985            Northern Rhodesia: A mint K.G.V to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1925-29 to 1s., 1939-52 to 20s. with 
shades and ½d. coil strip of five, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1953 to 20s., etc. (83)                                       £80-£100 

 2986  J       Southern Rhodesia: Postage Dues: 1951 4d. dull grey-green, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. D6, cat. £300. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 2987  m       - Revenues: 1937 3s., 7s.6d., 10s., £1, £2, £5, £10, £20 and £50, all used with fiscal cancellations, the 7s.6d with 
pulled perf., otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 2988             A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1937 to 5s., 1953 to £1, 1964 1s.6d. with colour shift, coil 
strips, 1955 Royal Train registered cover, etc. (107)                                                                                          £50-£60 

 2989            Rhodesia & Nyasaland: A mint selection on leaves, 1954-56 sets (2), 2½d. block of four with one stamp showing 
major printing flaw, 1959 to £1, 1d. variety carmine-red omitted, etc. (87)                                               £200-£250 

Romania 

 2990            A mainly mint selection from 1872 to 1980 in a stockbook, incl. 1893-99 perf. 13½ 5b. block of nine centre stamp 
with error 25d., 1906 Jubilee sets (2, one overprinted “SF”), etc., varied condition. (few 100s)               £500-£600 

Saint Helena 

 2991  H       1922-37 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 4d., Watermark Mult. Script CA 2d. (faintly yellowish gum), 5d. (paper 
indentations) and 1s.6d. (gum creasing) good mint all with variety ‘cleft rock’. S.G. 92c, 100c, 103c, 107c., cat. 
£1,100.                                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 2992  H       - £1 grey and purple on red, fine mint. S.G. 96, cat. £450. Photo.                                                               £120-£150 

 2993  m      - £1 grey and purple on red, used, some minor creasing otherwise fine. S.G. 96, cat. £700. Photo.       £150-£200 

 2994  H       1922-37 Watermark Mult. Script CA ½d., 1½d. and 6d. good mint, all with variety ‘broken mainmast’. S.G. 97a., 
99a. and 104a., cat. £485.                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

 2995  H       - 1½d., 3d. (diagonal gum bend), 8d. and 1s. good to fine mint all with variety ‘torn flag’ S.G. 99b, 101b, 105b, 106b, 
cat. £985. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £180-£200 

2980
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Saint Helena continued 

 2996  H       1922-37 Watermark Mult. Script CA 2s.6d. fine fresh mint showing variety ‘cleft rock’. S.G. 109c, cat. £425 Photo 
on page 119.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 2997  H       - 5s. fine fresh mint with variety ‘broken mainmast’. S.G. 110a, cat. £750 Photo on page 119.               £200-£250 

 2998  H       - 15s. grey and purple on blue, fine mint. S.G. 113, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                                      £300-£400 

 2999  m      - 15s. grey and purple on blue, fine used. S.G. 113, cat. £3,250. Photo.                                                   £800-£1,000 

 3000  m      - 15s. grey and purple on blue used with part 1926 (July 8) c.d.s., lower left corner creased and short perf. at left, 
fine appearance. S.G. 113. Photo.                                                                                                                     £500-£600 

 3001  H       1934 Centenary ½d. to 10s. set, mint, a little heavily hinged otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 114-123, cat. £475. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 3002 )      1953-59 ½d. to 10s. set of thirteen, each in upper right corner marginal sheet no. block of four, each with no. 
“0002” except 6d. with no. “0005” and 5s. with no. “004”, on individual plain covers locally addressed in pencil, 
each block with central “AU 4/53” first day c.d.s. S.G. 153-65. Photo.                                                         £100-£150 

 3003            A Q.V to Q.E.II mainly mint collection in varied condition on stockpages incl. 1856 6d. blue used, 1908-11 CA 
10s., 1912-16 MCA ½d. to 3s. set, 1922-37 MCA 4d. to £1, Script ½d. to 15s., also 1d. and 2d. used both with 
variety ‘cleft rock’, 1934 Centenary set, 1938-44 ½d. to 10s., 1961 Tristan Relief 2½c. + 3d. (minor corner crease 
and missing perf. at top), etc. (230)                                                                                                                  £700-£900 

 3004            A mint collection on leaves, incl. 1890-97 to 10d., 1903 to 2s. (2), 1912-16 to 3s., 1922-27 to 7s.6d. (2), 10s., incl. 
2s.6d. lower marginal block of four, 1934 Centenary set, 1938 to 10s. (2), 1953-59 to 10s. (2), etc., slightly mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £500-£600 

 3005            A used collection, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. range of Chalons, 1903 to 2s., 1912-16 to 3s., 1922-37 to 10s., 3d. ‘torn flag’, 
etc., not all cancellations guaranteed. (approx. 150)                                                                                      £400-£500 

 3006            A mint selection, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. 1890-97 to 10d., 1902 values to 2s., 1912-16 to 3s., 1922-37 values to 5s., 
7s.6d. and 10s., 8d. ‘broken mainmast’, 1934 Centenary set, 1938-44 to 10s., etc., mixed condition. (115)              
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 3007            An unmounted mint collection in an album, K.E.VII to Q.E.II, mainly later, incl. 1938-44 to 10s., 1953-59 to 10s., 
later miniature sheets, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                     £180-£200 

 3008            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-44 to 10s. with shades, 1953-59 to 10s. with shades, 
1961 to £1, etc. (118)                                                                                                                                              £50-£60 

Saint Kitts-Nevis 

 3009  H       1938-50 5s. bluish green and scarlet showing [R. 12/3] break in value tablet frame, lightly toned gum, otherwise 
fine mint. S.G. 77ba, cat. £350. Photo.                                                                                                               £80-£100 

 3010  m      - 5s. green and scarlet-vermilion on chalky paper, variety ‘break in frame above ornament, used, very fine. S.G. 
77bb. Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £90-£100

29992998 3000
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 3011            A mint collection in an album, some unmounted, largely complete from 1903 to 1997, incl. 1903 to 5s., 1903-18 
to 5s., 1920-22 to 10s., 1921-29 to 5s., 1923 Tercentenary to 2s.6d., etc. (100s)                                        £600-£700 

 3012            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint collection in varied condition on stockpages with St. Christopher incl. Antigua 1d. 
with part “A12” cancellation, surcharges, Nevis 1871-76 to 1s. used, 1882-90 CA to 1s., St. Kitts-Nevis 1903 CA 
½d. to 5s., 1920-22 MCA ½d. to £1, 1921-29 Script to 5s., 1923 Tercentenary set, etc. (210)                 £500-£600 

 3013            A mint K.G.V to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-50 to 5s. (5), 10s. (2) and £1 (2) with a range of 
shades, papers, printings and perfs., 1954-63 to $4.80 with shades, etc. (100s)                                         £200-£250 

Saint Lucia 

 3014  Hb 1912-21 1s. black on green mint block of 60 from the left of the sheet, a few wrinkles and separated perfs., otherwise 
fine. S.G. 85, cat. £480+.                                                                                                                                    £120-£150 

 3015            A mint collection on stock pages, incl. range of early issues with 1860 4d., 6d. (no gum), 1863 6d. (no gum), 1886-
87 surcharged 4d. and 1s., 1883-86 to 1s., 1891-98 values to 10s., 1891 ½d. on 3d. (2), 1904-10 to both 10s., 1912-
21 to 5s., 1921-30 to 5s., 1936 to 10s. (2), 1938-48 to £1, etc. (100s)                                                           £500-£600 

 3016            A collection in two albums, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. 1891 to 10s. mint, 1902-03 to 1s. mint, 1904-10 to both 5s. mint, 
1912-21 to 5s. mint, 1921-30 to 5s. mint, 1936 to 10s. mint, 1938-48 to £1 mint, later to 1984, etc., slightly mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £300-£400 

 3017            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint collection in varied condition on stockpages with a selection of early Q.V. values, 
1883-86 CA 1s. unused, 1891-98 CA to 10s. (unused), 1904-10 MCA to 5s. (both), 1921-30 Script ½d. to 5s., 1936 
Script set, postal fiscals, etc. (265)                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

 3018            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-48 to £1 with shades and perfs., 1949 with 1c. and 2c. 
coil join pairs and coil leaders, also a few used, etc. (100s)                                                                               £50-£60 

Saint Vincent 

 3019            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint collection in varied condition on stockpages incl. 1899 CA ½d. to 5s., 1904-11 MCA 
£1 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1938-47 ½d. to £1, 1955-63 to $1 (4) and $2.50 (3) with shades, etc. (220)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 3020            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-47 to £1, later definitive sets, etc. (185)       £50-£60 

Samoa 

 3021  J       1945-53 Postal Fiscal 2s.6d. to £3, unmounted mint, some light gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. R.P.S.  
certificate (1973) for the 30s. S.G. 207-213, cat. £880. Photo on page 116.                                                £180-£200 

 3022  J       - £5 indigo-blue, unmounted mint, light gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 214, cat. £450. Photo.          £100-£150 

 3023            A mainly mint collection in varied condition on stockpages incl. 1914 “G.R.I.” to 9d. on 80pf., 1914-24 postal fiscals 
to 10s. mint, 10s., £1 used, 1932 postal fiscals to £1, 1955 postal fiscal 5s. to £2, also some German Colonial issues, 
etc. (147)                                                                                                                                                              £150-£200 

Ex 3001 30103009 3022
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Sarawak 

 3024  J       1945 “B.M.A.” Overprints, 1c. in imprint block of fifty from the foot of the sheet, and 1c. to $1 in corner or 
marginal blocks of twenty, unmounted mint, some gum toning, otherwise mainly fine.                         £350-£400 

 3025  J       - 1c. to $10 unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 126-145, cat. £550. Photo.                                               £150-£200 

 3026  m      - 2c. black, variety overprint double, very fine used. B.P.A. certificate (1978). S.G. 127a, cat. £6,500. Ex 
Graham Cooper. Photo.                                                                                                                            £1,900-£2,200 

 3027  H       1947 “GR” overprints, 3c. green showing the rare variety overprint albino, fine mint. B.P.A. certificate (1969). 
S.G. 152a. Ex Graham Cooper. Photo.                                                                                                   £2,500-£2,800 

 3028            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1899-1908 to $1 mint, 1918 to $1 mint, 1932 to $1 mint, 1934-41 
to $10 mint, 1945 B.M.A. to $10 mint, 1950 to $5 mint, 1955-59 to $5 mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)            
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 3029            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, icl. 1950 to $5, 1955-59 to $5 with shades, etc. (142)  £50-£60 

Seychelles 

 3030  m      Mauritius used in Seychelles: A selection of Q.V. issues with good to fine strikes of the “B64” numeral, incl. 1878 
values to 50c. on 1s., 1879-80 2c., 4c., 25c., 1883-90 2c. Venetian red, etc., varied condition. (20)        £400-£500 

 3031  H       1893 Surcharges, 3c. on 4c. variety surcharge double in pair with normal, large part gum, gum toning, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 15b, cat. £475. Photo.                                                                                                                          £80-£100 

 3032  H       1901 Surcharges, 3c. on 16c. with “3 cents” omitted (small trace remains), fine mint. B.P.A. certificate (1948). 
S.G. 38c, cat. £550. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £100-£150 

 3033  I       - 3c. on 36c. brown and carmine, variety surcharge double, unused, fine. Brandon certificate (2001). S.G. 39a, cat. 
£750. Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £80-£100 

 3034  H       - 6c. on 8c. variety surcharge inverted, mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. Brandon certificate (1998). S.G. 
40a, cat. £650. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £120-£150 

 3035  H       1906 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 2r.25 purple and green showing variety ‘dented frame’, mint, toned gum  
otherwise fine. S.G. 70a, cat. £950. Photo.                                                                                                       £150-£200 

 3036            1935 Silver Jubilee, a selection, comprising sets perforated “SPECIMEN” (2, one without gum), 6c. ‘short extra 
flagstaff’ in a mint corner block of four, 6c. ‘extra flagstaff’ in a mint corner pair, and 1s. ‘extra flagstaff’ in a corner 
pair, mixed condition. Photo.                                                                                                                           £150-£200 

 3037  H       - 1r. variety ‘flagstaff on right-hand turret’, mint with large part original gum, minor gum toning, otherwise fine. 
S.G. 131d, cat. £750. Photo.                                                                                                                               £120-£150 

 3038  J       1938-49 2c. to 5r. unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 135-149, cat. £550.                                                £120-£150 

 3039  H       - 2c. to 5r., fine mint. S.G. 135-149.                                                                                                                 £100-£150 

 3040  m      1952 9c. chalky blue, showing watermark error St. Edward’s Crown, fine mint. S.G. 160b. Photo.       £100-£120 
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 3041            A collection of stamps overprinted or perforated “SPECIMEN’ in a boxed album, comprising 1890-92 to 96c., 1893 
to 45c., 1896 surcharges, 1897-1900 to 2r.25, 1901 surcharges, 1902 surcharges, 1903 to 2r.25, 1903 surcharges, 
1912-16 to 2r.25, 1917-22 to 5r., 1921-32 to 2r.25 (less 4c.), 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1937 Coronation set, 1938-49 
to 5r., slightly mixed condition. (125)                                                                                                           £800-£1,000 

 3042            A mint selection of mainly varieties, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. 1893 3c. on 4c. with overprint inverted, 15c. on 16c. with 
overprint inverted, 1896 18c. on 45c. pair with overprint misplaced, 1901 3c. on 16c. with overprint partially  
doubled, 1903 2c., 3c., variety ‘dented frame’, 1935 Silver Jubilee 6c., 20c. and 1r. blocks of four variety ‘extra 
flagstaff’, 1939-49 20c. variety ‘handkerchief’ flaw, 1952 2c., 3c., 9c., 25c., error St. Edward’s Crown, 1976 
Independence 3r.50 overprint inverted, 1987 Ruby Wedding 50c. overprint inverted single and block of four, etc., 
mixed condition.                                                                                                                                             £800-£1,000 

 3043            A mint collection on leaves, from 1890 to 1970, incl. 1890-92 to 96c. and to 16c., 1893 surcharges, 1897-1900 to 
2r.25, 1902 surcharges, 1903 to 2r.25, 1906 to 2r.25, 1912-16 to 2r.25 (top two values upper marginal plate  
examples), 1917-22 to 5r., 1921-32 to 5r., 1938-49 to 5r. with shades and papers, 1946 Victory set perforated  
“SPECIMEN”, 1952 to 10r., 1954-61 to 10r., etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)                                    £500-£600 

 3044            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint collection on stockpages incl. Mauritius 1878 17c., on 4d. and 25c. on 6d. cancelled 
“B64”, 1890-92 MCA 2c. to 96c., 1893 surch. to 90c. on 96c., 1903 CA to 2r.25, 1917-22 MCA to 5r. also 1r.50 
and 2r. 25 used, 1921-32 Script 2c. to 5r., 1838-49 2c. to 5r., etc. (approx. 260)                                       £350-£400 

 3045            A used collection on leaves, from 1890 to 1970, incl. 1890-92 to 98c., 1893 surcharge set, 1897-1900 values to 
2r.25, 1902 surcharge set, 1903 to 2r.25, 1906 to 2r.25, 1912-16 to 2r.25, 1921-32 values to 5r., 1935 Silver Jubilee 
set in blocks of four, 1938-49 to 5r., 1952 to 10r., etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)                          £200-£300 

 3046            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938 to 5r. with shades, 1952 to 10r., 1954-61 to 10r. with 
shades, 1957 surcharge varieties (also a complete sheet), etc. (132)                                                            £150-£200 

 3047   S        Selection from 1890 to 1938 all perforated or overprinted “SPECIMEN” incl. 1890 48c., 96c., 1903 2r.25, 1938 fifteen 
values to 5r., mainly good to fine with small or large part gum. (26)                                                            £80-£100 
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Sierra Leone 

 3048 )      1894 cover to London bearing 1884-91 2½d. with G.B. 1d. lilac both cancelled on arrival at Dover by Apr. 25 
duplex; 1900 cover (roughly opened) to Wiltshire bearing G.B. 1d. lilac tied by Freetown Sept. 19 c.d.s. and ms. 
“Reached Sierra Leone/in slightly under 13 days” with red Paid Liverpool Br. Packet Oct. 7 transit and further note 
“18 days from time of posting” at left. (2 covers)                                                                                                 £60-£70 

 3049   S        1912-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £2 and £5 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, £2 with rather large hinge mark  
otherwise fine and of fresh appearance. S.G. 129s, 130s. cat. £700. Photo.                                                £250-£300 

 3050   S        1933 Wilberforce 5s., 10s. and £1 perforated “SPECIMEN”, good to fine with gum and of fresh appearance. S.G. 
178-80s. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 3051   S        - £1 block of four used with manuscript and fiscal cancellations, some perf. separation at top. S.G. 180. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 3052            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint collection in varied condition on stockpages incl. 1893 surch. ½d. on 1½d. with  
surcharge inverted, 1896-97 CA ½d. to £1, 1904-05 MCA ½d. to £1, 1903 CA ½d. to £1, 1912-21 MCA to 10s. (3, 
shades) and £1, 1932 Script ½d. to £1, 1933 Wilberforce 5s., 10s. and £1 (damaged) used with fiscal cancellations, 
1938-44 ½d. to £1, etc. (approx. 260)                                                                                                               £600-£700 

 3053            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1938-44 to £1, with range of shades, 1956 to £1 with 
shades, 1963 Second Anniversary of Independence 11s. on £1 used, overprint varieties, 3d. on 3s. mint and used 
blurred prints, 1963 Postal Commemoration 3d. variety “er” missing in corner block of six, 3s. on 3d. “1895” for 
“1859” in block of four, £1 with same variety in corner block of four (minor imperfections), etc. (100s)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 3054            A mint selection, Q.V. to early Q.E.II, incl. 1932 to £1, 1933 5s. and 10s., 1938-44 to £1, etc., mixed condition. (65)
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

Somaliland 

 3055            1903 issues, a selection on leaves, incl. set with overprint at top, Q.V. overprint at foot set mint, range of varieties, 
etc., varied condition. (69)                                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

 3056            A mint selection, incl. 1903 (June) to 5r., 1903 (Sept.) 2r., 1904 to 5r., 1912-29 3r., 1921 values to 5r. (2), etc., mixed 
condition. (72)                                                                                                                                                    £120-£150 

 3057            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938 to 5r., 1942 to 5r., 1951 to 5r. on 5r., 1953-58 to 10s. 
with range of printings, etc. (78)                                                                                                                         £80-£100 
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South Africa: Cape of  Good Hope 

Cape of  Good Hope 

 3058  H       1853 (Sept.) deeply blued paper 1d. pale brick-red, part original gum, small to good margins. S.G. 1, cat. £4,500. 
Photo on page 126.                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 3059  m+ - 1d. deep brick-red, a used triangular block of four, two cut into at foot, scarce multiple. S.G. 1a, cat. £1,900+. 
Photo on page 126.                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 3060  I       1853 (Sept.) slightly blued paper 1d. brick red, good margins, unused, handstamp on reverse, fine. S.G. 3. Photo 
on page 126.                                                                                                                                                        £300-£400 

1855 – 63 

 3061  H       1d. rose, part original lightly toned gum, three small to large margins, fine. S.G. 5a. Photo on page 126.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 3062  I       1d. rose, unused, small to very large margins, fresh appearance. S.G. 5a. Photo on page 126.                £350-£400 

 3063  I       1d. rose, unused, small to very large margins, fresh appearance. S.G. 5a. Photo on page 126.                £200-£220 

 3064  I       1d. rose, unused, three small margins, small corner bend, otherwise fine, also 1s. unused with three margins and 
repaired thin. S.G. 5a, 8b. Photo on page 126.                                                                                                £150-£200 

 3065  m      1d. rose, fine used with good to large margins all round. S.G. 5a. Photo on page 126.                             £100-£120 

 3066  I       1d. deep rose-red, unused with small part original gum, fine. S.G. 5b. Photo on page 126.                     £200-£250 

 3067  I       1d. deep rose-red, unused, three small even margins, fine. S.G. 5b. Photo on page 126.                          £200-£250 

 3068  m      4d. deep blue pair used, good to large margins, fine. S.G. 6, cat. £190. Photo on page 126.                       £80-£100 

 3069  m      4d. deep blue and 1863-64 4d. deep blue, fine used. S.G. 6, 19.                                                                        £70-£90 

 3070  m      6d. deep rose-lilac, fine used. Brandon certificate (1988). S.G. 7b, cat. £400. Photo on page 126.          £100-£150 

 3071  I       1s. bright yellow-green, unused, good margins all round, fresh appearance. S.G. 8. Photo.                    £600-£700 

 3072  m      1s. bright yellow-green, rare variety watermark sideways, used, good margins all round. S.G. 8a. cat. £3,000. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £1,000-£1,200 

 3073  Hb 1s. deep dark green, mint square block of eight, good margins, crease through lower row, otherwise fine. 
S.G. 8b, cat. £3,600+. B.P.A. certificate (1999). Photo.                                                                      £1,000-£1,500 

3073

3072

3071
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South Africa: Cape of  Good Hope continued 

 3074  m      1861 ‘Woodblock’ 1d. vermilion, good margins, used, pressed crease otherwise fine. S.G. 13, cat. £3,000. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£700 

 3075  m      - 4d. pale milky blue, used, two close to good margins, small thin, otherwise fine. S.G. 14, cat. £2,250. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 3076  I       1863-64 4d. deep blue pair, unused, small to good margins, fine. S.G. 19. Photo.                                        £70-£80 

 3077  m      - 4d. steel-blue, fine used, good to enormous margins showing portion of adjoining stamp at foot. S.G. 19c, cat. 
£300. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 3078  m      1882 “One/Half-penny” on 3d., Watermark Crown CC with variety ‘obliterating bar omitted’, lightly cancelled, 
fine. S.G. 46 var. See note below S.G. 47. Photo.                                                                                            £150-£200 

 3079            A selection, incl. range of used triangulars (17, some with three margins) with 1853 1d. and 4d., 1855-63 6d. (2) 
and 1s., etc., mixed condition. (57)                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 3080  m      A selection of used triangulars mainly with three margins, incl. 1855-63 1d. rose, 4d. (4), 6d. (2), 1s. bright yellow-
green, 1s. deep-dark green, 1863-64 4d. deep blue, 1s. bright emerald-green, also two margins with 1855-63 1d. 
(2), etc., mainly good to fine. (16)                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

Orange Free State 

 3081 )      Postal Stationery: 1888 to 1902, a selection of mainly used cards, incl. some uprated, different types, cancellations, 
etc. (41 items)                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

Transvaal 

 3082            A collection on leaves, incl. 1878 cover to England, franked by 1875-77 rouletted 3d. and Cape 6d., 1885-93 range 
of perfs., Interprovincial cancellations, covers, etc. (256)                                                                             £250-£300 

 3083 )      A selection of covers and cards from 1880 to 1913 incl. cancellations, instructional marks, censored mail, registered, 
postal stationery, etc. (38 items) Photo.                                                                                                          £400-£500 

South African War 1899-1902 

 3084 )      1900 (Dec. 28) cover used to Kidderminster, franked by 1881 1d. lilac tied by large violet “ARMY POST 
OFFICE/BERBERTON” datestamp, with original letter enclosed predicting “Those infernal Boers have collared 

another mail, hang them, so that all my letters of Nov. 24 won’t turn up”, and 1900, 1901 two Q.V. 2d. registered 
envelopes size F, one to Natal franked by 1887-92 2d. (2) tied by F.P.O. c.d.s’s, other to Manchester, franked by 
1881 1d. lilac (2) and 1887-92 3d. tied by F.P.O. c.d.s’s. Photo.                                                                    £120-£150 

 3085 )      British Forces, a group of covers franked by G.B. 1d. lilac or ‘Jubilee’ stamps with range of A.P.O. and F.P.O  
cancellations. (8 items)                                                                                                                                        £80-£100 

3084Ex 3083 3078
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South Africa: 1900 (Mar. – Apr.) Mafeking Siege Stamps 

 3086 s      Type 1 serifed overprint 1d. on Protectorate ½d. and 3d. on Protectorate 1d., both used on separate pieces, mainly 
fine. The latter with A.P.S. certificate (1977). S.G. 6, 7, cat. £230. Photo.                                                       £70-£80 

 3087  m      -  6d. on Protectorate 2d., fine used pair. S.G. 8, cat. £240. Photo.                                                                £80-£100 

 3088  m      Type 2 unserifed overprint on Protectorate issues, 3d. on 1d. (on piece), 6d. on 2d. (faults), and 1s. on 6d. (on 
piece). S.G. 12, 13, 14, cat. £330. Photo.                                                                                                          £100-£150 

 3089 s      -  6d. on Protectorate 2d., 1900 (Apr.) 1d. Goodyear (fault at right) and 3d. Baden-Powell on piece together  
cancelled by “JU 13/1900” c.d.s’s, some foxing. R.P.S. certificate (2009). Photo.                                         £250-£300 

 3090  m      -  1s. on British Bechuanaland 6d. purple on rose-red, fine used. R.P.S certificate (1995). S.G. 15, cat. £850. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 3091  m      - 2s. on British Bechuanaland 1s. green, used, one or two slightly short perfs. otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate 
(1995). S.G. 16, cat. £650. Photo.                                                                                                                      £220-£250 

South Africa 

 3092            A collection on stock pages, incl. 1913-24 values to 5s. mint, 1927-28 2s.6d. vertical pairs used (2), 1933-48 values 
to 10s. (2), etc., mixed condition. (130)                                                                                                           £150-£200 

 3093 )       A group of covers and postcards, incl. Cape of Good Hope, much railway interest, station postmarks, T.P.O’s,  
railway letter service, etc. (46)                                                                                                                          £150-£200 

 3094            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, some unmounted, incl. 1930-44 to 2s.6d. blue and brown (2), 
later issues with flaws, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                     £100-£150 

†3095 )      A stock of covers and cards, incl. Transvaal, South West Africa, censored covers, registered mail, postal stationery, 
etc. Priced to sell at $7,626. (few 100s)                                                                                                         £800-£1,000 

 3096 )      Exhibitions: 1913 to 1970, a selection of covers and cards in a folder, incl. good range of exhibition cachets and 
cancellations, labels, ephemera, etc. (152 items)                                                                                            £150-£200 

3087

– 3086 – – 3088 –
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South West Africa 

 3097   S        1923-25 Setting I ½d. to £1 set of singles, all overprinted “SPECIMEN”, with gum, mainly fine. S.G. 1-12, cat. 
£1,600. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

 3098  H       - A range of mint varieties, incl. ½d. and 1d., “Wes” for West”, 1d. “Af.rica” for “Africa” unmounted, 6d. overprint 
inverted rejoined pair, shaved letters, misplaced overprints, etc. (13)                                                        £180-£200 

 3099  J       - 1d. rose-red pair, variety overprint inverted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 2a, cat. £500. Photo.            £150-£200 

 3100  H       - 1s.3d. pale violet, mint lower marginal pair, variety overprint inverted, fine. S.G. 8a, cat. £400. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 3101   S        1923-25 Setting VI 1s., 10s. and £1 pairs, all handstamped “SPECIMEN” in violet, with gum, a few minor  
imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. 35s, 39s, 40s, cat. £500. Photo.                                                             £120-£150 

 3102   S        1927 (Aug.)-30 ½d. to 3d. and 6d. to 10s. handstamped “SPECIMEN” in violet, mainly fine with gum. S.G. 58-61s, 
63s-67s, cat. £600. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 3103   S        1931 Pictorial ½d., 2d., 6d., 1s., 1s.3d., 5s. and 20s. singles handstamped “SPECIMEN” in green, with gum, mainly 
fine, unique set. Eichele certificate (2013). Photo.                                                                                         £200-£250 

 3104  H       - ½d. to 20s. set in fine mint imprint pairs. S.G. 74-87. Photo.                                                                    £100-£150 

 3105  J       1973-79 Succulents 1c. variety black (face value, etc.) omitted, in a fine unmounted mint vertical pair from the 
right of the sheet. S.G. 241a, cat. £500. Photo.                                                                                               £180-£200 

 3106  J       Officials: 1945-50 2d. blue and brown pair, unmounted mint, fine, scarce. Murray Payne certificate (undated), 
S.G. O21, cat. £800. Photo on page 131.                                                                                                          £250-£300 

 3107  H       - 2d. blue and brown, mint, a few tone spots on reverse, otherwise fine, S.G. O21, cat. £800. Photo on page 131.
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

3105Ex 3104Ex 3103
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South West Africa continued 

 3108            A mint collection in a boxed album, incl. 1923 setting I to 5s., setting II 5s. and 10s. (also £1 rejoined pair), 1923-
36 setting III to £1 (unmounted except for 10s.), setting IV 2s.6d., setting VI to £1, 1927 both 4d. handstamped 
“SPECIMEN”, 1927 (Apr.) 2d., 3d., 1s. and 10s. separated pairs handstamped “SPECIMEN”, 1927-30 1s.3d.  
handstamped “SPECIMEN”, £1, to 5s. (both perfs.) and 10s., 1931 ½d. to 20s. (unmounted) and Air 3d. and 10d., 
½d. to 1s. in gutter strips of four (ex Bradbury Wilkinson archive), 1938 Voortrekker set unmounted, later to 1954, 
officials, postage dues, revenues with 1931 3d., 6d., 1s., 2s.6d., 5s., 10s., 20s. interpanneau blocks of four  
overprinted “REVENUE” or “INKOMSTE” (ex Bradbury Wilkinson archive), same in lower marginal imprint blocks 
of four, also a few used with 1927-30 to 10s., 1931 to 20s. in blocks of four, 1931 to 20s., German South West 
Africa 1897-1900 25pf. orange, 1901 to 5m., etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)                            £1,000-£1,500 

 3109            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, some unmounted, incl. 1943 War Effort set in blocks of four, 
1954 to 10s., 1961 to 1r. with blocks and shades, etc. (100s)                                                                        £100-£150 

Sudan 

 3110            1927-41 a small selection of varieties, incl. 4m. with inverted watermarks mint and used, 5m. mint block of four 
with 1½mm downward shift of central vignette, etc. (10)                                                                               £80-£100 

 3111  Ib - 3p. overprinted “1 millieme” in Arabic and “NOT VALID/FOR POSTAGE” in black in an unused block of twelve 
with gum removed as normal, small tear on one stamp at top otherwise in good condition. This stamp was issued 
for currency in the Province of Darfur during a wartime shortage of small coinage.                                   £120-£150 

 3112  Jb 1938 (July) 3p. on 3½p., in a complete sheet (5 x 10), unmounted mint, slightly toned, two grease spots in margins, 
otherwise fine. S.G. 75. Photo on page 132.                                                                                                    £320-£350 

 3113  J       1941 Palm 1m. to 20p. unmounted mint, lightly toned gum and top value with slightly blunted corner, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 81-95, cat. £325.                                                                                                                                   £80-£100 

 3114  Hb Revenues: 1955 (ca.) 50p. Passport Revenue in a complete unused sheet of fifty, with full gum (mounted on  
margin), sheet has been folded and some minor perf. separation and gum creasing otherwise in good condition. 
Barefoot 12.                                                                                                                                                         £150-£200 

 3115            A mint K.G.V to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. three 1934 flown covers to the UK, 1935 Gordon 5m. to 
15m. on f.d.c, 1941 to 8p. unmounted, 1948 to 50p., etc. (87)                                                                     £150-£200 

Swaziland 

 3116  H       1889-90 perf. 12½ x 12 1d. carmine, with variety overprint inverted, small part original gum, trivial hinge thin  
otherwise fine. B.P.A. certificate (1989). S.G. 1a, cat. £700. Photo.                                                              £180-£200 

 3117  H       - 1s. green, variety overprint inverted, fine and fresh mint. R.P.S. certificate (1993). S.G. 3a, cat. £800. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 3118  H       - Perf. 12½ 2s.6d. buff overprinted “Swaziland” in black, part original gum, fine. S.G. 7, cat. £325. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 3119  H       1892 perf. 12½ ½d. grey overprinted “Swaziland” in red, with overprint inverted, mint with lightly toned gum. 
P.F.S.A. certificate (1983). S.G. 10a, cat. £500. Photo.                                                                                   £120-£150 

 3120  H       - ½d. grey overprinted “Swaziland” in red, with overprint double [R. 4/4, sheet A], mint with lightly toned gum. 
R.P.S. certificate (1992). S.G. 10b, cat. £500. Photo.                                                                                       £120-£150 

31203119311831173116
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 3121  J +  1968 “INDEPENDENCE” ½c., variety brown omitted, in a block of four, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 142a, cat. 
£1,700, EC SZ284a. Photo.                                                                                                                                £450-£500 

 3122            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, 1938 to 5s. (2, both perfs.) and 10s. (2, both perfs.), 1956 to £1 
with shades, 1961 surcharges with 25c. on 2s.6d. type II at bottom left, 50c. on 5s. type III, 1r. on 10s. type III 
imprint block of ten and block of four, 2r. on £1 type III plate and imprint block of eight, 1962-66 2r. block of six, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                         £800-£1,000 

Switzerland 

 3123 )       A selection of covers, from 1822 to 1932, with a range of prestamp and stamped, incl. some to Ireland. (38)        
                                                                                                                                                                                  £50-£60 

Syria 

 3124  Jb 1955 Arab Postal Union 12½p. variety imperforate, in an unmounted mint half sheet of 25, a few minor wrinkles, 
otherwise fine. S.G. 551 var.                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 3125            1960 Second Anniversary of the United Arab Republic 12½p. imperf pair, fine with gum. S.G. 713 var. Photo 
on page 132.                                                                                                                                                          £80-£100 

Thailand 

 3126            An accumulation on leaves, stockcards and loose, incl. 1883-85 1s. used (2), 1908 25t. used, 1912 to 10b. used, 
1955 Birthday 3b. unmounted mint, postal stationery, range of revenue documents, etc. (many 100s)                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

Tibet 

 3127 )      1920-50 1⁄6t. green, three examples used on the reverse of native cover from Lhasa to Gyantse tied by violet  
negative seals, with Wilfried Franke certificate (2004), also 1933-60 1t. pair and 4t. single on separate covers. Photo 
on page 132.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 3128            A collection in a folder, range of shades, comprising 1912-50 1⁄6t. block of four and sheetlet of twelve used, ⅓t. 
corner strip of three and corner strip of six unused, 2⁄3t. marginal block of four and sheetlet of twelve unused, 1t. 
sheetlet of twelve used, 1s. sheetlet of twelve unused, 1914-? 8t. sheetlet of six unused, 1933-60 ½t. sheetlet of 
twelve unused (3), pair used on piece, 2⁄3t. pair and block of four used, sheetlet of twelve unused, 1t. sheetlet of 
twelve unused and used, block of four unused, 4t. sheetlet of twelve unused with one stamp inverted, marginal 
block of six used, official 1945 ⅓t. sheetlet of twelve unused and ½t. pair unused, not all guaranteed.                     
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 
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Tonga 

 3129            An early Q.E.II unmounted mint collection on leaves, incl. 1953 to £1, range of officials with 1962 set (Sieger  
certificate, 1963), etc., fine. (100s)                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 3130            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1942-45 to 5s., to 2s.6d. in blocks of four, 1937 Tin Can 
Mail cover, 1944 Jubilee f.d.c., 1953 to £1 with range of printings, 1962 Emancipation with flaws, also some used, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                            £150-£200 

Trinidad & Tobago 

 3131            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1925-27 to 72c., 1938-44 to $4.80, 1953-59 to $4.80 with a 
range of printings, 1960 perf. 14½ 60c., etc. (123)                                                                                            £80-£100 

Tristan da Cunha 

 3132  J M   2002 Fishing Industry miniature sheet, variety imperforate, fine unmounted mint with normal sheet for  
comparison. S.G. MS748 var. Photo.                                                                                                               £450-£550 

 3133            Postal Fiscals: 1970 Great Britain Post Office National Savings booklet showing “TRISTAN DA CUNHA/ 
(crown)/POST OFFICE” triple circle handstamp on both sides, containing 1970 postal fiscal 6d. (20). Issued to a 
member of the Tristan Administration Savings Group.                                                                                       £80-£100 

 3134            An unmounted mint collection in an album, incl. 1952 to 10s., 1954 to 10s., 1960 to 10s., 1961 to 1r., later with 
miniature sheets, Q.E.II period with a high degree of completion to 2019, etc. (100s)                            £200-£250 

 3135            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1952 to 10s., 1954 to 10s. with shades, 1960 to 10s., 1961 
to 1r., also 1957 postage due 4d. with ‘broken d’ in pair, etc. (90)                                                               £100-£150 

Turks & Caicos Islands 

 3136            A mint collection in an album, some unmounted, largely complete from 1922 to 1981, incl. 1928 to 10s., 1938-45 
to 10s., 1950 to 10s., 1957 to 10s., etc. (100s)                                                                                                 £500-£600 

 3137            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II selection on leaves, incl. 1938-45 to 10s. with shades, 1950 to 10s., 1957 to 10s., 1960 
£1, etc. (104)                                                                                                                                                        £100-£150 



Uganda 

 3138            Postage Dues: 1967 1s., the original glass contact plate of 100 impressions in black, with issued set for comparison, 
unusual.                                                                                                                                                                £100-£150 

 3139            A small selection, incl. 1896 1a., 2a., 3a., 4a., 8a. (2) and 1r. used, 2a. block of four used (damaged), 1898 to 5r., 
etc. (29)                                                                                                                                                                £120-£150 

United Arab Emirates 

 3140  J        A selection of unmounted mint sheets from 2002 to 2008, incl. 2002 Hunting, 2003 Museum, 2003 I.M.F., 2004 
Animals, 2005 Reptiles, etc., fine. (100s)                                                                                                         £300-£400 

United Nations 

 3141 b P   1987 No to Drugs 22c., 0.8fs., and 5s., each with eight imperf. progressive proof sheets of 25, fine.    £150-£200 

United States of  America 

 3142            1851 (ca.) die proof of Washington head in purple, two impressions on thin wove paper (62 x 100mm), endorsed 
“No. 14.”, believed produced by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co. of Philadelphia. Photo.                  £150-£200 

 3143   P        1873 Continental Bank Note Co. 1c. ultramarine imperforate proof on card (minor tone spot), 1894-95 10c. blue-
green mint, and 1929 “Kans” and “Nebr” overprinted sets mint, slightly mixed condition. Photo on page 132.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 3144            Revenues: Newspaper Stamps: A selection, incl. 1865 with coloured borders 10c., 25c., white border 5c. all 
unused, 1875 1c. to 8c. unused, etc., mixed condition. (22)                                                                         £100-£150 

 3145            A collection of coil stamps from 1981 to 1987 in a Scott album, incl. singles, strip up to eight, 1985-87 22c. in an 
imperforate strip of eight, range of pre-cancels, etc. (approx. 800)                                                             £120-£150 

 3146 )      Covers and Cancellations: A selection of mainly covers and cards from 1867 to 1970 in two cover albums, incl. 
1867 entire from New York to Switzerland, bearing boxed “F/30” accountancy mark, range of frankings, uprated 
postal stationery, exhibition cards, instructional marks, etc. (215 items)                                                   £400-£500 

 3147 )      - A selection of covers and cards from 1834 to 1979 incl. transatlantic mail, special delivery, postage dues,  
advertising, airmails, etc. (174 items)                                                                                                               £300-£400 
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Vietnam 

 3148            A selection in complete sheets, without gum as issued, comprising 1945 Independence “DOC-LAP TU-DO HANH-
PHUC” 1c. to $1 set with the 2c., 4c. and 10c. each showing the “HANH PHUC” inverted variety, 1945-46 “VIET-
NAM DAN-CHU CONG-HA” 10c., 15c. with black overprint, 15c. with green overprint, 30c., 50c. and $1, 1945-46 
“VIET-NAM DAN-CHU CONG-HA BU-CHINH” 3c. to 40c. blue, 1945 Famine Relief “2$00” on 15c. + 60c. and 
“3$00” on 40c. + $1.10 1945-46 “VIET-NAM DAN-CHU CONG-HOA” 2d. on 3c. and 4d. on 6c. complete sheets of 
fifty, some minor imperfections, otherwise fine. (100s)                                                                                £300-£400 

 3149            A selection in complete sheets, without gum as issued, comprising 1945 Independence “DOC-LAP TU-DO HANH-
PHUC” 1c. to $1 set with the 2c., 4c. and 10c. each showing the “HANH PHUC” inverted variety, 1945-46 “VIET-
NAM DAN-CHU CONG-HA” 10c., 15c. with black overprint, 15c. with green overprint, 30c., 50c. and $1, 1945-46 
“VIET-NAM DAN-CHU CONG-HA BU-CHINH” 3c. to 40c. blue, 1945 Famine Relief “2$00” on 15c. + 60c. and 
“3$00” on 40c. + $1.10 1945-46 “VIET-NAM DAN-CHU CONG-HOA” 2d. on 3c. and 4d. on 6c. complete sheets of 
fifty, some minor imperfections, otherwise fine. (100s)                                                                                £300-£400 

 3150            1945, 1946, a selection of the early overprints in complete sheets, without gum as issued, incl. 1945-46 15c. (8), 
1945 Independence “DOC-LAP TU-DO HANH-PHUC” 1c. to $1 set with the 2c., 4c. and 10c. each showing the 
“HANH PHUC” inverted variety, 1945-46 “VIET-NAM DAN-CHU CONG-HA BU-CHINH” 3c. to 40c. blue, 1945 
Famine Relief “2$00” on 15c. + 60c. and “3$00” on 40c. + $1.10, most with a few minor imperfections, also a small 
stockbook with blocks of four. (19 sheets, 2 half sheets)                                                                               £250-£300 

Yemen 

 3151  Jb 1951 Air 6b. to 1i. in unmounted mint marginal blocks of six, fine. S.G. 81-87, cat. £216. Photo on page 132.      
                                                                                                                                                                                  £60-£70 

 3152  J + - 6b. to 1i. in unmounted mint marginal blocks of four, and 1960 Olympic Games miniature sheet, fine. S.G.  
81-87, MS130a, cat. £274. Photo on page 132.                                                                                                    £60-£70 

 3153  Jb Kingdom of Yemen 1964 Consulate Service 5b. purple with red Ministry of Communications crest in red and 
green framed “YEMEN” handstamp, unmounted mint block of six (3 x 2), marginal at right, fine. Mi. 81a. Photo 
on page 132.                                                                                                                                                        £550-£600 

 3154  J       Kingdom and Imamate Issues: An unmounted mint selection, incl. 1962-63 “Free Yemen” overprints and  
miniature sheets, etc. Stated to cat. Michel €2,680. (81)                                                                               £300-£400 

Zanzibar 

 3155   P       1913 200r. imperforate plate proof in issued brown and black on ungummed, watermarked paper, fine. Photo.
£140-£160 

 3156            A mint and used collection on leaves, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. 1896 values to 5r. mint, 1898 to 8a., 1899 to 5r. mint, 
1908-09 values to 5r. mint, 1921-29 10r. mint, 1936 to 10r. mint, etc., very mixed condition. (100s)    £150-£200 

 3157            A mint K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1952-55 and 1957 to 10s. with range of printings, 1961 
to 20s. with a range of printings, 1963 Independence set in pair with one stamp in each overprinted “Jamhuri”, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                                 £50-£60 
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